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An encouraging victory last month for Britain in the Finnish Nationals
and 'we hope a good omen for next year- George Lee won the Open
Class with BernardFitchettsecond. ROGER BARRETT, British Team
Manager, has been finding out about the country on ...

A RECCE TO FINLAND
This year the Finnish Gliding Association aUowed a limited
number of foreign competitors to fly in their Nationals
which was b.eing held at Rayskala, the venue for the 1976
World Champ.ionships. Bernard Fitchett (ASW-17) and
George Lee (Kestrel 19) were the two pilots, entered by the
BGA in the Open Class.
I went out to Rayskafa for a long weekend in the middle
of the two-week contest on a recce, following up Tom
Bradbury, the team's Metman, who had already spent ten
days in Finland in May. He had warned us that the final'
gfides into Rayskala- could be interesting as in some
directions there was a continuous belt of forest and lakes
around tile site for some IOkms. I arrived at Rayskala
airfield to find the contest was over for the Italian Roberto
Monti. He had just been fished out of one of those lakes
from his upside down Cirrus, having miscalculated his
final glide. Tom was right!

How good conditions can be
An anticyclone sat over Finland for all three days of my
visit a~d I discovered how good conditions can be just 300
miles from the Arctk Circle. Hans-Werner Grosse had
completed a lOOO'km tdangle in Finland a coupte of weeks
ear,uer, releasing at 08.30 and I~nding at 19.58 (See pI74).
George Lee was competing abroad for the fir~t time and
he found conditions on some days better than anything he
had ever experienced in the UK: tops at 7500ft, a fair;ly
regular 8kts (and he certainly wouldn't stop for less than 6)
with the occasional bonanza going off the vario and
averaging 11 kts or so. But he and Bemard both found the
thermals narrower and rougher than the home-grown
variety. This meant it could be a little .trying if you got
below 2000ft with mostly just pines stretching to your
horizon.
This year's Ftnnish Nationals was not only a World
Champs dry run
for
pilots
from
Australia,
Czechoslovakia, Italy, Pofand, Sweden and ourselves, the
Finns were also running in their organisation for 1976.
Indications so far are that the Met forecasting is going to
be very good, information about times and scores wit! be
pretty instant and reliable and their helpers generally seem
to be exceedingly competent.
Problem areas this year will n(j doubt be worked on in
the next twelve months: the airfield is extremly sandy and
if your tug takes-off from·a bare patch yeu cannot see YQur
own wing tips when the all-out is given: up to the tim~ I left
th~ tasks for the Open Class were being very much under146

set (until I arr,ived the Open and Standard Classes were
being set the same tasks); the meals available on the site
were not good value.
The most vivid impressions I got of Finland were (a)
light nights-dusk merges with dawn as the sun slides
round just below the horiZon; (b) the language really is
fearsome-a phrase book plus language record would be a
good investment this winter for anyone planning to visit
the Wmid Champs.
Another tip for intending visitms is to be as selfsufficient as possible. Hotel and Motel accommodation
within range of Rays.kala will be virtuaUy impossible to get
and caravans will be exceedingly difficult/expensive to
hire, so the answer is to go with your oWn tent or caravan.
There are superb forest areas to camp in very close to the
site-but remember your mesquito nets.
In Australia we had heard an about that old Finnish
custom of mixed sauna, but this year we found the
gentlemen had been segregated from the ladies bya lengt!
of airfield-surely not for the benefit of the modest
English contingent? The BuHetin, published daily by the
organisation, included a Lexicon headed "Rayskalalanguage." U had apparently been compiled by
Finnish gliding's Monty Python because entries included':
Sauna
Sauna
Kaljamaha Beerstomach
Perkele
By George!
Halleujaa
Hallerujah!t
The British Team will be selected at the end of
September after most of the short-listed pilots have flown
at Angers and in Euroglide. Then our preparations will get
into full swing. Having now discovered the high cost of
living in Finland and watched the pound sink further and
further i,n relation to the Finnmark, we shall undOUbtedly
b~entering the Championships with a very ,lean team-and
there are considerable doubts about whether we shall be
able to afford our permitted four entries
If you would like to do something to help your team next
year please do send a contribution to the BGA. Cl)eques
should be made payable to "BOA World Champs Fund"
and sent to me clo British GIlding Association, Kimberly
House, Vaughan Way, Leicester. We are going to need
every penny you can spare as the prospect of any
commercia' sponsorship looks remote this time.
Final results after nine contest days. Open Class.' 1 George Lee, Kestrel
19, 8470pts; Bemard Fitchett, ASW-l7, 7976pts; 3 Jan Satny (Czech),
Kestrel 17, 7675pts. Standard Class: 1 Franciszek, Kepka (Poland), Std
Jantar, 6991plS: 2 Franc Peperko lYugoslavia), Std Cirrus, 6975pts; 3
Matias Wiitanen (Finland), PUK-20, 6928pts.

B~ck in the early 19505, before most of us had even heard
of Lasham, I can remember arguing at a BGA insltructors
,conference in favour of simplifying the instruc,tional patter
for the recovery action from incipient and full spins.
At that time it was general to teach "stick forward and
opposite rudder" for an incipient spin and the standard
full spin recoy,ery action, "full opposite rudder, pause, aileroncentral and stick steadily forward until the spin
stops", for a full spin. It seemed Sensible to adopt the same
order of movements for the instructional patter for incipient spins as for a full spin and say "apply the opposite
rudder, move forward and then bring the wings. level".
This, we thought, would ensure that if the student became
confused and a full spin did develop, at least he had the
right order firmly established in his mind.
This all seemed quite logical at the time and still does if
you consider that the full spin is the real danger, and that
the aircraf,t is one which will spin fully and requires the
standard method for an effective and rapid recovery. If the
spin really required the correct sequence for a prompt
recovery, a confusion over the order of movements would
obviously be serious.

Today,. find myself far from sure that this change was a
good one. Certainly it is wor~h discussion and an exchange
of ideas.
At the incipient stage; that is from the time tllat the aircraft becomes stalled.:.and starts to drop a wing until the
full spin develops, (u5uaUy recognised as'the moment when
the rotat;ion speeds up after the firs't turn), the order Qf
movements is unimpornant and the most effective recovery
will be to make the forward movement and the opposite
rudder together. The essential point, however, is to unstall
the wings and the only action which can lead to a full spin
is a backward movement on the stick, or the stick being
herd well back.
.
Most gliders are extremely reluctant
enter a fuUspin
or stay in one unless ,they are ~eiRg flown with the CG close
to the aft limit, ie with very light pilots.
A spin can only occur if the glider becomes stalled or
partially. stalled, drops a wing and remains stalled as it
starts to spiral downwards. Most gliders will unstall themselves during the first half-turn or so of the beginning of
the spin, in the same way as tlley do from a s,traighl stall,
unless the stick is held right. back. Tile nose down pitching
mOvement at the staU is iUsually sufficient to result in the
wing unstalling and this prevents the spin from developing.
Keeping the stick right back alone may be sufficient to
allow the spin to develop. (For example, with the rudder
and ailerons held central, the Slingsby Eagle wiIJ enter a
full spin if it is stalled, drops a wing and the pilot keeps the
stick 'right back. ThiS is not unique.)
Because of the almost instantaneous re·covery of most of
our training two-seater gliders, on most occasions Ithe spin
(if in fact achieved) is stopped long before the instructor
has even said the word "pause", with the resu'it that

'.0

apparently acceptable recoveries can be made with little or
no forward movement of the stick. Furthermore, if the
instructor does emphasise the stick movement, it
fr·equently results in the glider pitching into a very steep
dive so that excessive height is lost. It is therefore very easy
for the student to form the opinion that the forward movement is unn.ecessary and that by keeping the stick back he
is helping the glider to return to level flight more rapidly.
Often on training flights the glider is left still buffeting as it
recovers from the nose down attitude to level flight (particularly in the incipient spin recoveries). And it may be
that when this happens our training Serves only to
emphasise the "full opposite rudder and pause" and fails
completely to stress the need for easing forward. This
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Failing to stress the one
n?lover.nentessendalfora
safe and certain recovery
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means that we are failing to stress the one movement which
is essential fora safe and certarn recovery and the one
movement which, in an emergency, the pilot will be
reluctaot to make if he is facing the ground in a steep nose
down attitude at low altitude.
Although the standard spin recovery action may be most
effective In the case of an aircraft which is reluctant to
recover. and it is important to use it for test flying purposes where "rogue" spinning might easily OCcur, it might
reduce the accident rate in gliders to change it to a drill
which puts more emphasis on the essential movement. In
an emergency it is the forward movement on the st>ick that
must not be forgotten. Otherwise the r~covery may be
delayed or; at worst, a spin in the oppostte direction may
occur.
Certainly the insistence of a pause between applying the
full opposite rudder and easing the stick steadily forward
begins to look a nonsense in the light of Ithe British Civil
Airworthiness Requirements Section E for glider spin
recovery. These require that the standard recovery action
shall stop the spin within haU-a-turn of the initiation of the
recovery action. Clearly any "pause" bas to be very short
indeed if the spin is to be stopped so quickly!
Is the order of movements so important, you may well
ask. It certainly could be ,in event of damage or icing where
the most effective action might be needed for any recovery
at all.
The effect of the opposite rudder in reducing the yaw
has powerful anti-spin effects. Reducing the yaw tends to
even up the unequal stalling of the wings and so reduces
the rate of rotation. Furthermore, any reduction in the
speed of rotation results in a nose down pitching effect and
this assists the downward elevator movement to unstallthe
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wings. If the stick movement is made first, the power of
the elevator may be momentarily reduced because as the
aircraft pitches nose down, the rate of rotation will increase tending to flatten the spin slightly. In a marginal
case, therefore, there isa d.stinct advantage in applying the
rudder slightly before the stick is moved forward.
These effects make it important to apply the full opposite rudder and not just to rely on the forward movement
on the stick to unstall the wings and so stop the spin.
(Remember, spinning can only continue white the wings
are stalled. It is a state of stalled flight in spite of the
apparently near verdcal nose down attitude.) However, if,
as implied by the BCAR, the rudder and elevator movements are applied almost together, does it, in fact, matter
which is applied marginally before the other?
A few aircraft may have a definite branketing of the
rudder when the elevator is moved down in a spin. Then
the llse of ,the rudder first, foUowed by a pause, gives a
much more powerful anti-spill effect than when the order
is incorrect.. I have never heard of any sporting gliders
where this effect is significant, although there ,is some
suspicion that an inidal large forward movement of the
stick on a machine w:ith a V-tail might result in stalling one
half of the stabiliser itseff and cause spin recovery
problems.
What is quite certain is that it is the failure of the pilot to
m.ake a progressive forward movement on the stick which
delays any recovery action in conventional gliders. Any
prolonged pause between the rudder and elevator movement will delay the recovery and the pause should receive
far less emphasis than it has in the past.
There may even be a case for changing the requirements
to ensure that all gliders will recover if the two movements
are made simultaneously, Or even with the stick moved
momentari~y before the.- rudder. However, even without
S1,Icn radical changes, a useful insurance agains1 spinning
accidents, besides more practice, is to stress that It Is the
progressive movement forward on the stick until the spin
stops that is all important, although in most cases the spin
will have stopped before the stick has moved very far.
In ev,ery case a forward movement, or relaxation of the
backward movement, must be made after applying the
mdder, even if the spin stops immedi(\tely. Otherwise there
is a real risk of stalting aga,in and of spinning in the opposite direction a few seconds later. This is he cause of all
accidents where the dir'ection of the spin is seen to reverse.
White practising incipient spins, a convincing demonstration is to show the effect of holding the stkk right back
as a wing drops. The tendency to spin is obvious compared
with a similar demonstration in which the stick is moved
forward without applying any opposite rudder. We must
drive home the lesson that the only way a spin can occur is
by holding ,the stick back, and that above all we must not
make that mistake.
Confusing though it may seem to have a different order
of movements for incipient and full spins. going back to
teaching "ease the stick forward and apply opposite
rudder" for incipient spins would at least help to
emphasise the importance of the stick movement. If in a
time of stress the pilot remembered the incipient spin
recovery action, this would be far better than if he
remembered only ,the first half of the standard spin
recovery.

MY POOR PERFORMANCE
A gloomy RHODA PARTRIDGE gIves herself some
good advice and restores her enthusiasm for gliding.

Novemb~r 1974 I was fed up. A miserable expensive
season. Flying badly. Sitting through two soaking Comps.
Living 106 miles from a good soaring site means I can't
sneak off for a quick fly. It has to be planned ahead and
I'd got out of phase with the weather. Working when it
was good. Sitting disconsola,te on a rain swept airfield
when I managed to get off. Miserable. Fed up. So I'll sell
Broomstick and give the r,otten sport up. End of love
affair.
But what about aB that delight I'd be missing? Could l
live through a perfect thermal day without a twrnge? Could
1 look a lenticular in the eye knowing I'd never again be
perched above and a little ahead of its leading edge'? Now
one thing I'm really good at is giving advice. I give it, often
unsolicited, ,at the drop of a hat. Other people's problems
are so delightfully simple, don't you think? OK then
Rhoda, give yourself some.
MGA (Me Giving Advice). "Now what's your
problem?" .
MRA (Me Receiving Advice). "I'm flying ineptly and
I'm scared into fits".
MGA "One thing at a time, what are you scared ofl".
MRA "I'll be flying along and she'll start swooping uncontrollably about the sky, then with a terrific rending
noise the wings will come off. After a terrible struggle I'll
manage to get out and my parachute won't open".
MGA "Don't be siUy, what are you really scared ofl".
MRA "Making a fool of myself, like knocking off the
CFI's hat as I ,come in to land" .
.MGA "That's more like it, an rgnoble fear, you don't
give gliding up because you're scared of making a fool of
yourself. Anyway you should be used to it by now. What
else?".
.
MRA "Finding I can't cope with an emergency.
Panicking" .
MG-A "Emergencies don't only happen in gliding. YOll
can't hilJe away from them. You have very few when
you're gliding because you're so paralitically cautious, and
those you have had you've dealt with perfectly adequately.
No sign of panic".
MRA, "True, true, but what about my miserable
performan\:e and being outsoared by early solo pHots flying Swallews?".
MGA "Certainly your performance is lamentable and
shows no signs ,of improvement, what you need is some
two-seatering" .
MRA "Oh come on. Here's this ins,tructor with his abinitio patter all bright and shiny and along comes this crazy
woman gross with hours and blazing with Diamonds and
says she wants to improve her performance. What's the
poor soul going to say? (No, don't tell me.) Anyhow I
want to get O1OFe of all that beautiful performance that's

b~i11 into my beloved Std Cirrus and there isn't a
comparable two-seater" .
MGA "Ah! but there is". So I phoned John Jeffries at
Dunstable and he accepted the challenge.
We arrived, Broomstick and I, on April 27. Day I.
Thick and grey and grotty with very little lift. John flew me
in the Calif and talked about where lift was and where it
wasn't (and mostly it wasn't). We fell down at Cranneld
after an hour. Got towed 01,1t and had another hour. Tell
you about the Calif. Immense 'uxury, Italian style.
Finished inside like all expensive sports car. Flying, you get
a feeling of great weight allied to amazing buoyancy. Lots
ef feed back to hand and to bottom.

"This flight was a bit of a
revelation-made me
think hard"
Day 2. Flew Broomstick and tried to work lift the way
John did. Marginat improvement but still hopeless. Day 3.
John declared Hereford out-and-return and talked about
planning a flight and maps and final glides. This flight was
a bit of a revelation. Both as regards navigation and as
re,gards working streets. Made me think hard. We got to
Blenheim, but a front came in so after some cloud flying
we came bac,k and were home for lunch. Sat in the back of
the Romanian IS-28B for 11 hours in the afternoon while
John tested it. The Calif had spoilt me aDd I resented the
way my bottom went to sleep.
Day 4. no flying. Day S morning, John gave me a work
out in the K-l3 and this was one flight that I did not enjoy.
I was flying and he was fault-spotting and if you think
muffing thermals On your own is not much fun, try it with
a cri,tical audience in the back. But this was what I'd come
for so I worked away for l~ hours in rags of thermal and
tried to do as he said. Afternoon 1 went up in Broomstick
to practise the morning's lesson. In imagination I installed
John's voice behind my left ear and tried to do as he said.
"Top rudder here, take it off now and press your wing
down into the meaty bit." (I do relish John's phraseology.
"Press your wing down into the meaty bit." Had
Shakespeare been a glider pilot he couldn't have put it
better.)
It was during this flight that the plastic buckets feU off.
For the last few years j had had this idea that I was flying
with one under each wing, rim towards leading ~dge. But
at last I was free of them and up we soared, released.
Day 6. Saturday. John sent me on a 200km triangle but
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there was a northerly gale and I spent four hours punching
into it, got nearly to Husbands Bosworth, drifted back and
landed in a field. Day 7. Tried another cross-country but
didn't feel fit so packed it in. 25kt NE.
Day 8. A mad ENE gusting to 4Okts. John had a Silver C
course and set an out-and-return into wind. He would fly
the Calif with a student and I was to follow him, do exacHy
as he did (probibition on circles) in Broomstick. Found
him at cloudbase an.d he hared off at 9Okts, me rushing
along behind, eyes glued to the receding dot. Not a glance
.at instruments or maps or the ground. His 22 meters-lifted
him away from poor little Broomstick, but still we
followed. Finally, at 600ft I said to myself, "Hell to this
for a caper". The pupil told me later that John had looked
down his wing and said "Goodbye Rhoda, I'm sorry". But
it wasn't goodbye, r clawed my way up again, he got down
to 800ft and bad to hang on a ridge. We both got home and
I laughed a good deal. It was an absurd flight. Had
another go in the afternoon on my own but didn't get all
the way. Tried his system for letting Broomstick nose out
invisible streets and was fascinated to find that it works.
Airways'torment

Day 9. Same crazy gale only stronger. In the afternoon a
wave system set up and John took me up' in the Calif to
play with it. A tow to 2500ft. Very difficult to contact but,
at last, the Calif went quiet and still and we found a n.ice
edge with 2kts on it and we spent two hours around 5500.
This was the only flight that made one cross with the airwayS:. Mostly the SRZ and TMA don't trip you up, but not
to be able to WOrk a wave system the way it's formed is a
torment. There was not much depth to the clouds, but why
should there be? The system was set up by the flat lands of
East Anglia. Day to no flying.
Day 11 John planned to shepherd three aspiring Silver C
pilots in K·8s to Husband Bosworth and Ieould come in
the K·f3 to see the fun and to bring a K-S back in low tow,
dual. This was a hilarious flight and ended with the whole
lot landing out. We made Cranmed and were towed out
and I had anotfier work out for an hour. Day 11. Oratty
but I had a hard working hour in Broomstick in the evening. Day 13, 2.30 hours in .Broomstick in marginal
conditions. Day 14 should have gone cross-country but it
didn't work before four o'clock and by then I'd kind of
given up the idea. That was my last day. As well as the
flying I -attended first class lectures and took copious
notes.
And the end product? Somewhere along the way my
inhibiting, palm sweating fear left me. There was too much
to learn, it was such fun. John is specially fun to fly with
because, by some miracle, he has retained the mad
enthusiasm of an early solo pil0t, and it's contagious. It
will take many more flights to put into practice all I learnt.
I have a few shocking ingrained habits to get rid of. I shall
never be a pulled together €ompetition pilot. Its not in my
nature, but I arrived at Dunstable sad, facing a closed
door, unable to improve. Now that door has been opened
and 1 can go through and go on and improve and I'm
happy about gliding again. And the price? No sense telling
you because of inflation. But this I will tell you. There is
absolutely nothing I'd rather spend· money on. Gave
myself some excellent advice, didn't I?

The Pilatus 8-4 has
been given complete
certification for aerobatics including snap
manoeuvres for those
aircraft with rear
fuselage modification.
The strengthening ;s
offered by Pilatus as a
retrofit at minimal cost.
Although aerobatics
are allowed in many
countries with the
certification, .Pilatus
underwent a series of
tests to get complete
clearance

CLUNK.CLICK, every trip
P. J. LlNNEY

I'm waiting for take-off in quite my most favourite glider,
the Pilatus 8-4. Mostly, I fly Skylarb and Pirats but I
have a few hours of PHatus flying now. I have already said
to myself, "Small stick movements on take-off'. This one
is more sensitive than some that I fly.
A club-mate comes up with the tow rope. "Brakes
closed and locked", say I. The lever gets another push for
good measure. "Cable on, please." At Booker, yOl,r won't
get the cable fixed unless you state "Brakes closed and
locked," and the handler will look at your wings anyway.
We check all clear above and behind. "Take up slack-All
out."
The ground run seems a mite long for a Pilatus. Still
there is hardly any wind to speak of. Remember small
stick movements. We leave the ground. The tug leaves the
ground. No trouble keeping position, but she feels a little
sluggish. Why do we need so much rudder? Funny, she
seems to·be buffeting a bit. We're about 30ft up. "Great
Grief!" the tug is turning right across the power boy's runway. Why? Look out the side. "Oh my Lord", the brakes
are open!
I shut them. The tug levels off. I release at I 800ft and
thermal for about half an hour. Best 360's I've ever done
but no heart in it. I come back to the field, check the wheel
is down, set 55kts on the ASI, trim to that speed, put hand
on brake lever and look around. The landing is okay. We
can still do something right it seems. My daughter comes
out with the tractor. "Daddy, Dennis is flying just now,
but will you wait for him at the launch point?" I know why
the instructor wants me. She knows why, but with
incredible tact refrains from telling me.
Dennis didn't have a great deal to say, but he did want
to know why. The answer is simple. Brakes were closed

but they were not locked. So why does this happen? I
rarely fail to hear the "Brakes closed and locked," call to
a cable handler. Yet, maybe once a year a glider rises from
the ground with its brakes open. Why?
Well, it is stilt the pilot's responsibility to be sure the
aircraft is properly prepared to fly, but it may be that
locked airbrakes are one of the things you or a helper cannot be sure of with your eyes. Just about everything else
can be seen to move as it should, or be where it ought to
be. But with the over-centre lock system a brake lever may
not display a noticeable difference between the locked and
unlocked position. The Skylarks are fine in this respect, all
of them. You have to latch that lever into.a sizeable slot,
and you can see very easily whether it is there or not.
To complicate the situation even more, the amount of
force needed to go through the dead-centre varies greatly
from type to type. I can recall an Olympia 2 that needed a
fantastic push to lock the brakes. Pirats seem to need very
little force to achieve the lock. So what happens when a
pilot with lots of experience with gentle locking systems
starts to fly something needing more effort? Maybe he
thinks he has applied enough force to lock the brakes, but
has he?
So, what do we do? The over-centre lock is a good
mechanical system and it is going to stay with us. So is the
variable amount of for-ce needed to operate it as we move
from type to type. I have no wish to teeter on this particular brink again, nor to offer an honest tug pilot the choice
between a two knot margin of flying speed Of ditching a
doubtful risk over the motorway.
It's going to be "Clunk-Click, every trip." Clunk for
shut, Click for locked. I'm also going to rest a couple of
fingers on the brake lever during take-off, just in case!
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BILL SCULL, Senior National Coach, writes about

VALUE
Learning or teaching gliding has more than its share of
frustration. However, it's the frustration that I want to
talk about rather than the system and some effects, both
direct and indirect, thait it has on the giving of instruction.
With a few notable exceptions most students meet their
instructor of the day at random. At best a regular attender
at the club may fly with the rostered instructor every third
week or so and at worst,especially in the larger clubs, he
may never fly with the same instructor twice. This
naturally creates certain problems, not the least of which ,is
the assessment of tbe student's capability, the setting of
suitable tasks and imparting appropriate information. The
assessment ~s made from the infQrmat,ion to hand; a
logbook, a training record and the student's impression of
how well he ,is doing. Frequently we get the assessment
wrong, which results in a student g,eHing help that he does
not need or attempting something that he cannot do. The
latter occurs most of~en when there is a lack of recent practice or because he has forgotten (or never had a clear idea)
of what it is he is trying to do.
I believe this state of -affairs arises because a typical
gliding instructor is strongly motivated to give value for
money-a laudable aim. Carried to ex'tremes, however,
this results in an instmclor who is reluctant to show a
student how he wants it done, be it a turn or a circuit. The
student is attempting to carry out an exercise of which he
does not have a clear mental ~mage. The remedy for this
typical state of- affairs r,es'ts with the instructor; be less
reluctant to show your student how you want it done, ask
him when he was last shown a particular exercise,
especially critical ones. A student who is turning badly may
have forgotten what a proper turn looks like and the more
he practises the more thoroughly he consolidates on a bad,
and potentially hazardous', technique. Another effect of
the desire to give value for money is on the rate of progress
,through the basic exercises.
.
Ra'te of Progress

The rate at which a student should be progressed
depends not on~y on the aptitude of the individual but also
the frequency of practice. Obviously a student who flies
every Saturday and Sunday will progress more quickly
than one who flies once a fortnight. However, the common
denominator frequently used is the number of launches
carried out. The assumption is made that students who
have done (say) 30 launches will be able to do certain exercises, but there will be wide variations in performance
depending on how frequent and recent the pra€tice.
For any individual there is obviously an optimum rate of
progress and if you get it wrong then there are two
ways-too rapid a rate or too slow. The mos't common

FOR

MONEY

mistake is progressing, or trying'to progress, too quickly.
The only experience ,that will conv,ince one that "too slow"
is the better alternative is an ideal instructing situation-one instructor with a group of students and the
opportunity to experiment. This convinces one that consolidation on basic exercises, as achieved in all-aerotow or
motor glider training, is the way. This experience refutes
theories such as "we need the winch to get the circuit and
landing practice." (No, I'm not adv.ocating that you throw
the winch away.)
Another personal experience which further convinces me
is in instructor training. Three or four days (out of nine)
are devoted to two basic exercises, effects of controls and
turning. Most ult instructors wonder how it is, possible to
fit .all the other exercises into the remaining time. But
having consolidated on the basic exercises. the remainder
comes easily and the results are achieved by a slow rate of
progress and consQlidation. Ignore these two basIc rules
and the result is a pilot attempts everything but does
nothing satisfactorily.
How often, having made your initial assessment of your
student, do you say "It's all yours", oD'lyto find that the
whole flight is a near disaster from swerving ground run to
heavy landing. If the student cannot fly very wen, ie basic
handling, then it's not at all surprising. One thiog that is
very closely related to th-ese factors is the confidence of the
individual. Confidence will only increase when tasks are
successfully accomplished and no amount of saying
"that's all right" will bolster his confidence if the exercise
is badly done-and he knows it.
All adequate level of confidence is vttal for the first solo
and progressively increasing confidence is desirable as this
stage is approached. For some student's a decline may be
experienced once the average number of launches to first
solo has been passed. Instructors may contribute to, or
even cause, this loss of confidence because when asked the
number of launches to &010 they make no allowance for the
other factors which influence it, aptitude, frequency of
practice, weather etc, in some cases even whether an
instructor authorised to send first so'los is in regular
attendance.
Fundamentally Ithis is a club organisational problem and
the student will benefit from only flying with two or th'ree
instructors if"this is, at all possible. If instruct,ion in your
club is not organised in this way then remember that there
are two predominant instructional) faults-a too rapid rate
of progress and a reluctance to demonstrate (and redem<;mstrate if necessary).
Both these factors are significant in limiting the level of
skill and confidence of the student.
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COMPETITI:ON ENTERPRISE 1975

PHILlP WILLS
At the first sight of North Hill, as we rounded the last bend In the tortuous maze of Devonshire lanes which surround it the horrors of
plunging sterling and looming strikes, of quarrelsome politicians and squabbling petty tyrants, faded from my mind and stayed faded
for nine blessed days. The pound had fallen to$2.271 So what? Ken Wilkinson had landed in a cut hayfield, opposite a three-s'tar pub
which had welcomed him and his team to a free meal and phoned a friendly farmer who welcomed his intrusion.

There was to be a railway strike on Monday week. Too 'bad,
but the friendly Customs officer had given everyone their clearance forms, Should they go abroad, and the only question was
whether, now we were in EEC except for the Shetlands, would we
have to exhibit it if we anded in Lerwick.? lan Pattison gave a
ration of French francs to each pilet. Dear North HiU, look after
it, you lucky and kindly club members, for you have a very
precious heritage to· hand on.
Last year's entry of 17 bad grown to 23, within a whisker of
the 25 maximum which the site can happily handle.
The newcomers arose .because of our last year's expedition to
Usk: Peter France and Ivor Shattock (from Caerphilly, who
therefore became 1\'01 the Glide), tickled by our Usk day last
year, came and flew. Ivor arrived only for the first weekend, but
was trapped: by the atmosphere, and stayed the whole week.
John Fielden, poet that he ms, would have been a lost genius
had he been born before gliding was discovered. At the first
briefing he gave us title form. Two Classes of tasks, for Nails, and
Glass Slippers. Anyone can fly in either Class on any day. Marking system of a beautiful simplicity;
Distance, 2ptsperkmx handicap
Goal bonus (if applicable) 50pts
5 x (g~20)
Speed:
handicap

The weather-ah! the weather. After last year's week of northeasterJy rain and low cloud, we proceeded to have six consecutive
north-easterly hot blue days. And so, Whilst our ultimate aim of
breaking every straight Line record went by the board, irnstead we
had an intensive course of instruction in tbe habits of sea br,eezes
which was, even to old me, something entirely new. So we come
to:

June7
The task for Nails, out-and-returns to Yeovilton (IOOkm),
Sherborne Castle (llOkm) or Mere Castle (105km). No prior
declaration, just fly as fast as you can, photograph the turning
Iloints and get back. For Slippers, out-and-returns to Old SaTUrn
(216km) or Lasham (324km).
Mike Garrod said that the ground temperature might break
through the inversion around 13.30hrs leading to blue thermals
up to 4000ft. It didn't, but a few tipteed away, Ken Wilkinson
scoring 86pts by scraping to Yeovilt,on. By 20.30hrs the cl\lb fleet
wer·e soaring effortlessly over the site at 4000it asl in an evening
wave, to the embarrassment Qf all.
Next morning John Fielden pointed out that only six pilots had
tried to go away, if everyone had been more enterprising there
would have been more,. possibly better, flights, which was why
there was no X. On being asked how he had done it, Ken said he
had simply done exactly what John had told everyone to do at
briefing.
June 11
The same weather, but rather better, because Mike G said the
critical ground temperatures would be reached rather earlier,
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after which blue therma'ls to 5000ft, with ,sea breezes to follow. It
hamx:ned exactly like that.
The tasks for Nails, out-and-returns to MerryfieLd (50km),
Yeovilton (lOOkm) or Australia, landmark near Salisbury
(200km). For Slippers, an out-and-return to Newbury racecourse
(3Q4km).
The pilot-selected start-board came out, everyone hung on
their rings and at 13.30hrs off went Ken. Everyone followed,
,exactly on time (splendid tug organisation) and diminished off to
the east, into cloudless blue.
For the Slippers, it turned out to be a face to get to Newbury
and back to Somerton, where a beautiful sea breeze cUffi\llus had
built up by 16.00hr$, 'Under which a final climb brought one
safely and easily home. Tony Maitland (Diamant 18), Ken
Wilkinson (Kestrel 19) and Mike Pope (Kestrel 19), pulled this
off. Justin Wills (Std Libelle), had by now reached a point of
confidence where he was tossing away 3kt lift, so flew through it
into the dead sea air and landed six miles short at Culmhead.
Very character-forming.
Tony Smallwooo's Gull became head Nail, reaching Yeovilton
and getting. back toa Thomas Hardy vinage called Kingston
Episcope. He Landed in the middle of a hayfield round the
perimeter of which the farmer wasllibbling inwards with a haycutter. Tony had an idea that if, by the time he and his machine
had reached the centre, tbe Gull was still there, i;t also would be
cut and baled. So when a friendlY visitor arrived and asked if he
could help, Tony sent him off post-haste to phone Kitty Cooper
and urge his team to the rescue.
Kitty's phone rang in Control and the following conversation
took place:
Man: "Your glider has landed at Kingston EpiSCQpe, and
the pilot is qllite all right. Wjll you send his trailer?"
Kitty; "Fine. What is the machine's number?"
Man: "Number? What number? You needn't worry, the
pilot is quite all right."

London Sailplanes Ltd.
Tring Road•. Ounstable. Beds.
Telephone Dunstable 62068
U.K. Agents for Tost and A. Sch/eicher
Open Monday to Satufday 9a.m. to 6 p.m.

C.A.A. welding and re-sprays
Repairs to wood, glass-fibre end steel tube machines
Stocks of most materials for repairs and re-builds
Wide range of instruments in stock
B.arograph and A.S.1. Calibration

Kitty:

"But I've got lots of gliders to look after, and unless I
know its number, or his name, I don't know who to
send. Do you remember its colour?"
Man: "Oh dear. I don't know any of them. But please don't
worry, be's quite unhurt."
Kitty; "Can you possibly go back and get his name and
number?"
Man: "It's rather a long way to go, but all right, I will."
He plodded back to the field, j.ust in time to see a beautiful
young girt arriving with a tray of goodies to save Tony from
starvation, so Kingston Episcope is to be marked as a centre of
civilisation.

Justin WUls, who came first. PhotQ: Tony Smalfwood

"The effect of 40 years on llspect ratios. " Photo: PhJ7ip Wills

Ph/7ip Wills and Ken WilkJnson- "two BGA past Chairmen pattering . .. "
Photo: Tony Smallwood

June 9
Same weather, but a fractional change in wind direction made
this possibly the most interesting and instructive day. No cloud
fOrecast, but ,the sea breezes in fact produced lots.
Fer Nails, it was a race to Bodmin airfield (lOOkm) and for
Slippers, a 300km triangle via Sutton Bingham and Davidstow
Moor.
All ten Nails arrived at vast heights, including Rod Witter Rying the Dart, who decided he was a Nail. (The next day his
partner; Mike Osborn, decided he was a Slipper, so new that
task. A most sat,isfactory way to give a mixed team a fascinati(lg
compet,ition.) Mike Russell, in his Petrel, was .head Nail, in 2hrs
13mins, and achieved I:006pts, with Jones' T-21 on h'is tail with
911pts.
Of the Slipper,s, only the three ISm ships completed the task.
Everyone flew easily to Sutton Bingham, and back past North
Hill, then straight on with a southern sea breeze ,to near
Davidstow Moor, where the nor'thernsea breeze took over easily.
They rounded it at up' to 4000ft and set off on the return leg.
But-trick. Whilst they had been away, tbe southern breeze up
the Exe estuary had crept another ten miles north, and those who
attemp'ted to return the way they came flew into dead air near
Okehampton, and ianded short. The three little Slippers all
spotted the catch in time, turned north of track, and crept round
on the northern sea breeze till they were wi,thin final gllde
distance.. The northern sea breeze was strongest at Bude, where
Jams McOill reached 7800ft in ber K-6E. Tony Maitland was just
a bit too impatient, and arrived back 1(lOft below ,the edge of the
airfield, so had to land at the bottom. Justin wo,n in 3.4Shrs for
W88pts, with John Cadman (Std Libelle) second and Ivor the
Glide third in his Std Cirrus.
June to
Weather same: blue thermals forecast to 4/S000f,t, 3lts.
The task for the Nails was a gain of height, no handicapping
with fOpts/ lOOn, while the Slippers were "sent on a i78km outand-return to Tarrant Rushton.
A fraction more north in the wind took the sea breeze out to
sea, so on the way out Ivor tbe Glide, and on the way back Ken
Wilkinson, experienced flying the lovely cloud street out to sea
over Sidmouth and Seaton Bay which I flew in the Minimoa in
1938. Seven finished, Tony Maitland first, then Jus'tin followed
by Ken, Mike Carlton coming fourth.
The highest Nail was the T-21 ~No.621). with 320pts., Slight
complaint from Slipper department, which continually
encountered Nalts looking 'so improbable and lovely that they
used up their Wrns and nearly didn't have enough left to photograph their turning points.
The field flew just on 4000km this day, ,in 76hrs 20mins.
June 11
Mike Garrod somewhat more enthusiastic about surface
temperatures and ceilings. so John Fieldenlet himself go.
For both Classes it was a 570km (record attempt) out-andreturn to Cambridge, plus various shorter tasks.
Launches up to 12.00hrs to 3000ft.
Alas! The weather failed us. "Pooltroon" Pope pipped the
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ADVANCED WlNN NG
SOARING· on the wind
by George Moffat

a handbook for future diamond pilots
George Moffat, twice Open Class World Champion
('70 & '14), tells all

Fly better and safer, climb faster and higher, soar further,
pick your weather, choose-prepare-fix your ship, convert
to higher performance types, understand your barograph.
Then gain badges, win contests, set records, get the most
fun and knowledge from your soaring adventures.
This is THE word-the first and finest 'how to' book on
advanced soaring ever published. Thirty-two chapters of
facts, figures, flying help and fun from many of the world's
finest soaring pilots, instructors, designers, record holders,
contest winners, safety experts and humorists. Fully illustrated with charts and diagrams, three-views, cockpit layouts, cloud formations, weather maps, barograpb traces,
polars. For pilots of every persuasion, from first solo to
triple diamonds.

Fly with him in over twenty-five of the World's greatest
ships from the 'fifties to the 'seventies. Share his winning
contest techniques in intimate detail. Live with him
thfough a decade of success in world-class competj~ion
and record flying. Savor his wit and candour in selected
'Infamous Last Words'. Famed '52 World Champion Philip
Wills contributes a gracious and illformative Introduction.

It's all here, in the great soaring
book of the 70s.

11" x 15" Soaring lithos still available

11" x 15" Soaring lithos still available
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Please send me
copies of "ADVANCED SOARING", •
at £2.25 each, plus 25p p&p
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copies of "WINNING ON THE.
WIND",at£2.25each,plus25pp&p
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Cheques payable to British Gliding Associatioll, -4--The Soaring Press, clo B.G.A., Kimberley House,
Vaughan Way, Great Central Street, Leicester.
..
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Cheques payable to British Gliding Association, -4---.
The Soaring Press, clo B.G.A., Kimberley House,
Vaughan Way, Great Central Street, Leicester.
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June 14
The last Saturday was no good. An approaching cold front
gave some hope of the Day 'of Days on Sunday-France and
points south-east, so we had our finall dinner and prizegiving,
after which the fielden band (six members of lhe family, ages ten
upwards) amazed and delighted all with their professionalism.
Peter Longstaff had had to withdraw at the last moment, but
he made a most beautiful pair of silver cuff-links, which were
awarded to Maurice Clafk Cor being top wood in his K-6E.
Everyone begged Nort'h Hill to do it again next year, and they
said they would be delighted.
JUlle 15

Coda. The cold front had passed through, but stock at Dover.
So various people declared for record goal races, 400kms to
Great Yarmouth and 300kms to Swanton MoTley. Others simply
flew home to Booker and such like. lustin, going for Gt
Yarmouth, covered half the course in under two hours, then ran
into the back of a line of thunderstorms and had to return to land
at his home field at Weston-on-the-Green. Ken persisted into the
rain until his wheel met Marshalls airfield at Cambridg,e.
So all these great things remain to be done ned year. Good.

At. the final de-briefing. all contestants unanimously
asked the BOA to, retain straight-line speed records. to
continue to act as chllll,lenges for future aUempts. particularly during Competition Enterprise.

Kitty Cooper- "Mum." Photo: Tony Smallwood

post, by completing the lowliest task in his Kestrel 19 for 284pts.
Others set off and flew for hours, landing at places like Devizes,
but didn't score as much.
They said it couldn't be done
But he set out to do it
He lackled the job that couldn't be done.
And he C()I/Idn 't do it.
Rhoda Partridge had to go home today, and we sadly missed
her, but kept giving her beautiful specially designed mugs for
daily prizes.

The leading results: 1 Justin Wills (Std libelle), 2803pts; 2 John
Cadman (Std Libellet. 2723pts; 3 Tony Maitland IOiamant 18). 2291pts.
Enterprising Blunt Nails category (handicap less than 90), 1 Tony
Smallwood (Gull 11, 1478pts; 2 Terry Jones and Roger Warren (T·21).
1368pts; 3 Bill Mavand Ben Rood (T-21), 1231pts.
The prizewinners were as follows: Daily Telegraph plate and first prize.
Justin Wills; special second prize, John Cadman; special award for top
wooden ship· (presented bV Bill longstaW. Maurice Clarke (K-6e);
Sha~pest Nail prize. Tony Smallwood' and top two-seater prize, Terry
Jones and Roger Warren.

.JuneIl
Hotter than ever, bluer than ever, but no lift.
Nails: Cornbe Raleigh reservoir, score lO00pts per whale.
Slippers: an out-and-return to Sidmouth, score 1pt per mackerel.
So we went again to Beer, basked on its beach, puttered
around in its boats, best score 12 mackerel. Evening party eating.
mackerel, crab, drinking champagne. Exactly what everyone
needed .

.June 13
The Divertimento. At 09.30 briefing, John deferred second
briefing to 17.00hrsl There was to be little or no thermal, but
prospects<of an evening wave.
By 18.00hrs thin lines of waves could be seen over Wales in the
far north. Scoring; 5pts per 100ft above launch height. Distance
3pts/km between North Hill, Taunton, Glas'tonbury Tor, In any
order desired. final landing time 21.48hrs (~hr af,ter sunset),
From 18.00hrs lets of launches, and graduaUy a light wave
started wandering about, as per instruct,ions. Finally beautiful
classic little len clouds appeared brietly all over the place at no
more than 4000ft, and there were I1 scorers.
John Cadman won, with 420pts. Five gliders landed in one
field near Wellington, and the farmer loved it. Devonshire for
me-or is it Somerset?
When John first totted up ,the marks, Justin and John Cadman
were exactly equal., but then he found Justin had scored 80pts
height gain, so he became overall winner by this narrow
margin-2803pts to 2723.

"Ian Patterson gave a ration
Smallwood
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THE UK GLIDER MARKET 1957-1975
J. L. SELLARS
FIG Z

That the UK glider market has been in a state of nux for the last
decade is common knowledge. Less obvious is the exact nature of
these changes. In an effort to shed a little light, the additions to
the BGA Register since 1957 have been grou~d under various
headings in table 1.
TABLE 1
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600
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"
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10
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The same information is presented graphically in Fig 1 which
shows, for example, how the number of UK manufactured
wooden gliders in each 100 registrations has fallen as the Register
FIG 1
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progressed. (Recent "UK wood" registrations are largely second·
hand gliders brought back from abroad, or sold by the RAFGSA
etc.) Note that the horizontal scale is not on a time Of annual
basis, except indirectly, and the total does not always quite reach
100 because of numbers taken out but.not used.
Readers will make what they wish of these statistics, especially
readers who were involved with the UK industry over this period
(and those who were not and think they could have done better!').
At least the historical progression is net in doubt;
up to 1965
1965-1970
1970-1975
1975 onwards

British wood
German wood/steel tube
GermanGRP
Polish wood?

In Figs 2 and 3 an attempt is made to present tile same
information on an annual timescale. This is somewhat inexact
because numbers are often allQcated wen in advance of sales.
The Rise of Imports
Fig 2 shows the increasing to tar of UK registrations since the
end of 1957 by country of origin, and rough/JI represents the
comem.porary UK fleet as most of these glidefS' are still with us.
It is appartmt that the size of the tlK market has steadily
expanded despite economic crises, from about SO units a year in
the early sixties to a current figure of 100 units, worth upwards
of half a million pounds per annum.

,

like wood, the new materials need long production runs to be
The buoyancy of the market is shown by the fact that this
expansion occurred inspite of the stagnation of the British economic, and we have been conspicuously less successful than
industry from 1965 onwards. to which the foIlowiflg events may
other countries in obtaining these.
With hindsight (which is always easiest) one might argue that
have been relevant;
Britain should have eschewed the new materials completely. Had
1964 Retirement of Fred Slingsby from active management
we continued to produce traditional but improved wooden
of Slingsby Sailplanes.
gHders, our industry would have suffered a temporary setback
1964/6S Death of Horace Buckingham, managing director
of£lIiots of Newbury, fo'ltowed by cessation Qf production,
during the age of German glass from 1970-75, but not the
1968/,69 Fire at Kirbymc>orside, followed by bankruptcy of - major upheavals caused by changing materials (twice at that!).
Bri,tish wood might now have been coming back into its own,
Slingsby Aircraft Company.
Since 1970 the. British contribution has recovered somewhat,
wit,h Skylark 5's instead of Polish Pirats!
but is still much below its former level. It should also be noted
that many of the latest "British" gliders are in fact German
A<rknowledgement
designs. Actual German imports seem currenHy to be stagnating
I am indebted to Norman Ellison for supplying the statistics
(high prices and long wait,ing lists?) and other countries, particufrom his excellent book "British Gliders and Sailpfanes" publarly Poland, are now providing the expansion.
lished by A & C Black Ltd, and updating them for this article.
The opinions expressed, however, are entirely my own.
The New Materials
In Fig 3 the UK registrations are sub-divided by material of
construction. It is most striking. that the vast majority of g idefs
registered in this period were of traditional construction (ie
wooden, or wood plus sted tube). Table I also confirms that
wood is still the most prevalent material in new registrations.
Metal gliders have been available for a decade but never really
caught on, although Pilatus have recently made some headway.
On the other hand GRP enjoyed a rapid expansion from 1970,
but is now showing signs of decline (cost, availability and
insurance?).
It is noticeable that the introduction of these new materials
corresponded wifh the period of decline of the British industry,
which might thus be .suspected of dragging its heels. This accusation is refuted by the fact that British designed metal and GRP
prototypes were flown in 1967 and 1971 respectively, quite soon
after these materials were used in foreign gliders. However, un-

parafil

a new concept in
launching ropes
• strong
• light
• non-corroding
• flexible and easily
handled

FIGJ ADOITIONSTOIRITISH REGtSTER BY MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION

Ask for details of this.advanced material

•

19-21 KENTS HILL ROAD' BENFLEET' ESSEX' SS75PN
Telephone: South Benfleet 103-7451 52711

•
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WINTER BAROGRAPHS
MAIN STOCKISTS:

THERMAL EQUIPMENT
LIMITED
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire

100

Telephon.e Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359

YEAR

57 58 59 60 61 02 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71

72 73 74
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A highly (and sometimes lowly) personal impression of the
Hahnweide International Contest, May 1975
~L

CONTINENTAL WEATHER: NEVER MIND THE

WIDTH, FEEL THE QUALITY
If you go to the Continent to glide, don't expect more flying days
than you get in England. So far since 1972. I have had three days
out of seven at Zell am See, then four contest days out of 11 at
Angers and four out of nine at Hahnweide. You go for the
scenery or the food, new friends, and the special atmosphere of
each country-and for those few exhilarating good days that
mak€ the whole journey worth while.
At Hahnweide Dr.. Knapp and his organisation make a special
effort to help foreigners 'and especially the British by printing
vital information in several languages and conducting all briefings in English as well as German. (However, the instruction,
"please mount your machines in the middle of the field", led us
to believe that passionate love of gliders was not confined to the
British.)

MAYDAYl (No thanks, I'm not yelling for help. Not yet
an)'y.'ay,) On May Day, the day before the contest opens, all citizens tog 'Up in knickerbockers or peasant dresses and stroll
around in the middle of the focal roads. while cars-and trailers-meekly g~ve way and try to avoid treading on anybody.
(This custom, as you can guess, does not ex:tend to the autobahn,
which. surpassing Le Mans, is a 365 day race sponsored by
Mercedes and BMW.) Today Hahnweide itself is overrun with
sightseers and whatever space is len on the fiel'd is handed back
to the local clubs; sorry, but visiting pilots are asked to up-sticks
and find a welcome and a winch launch at one of the myriad
local' sites. We chose Grabenstetten, only eight miles. away,
Never having been winched before in any glass ship, especially
downwind, I was pondering cable break procedure, not to men·
tion ground loops. and admonishing the crew to run niftily with
the wing tip. -when I quite abruptly found myself at 300ft, pointing al the sun and accelerating smartly towards escape velocity,
to back release with a bang and a radioed apology at 1000f1.
When three hours latter we all land fQr a little something, it being
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nigh on schnapps-time, Klaus Holighaus had gone round S20km,
having started early that morning at Hahnweide, and his Nimbus
was long since back in the hangar. The thermals went on for two
more hours; in retrospect it was a lOOOkm day and all we had
done was float around admiring the view. Rodney Tibbs would
have been proud of us.

MISTAKES MrSTAKES MISTAKES
The first contest day was a very simple 366km triangle for the
Open Class, slightly less for the Standard, which almost everyone
whizzed round at speeds which, before May 31 at Husbands Bosworth, would have impressed British pilots no end. For myself. I
had two minor fumbles which cost me about ten p'laces ..
LeSSQn I:
Lesson 2:

KNEE DEEP 'IN MICHEUN
Everyone uses loca,1 200000:1 maps, which makes for great
fumbles in ·cockpits; Holighaus says he does too, although I
reckon that his 820km triangle must have required nearly 15ft of
lines on maps.
If you ,fly at Dunstable. which is shaped like a roller-coaster,
you won't find life too difficult at Hahnweide which is shaped
like a propeller or like one of my early attempts to make model
aeroplane wings. The only person J saw ground loop however
was the great Holighaos, twice in a row; I wonder just how much
water he poured into his immaculate Nimbus from a pipe that
clearly was connected to a mountain lake several thousand feet
higher, so loudly did it roar into his ballast tanks-and for such a
long timetQo ...

I

Lesson 3:

Don't charge off into large blue areas on your first
raCe in a new area when you can't see anyone else
doing it.
Get precise information about prohibited areas, control zones etc. I skirted an area of healthy cumulus
and went into the blue because I thought a military
airfield was totally verboten to all heights, when
apparently at our altitude, 7000jt, it was quite OK.
Spend some time checking wind strength and
directiQn~for instance, by noting the drift when
circling. As a result of overestimating a headwind
which had, in faet, turned into a weak crosswind, I
wasted 15 mfnutes in weak thermals under a leaden
sky when I was (llteady within jinal glide range of
Halznweide~

Lesson 4:

Make sure your car and glider radios really work!
Especially get the aerials properly set up and all
electrical connections clean.•But for radio jumble I
would have learnt much earlier about that change of
wind.

THE LONG, LONG GLIDE
The rains came .and we all went to see George's fossi]-museum,
and when the excitement of that had worn off we sat around and
drank away our precious Deutschmarks and cursed th~weather.
Airfields in the rain are depressing wherever ,they are. A few
aeons later. when serious peril of turning into fossils ourselves
was likely, we had a day. For me, the day.
It was a 330km out-and-return in three phases: first nightmarish struggle with everyone dumping ballast into ,the trees.
(Nimbusses have a terrible thirst and very weak bladders; they
'take ages to relieve themselves, ,then sigh" Ah, that's better!"
and waft upwards I'ike balloons): a second stage, for ,those who
survived the ordeal in the hills. of strong, clear, high, classic
weather. (Where had everybody got to? Stern consultations with
maps-all eight of them-then curses, Canow and Burton
flashed past the other way, leaving a gap that widened at three
miles a minute as ,they made for home): then the last stage, a
slate-grey wedge reducing the sun to a 15 watt bulb then finally

extinguishing it. From a carefully-hoarded 6000ft above ground I
covered 54 nautical miles, fIying with two fingers into a hazy
land of little churches and castles on pinnacles, with even a
gliding club looking down on me, till running GUm of sky and
landing with unerring judgment across ,the furrows, I shook the
fillings out of my teeth and produced the usual hair line cracks in
the gel ooat. The skies opened up and turned the plough into a
quagmire, just as my devoted crew Ruth and Murray Hayes,
whom God preserve, hove in sight. I could see Hahnweide's
home slope barely seven ml'les distant. Sigi Baumgart] alone of
the Open Class had arrived back at Hahnweide, but I was second
and, as David Carrow said, looked like the cat that had been at
the cream.
The real hero that day was Terry Slater of RAF Hildenrath
who won the Standard Class by a vast margin, in spite of being ill
shortly before. All round a bit of Union-Jack waving was called
for.

TEN MINUTES
On ,the penultimate day cu-nims brooded over the plateaux and
the originally-set tasks were cut down to-a dash to the Klipperneck (a spectacularly-sited gliding club on top of a small Alp) and
back, for both Classes, 146km. Clearly it must 'be a day for completely eliminating any form of hesitation or doubt, since half a
dozen bad cirdes could cost a hundr,ed po,ints. A more abrupt
change from the previous day's tactics could not be imagined; I
must learn to act out of character.
An iron policy of not circling above 3000ft nearly did for me
on the return leg: through a cataract of sink 1 sped along a deadend valley towards a rock face which towered overhead, the
small sloping wire-strewn fields only 600ft below. The sun, and
the wind that made cloud-shadows race over the fields and up the
cliff, would surely help. Please? A surge that rivalled the
Grabenstetten winch plucked me out of the hole and three
minutes later No. 800 set off on course for Hahnweide at a happy
lOOkts with 3000ft under the keel.
The rest was straightforward, apart from not being able to see
the field through the curtains oC torrential rain, and having to
avoid swarms of Standard Class gliders slanting busily down on
an invisible goal, and having to make a right-angle turn in loose
formation immediately before crossing the line in the downpour
at 120kts and nought feet, then pulling the water-jettison string
much too late and trying to make a regulation landing straight
ahead on a field packed with gliders and scurrying figures, to
arrive heavy and fast in a hollow full of tail-high weeds and
bracken. Water still gushed out of the wheel bay and the
adrenalin subsided. The last ten minutes became another of those
indelible flying memories tl) bore my cronies with in la ter years.

der ABRECHNUNG (THE R'ECKONING)
Second again! Delusions' of adequacy assailed me. Tomorrow
the world! The final day would be win-or-bust day. As it turned
out it was bust. Not a solitary point.
It was the most dangerous of days-thunderheads getting
steadily more violent locally as the afternoon progressed. It is
small consolation dla't the reigning pundit, Klaus Holighaus,
king of the Swabian Alps, who had won the first and third days,
landed back three times on Hahnweide without scoring; but my
decision to come back for a second start may not have been so
dumb after all. Squeezed between the local Stuttgart zone and the
hign ground, fleeing the hail and the electric shocks, I trapped
myself in a precipitous valley, then spent half an hour slope-soaring in fine drizzle 500ft over the little spa town of Urach, with the
citizens in the main square staring up at me. At least I said on the
radio] was slope-soaring until I noticed that the smoke was going
up vertically and that there was no wind. Like characters in cartoon films who step off precipkes but don't fall until they look

down, ] .only began to sink when] realised ,that slope-soaring was
impossible.. After landing (not in a field at Urach, but in the
field) I walked up to a little signpost on the corner of the field. It·
pointed towards the escarpment with the message THERMALBAD ...
The triumph of that day was George Burton's; In his usual
masochistic way he had turned up with a three-quarter-finished
prototype and worked his way up the listing in spite of it and
came four,th in the contest. I can't tell you much else about the
task, since I couldn't bear to hear him and David and Ralph
Jones going 00 abo,ut the lovely view of the Swiss Alps. After all,
if you've got the making of a champion, one has to be a rotten
loser-and I qualify on that if nothing else.

THEWINNERS
The Open Class winner was Sigi Baumgartl (Nimbus 2) of Germany
with George Burton (Kestrel)' fourth; David Carrow (Kestrel 19) sixth;
Ralph Jonfts (Nimbus 2) 11th and Mike Bird IKestrel19) 14th.
The Standard Class was won by Fritz Henkel (ASW-T5e) of Germany
with Terry Slater (Std Libelle)' 37th and Ron Sandford (Std,Cirrus) 41st.
There were 21 in the Open Class and 52 in the Standard.

1975 INTER-SERVICE
REGIONALS
-

-

RAFCosjord, April30-May 10
SUECARR
On the last day there was a mid-air collision in cloud with both
pilots, Stan EastQn (Diamant) and Ian McFadyen (Kestrel 19),
parachuting to safety. The gliders were extensively damaged and
wreckage was strewn over four fields.
There were a few tense minutes in control after ,the initial
"Mayday" call from another glider until the pilots telephoned to
say they weren't injured.. Tension was further relieved later when
Stan wandered in nonchalantly clutching his parachute and liD"
ring, wanting to know if he had got past X.
He was full of praise for the emergency services-the
ambulance was there before he landed. lan was later found to
have a slight back injury and was kept in RAF Cosford hospital
overnight.
This was the largest ever Inter-Service Regionals, under the
directorship of Doc Saundby and Roy Gaunt as task setter, with
60 competitors, five Royal Navy, seven Army, 42 RAF an~ six
guest civilians. Although the weather, par,ticularly strong winds,
had an adverse effect, the Open Class had six contest days and
the Sport and Club Class five.
The best days were Saturday, May 3, when mOre than half the
Open Class completed a 26Skm triangle and on Sunday, May 4,
when four in the Open Class completed a 307km triangle.
The majority of tasks were set to the soutn and west with the
exception of a 300km triangle around the Birmingham Control
Zone. Tenbury Wells, Ludlow Castle and the MS motorway
junctions became favourite turning points but, as a few pilots
found to their cost, Cleobury Mortimer has a distinct
resemblance to Tenbury Wells and two pilots managed to' find
bridges not marked on th~ map.
.
The cup awarded to the RAF Regionals Champion and the
trophy for the Inter-Service Regionals Champion were both won
by Fit Lt A. Miller, a Canberra pilot from RAF CoUesmore. The
Inter-Service team tr,ophy, computed from the best three scores,
was won by the RAF and the RAF Inter-Command results,
computed in the same way, meant Strike Command gained the trophy for the 'leading team.
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FINAL RESU LTS (HANDICAPPEDI

nn.n ('I• • •
No. Pilot

,

Miller, A.S.

100
100
116
116
98
116
'00
120
116
100
98
100

2 'Kiety,I<.,
3 MacFadYen. I.
4 Spre<:kley. B.T.
5 Murgatroyd, 8. W.
8 Gorelv, T.
1 Sharman. R. C.
8 Manton. S. H. C.
9 Hog9, A. J.
10 Cafe,P.G.
11 Stevenson, J. N,
;2 Aichards. R.
Wray, A. J.
'14 Hart. S.
15 Wynch,J. W.
16 Easlon. $. J.
1'7 Brirodle, G. F.

la

S~Or1

96

27

5.5
4

6.5
5

9.5
6

To.

'Std CJirrus
StdOirrus
Keslrel19

94

624
986
1000
715
620
609
601

471,

0
441
139
60
35
278
123

537
167
473
130
772
456
ONF

569
569

177
65

586
ONF

60
ONF

913
661
0
3l!8
449
406
897
646
4l!8
503
449
1000
577
595
327
0
ONF

3567
3473

200

919
677
929
'000
680
935
593
629
626
545
680
349
661

83

291
0
99
58
81
202
271

938
397
814
90.
1000
810
967
703
726

394

Kestrel 19
Std Libefle
Kestrel 19

SrdrCirrus
Nimbus 2

Kest,e!19
Std Ciuus
StdUbell.e
Std Cirrus
Cobra 15,

64

K..fitR

90
90

K-6,
K-6,
K-Se

90
90
92
92

:lO.4

•
463
332

64
'7'
111
56
127
224

K·6e
Pilatus 8-4
Pilatus 8-4

86 SkyllKlI: 4
90 '-Se
92 Pilatus 6-,4
92 PlIatusB-4
84 'K-6c.ll:
82 Olympia 463
90 '-Se
84 Skylark']
92 Pilatus 8-4
94 Oart 17"
~ Foka5
94 Da,,17A
92 Pilatus 8-4
62 Pirat
88 Olympia 419
90 K-6E
92 Pi1atus B-4
92 Pirat
82 Olympia 463'
90 1(·6E

.JUfY, A. J,

12 Oxberry, J. A. G.
13 Clemo. R.
1~
Cla(ke. M.
15 Walsh. T.
16 Amold, A, V.
17 Goozee. P. K.
18 Best, E.
III Wilson, l.
20 Britton. D,

U

4.5
3

Sailplane
H'cap

•

22
23
24
25

3.5
2

358
366
37!i
'71
336
0
0
0
181
0

803
617
610
647
219
140

89
0
361
67
0
ONF

I

pIS

il400
!l379

Hyetl. A. R,
Dean, M.
Edmunds, E,
Tootell, W.

Reed. I. 8.
Ric.hie, P, J.
Staines. R.

'89

3.5
2

4.5
3

5.5
4

8.5
5

99ll

966
1000
941
902
555
9'6
694
695
993
629
641

654
249
396
335
615
611
100
265
'07
'05
197
152
0
212
202
245

1000
904

67

777
327
581
0
495

670
676
742
762
649
961
627
485
675
607

145
27
173

696

lO2

&72

137
3"00

506

543
663

1116

438

574
571

100
161
72
101
'0

394

m

5!13

698

608
633

121
218
53
139
76

984
826
746
373
"4
77'
724

?52
8'7

659
953
708
404

7!!0

I~

PHIUPWILLS
A personal account by an outstanding glider pilot
of the sport over the forty years he has known it,
When Philip Wills began, flights were little more
than short hops; now, cross-country journeys. of
l,OOOkm are made. It is also the record of some
memorable battles won by the British Gliding
Association,
29 photographs, 7 figures, 7 maps £3,50

f(l(
plS

4081
3155
3061
2976
2789
26)5
2585
2498
2300
2295
2273
2270

723
674
6'0

611'

86

144

523
147
0
ONF

274
348
DNF
ONF

354
160
457
DNF
DNF

Sailplane
H'cap

30.4
1

3.5
2

4.5
3

5.5
4

6.5
5

To.

K-8
K·6
'-8
K-8
K-8
'-8

0
101
3'10
166
106
57
122
371
272
500
910
57
108
56
371

662

1000

960

1000
765
946
873
373
648
887
600
570
570
0
535

764

1000
972
332
800
532
560
547
570
0
641
56B
516
0
ONF
ONF

3626
3539
3376
3319
2622
2517
2424
2326
2221,
2077
2015
1566
1542
1044
371
183

12
164

'69

'82

ClubCJass
No. Pilol

I
2

J
4

WaRace.,j.
Wrighl.E.
Joslin, C. I.
':ox, J. A.

78
78
76

XI

5 Purvis. M.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

76
78
70 Olympia 28
76 K-8
76
78 K-8
76 K·6
76 '·6
76 1.-8
76 SF-26
78 K-8
78 K-8

Willlams, O. E.
Thompson, A.
'BoUo"', P.
Webb, Ml
Dash. O.
Wells·,P.
Bramwells, W.
Argent, J"
Goddard. ,Po
Rooke. C.
L1oyd, R.

'-B

I

'83

729
94B
755
690
1ltJ9

683
47
640

596
355
325
550
ONF
ONF

693
417
1000

588
607

236
125
762
367
468
51

lJ

59'

387
ON!'

51
DNF
DNF

GNI=

Meteorology for Glider
Pilots

pi.

C. E. WALLlNGTON
A masterly introduction to applied meteorology.
Chapters
cover
bask:
groundworktemperature,
humidity,
pressure,
clouds,
etc- and aspects fundamental to gliding
success-airflow over mountains, sea breezes,
convection, lee waves, ftonts. He also gives
detailed advice on how to Ilse meteorological
services,
2nd edition, 22 photographs, 127 line illustrations, 'Zltables £3

-

THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED
.

Blackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey

II

Pilots' Weather
I

A Flying Manual

45 MINS. FROM LONDON)
(ON A30 TRUNK ROAD
Special Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain

ANNWELCH

Private Pilot's Licence
Silver C conversion from £82
Normal' Courses· for Private Pilot's Licence
Night Flying -'Instr'ument Flying - RIT
Flying Instructor Courses
Frasca Flight Simulator
Board of Trade Approved Courses 35 hours
Residential Courses available
Licensee Bar, ,Diners Club Credit Cards accepted
Barclaycards and Access accepte<!
CF,I Derek Johnson
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a LORNE WELCH

An account of the amazing advances made since
the first major breakthrough in the 1920s, The
adventures of the pioneers are described with wit
and the authors' experience of all aspects of
gliding brings special authority to the account of
later developments and key flights,
58 photographs, 25 line drawings, 4 maps, £3

2226

509

98

ANN

2203
2160
1948
1940
1932
'877
1772
1844
1553
1512
1337
237
144

.554

67

The Story of Gliding

2!i96

1000
464
707
490
457
221
6lI
ONF

I

,Free as a Bird

3219
31>4
9139
2963
2728
27'0
2313
2266
1990
1892
1666
1380
123

Cia"

1 Wheeler. J.
2 Henley, K. J.
3 Sheffield. R.
Min::helt.J.
5 Norris,M.
6 ilyodon, R. J.
1 Beck, R. J.
6 Dfansfield, J. R.
9 White, 0'. P.
'0 Walker,S.

2l'

30.4
I

116 ,Keslr9l19
116 1(85118119
108 100amant 18
100 Std Cirrus

No. Pilot

11

Sailplane

H'cap

I

A fully illustrated guide by an experienced pilot.
Chapters on th eory are interwoven with first
hand accounts and cautionary tales, There are
sections on forecasts, recognition of weather
types, fronts, strong Winds, turbulence, icing
and wave formatio~,
142 photographs, 52 figures, 66 charts 5 tables
£4,25
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Clubs are for using ...
ANNWELCH
looks at ways the whole family can enjoy a visit to the airfield
The idea ef polluting a gliding club witb some additional activity
has always seemed a form of her.esy. Every excuse has been
found-it will divert people from their proper place at the launch
point, frustrate the flying, and even worse, ~t might attract
people to the club who were not interested in gliding. But is, the
idea of trying to improve income to the club heresy any 10Ager,
when it is now too expensive even to burn anyone at the stake?
For most clubs, and particularly those with permanent staff,
the problem is, and increasingly will be, to get enough members
to come frequently enough to the club. Customers are essential if
books are to be balanced, but the customer has increasingly
conflicting difficulties, not the least of which is petrol
approaching £1 a gallon for the benefit, often, of only one
member of the family. All this has been written before, but vast
acres are still kept sacrosanct for gliding only; even motor gliders
as well as light aeroplanes being sometimes actively discouraged,
and not even by conditions of the lease.

Making the club more attractive
for everyone
This is not to say that there is an easy solution-the site may be
unsuitable or too restricted, the club may be too small to have
spare people to organise other things, or possible additional
activities may be too noisy; such as go-karting, or consume nonexistent capital, like swimming pools. The customer problem
may be one of attracting more full, as against course, members,
reducing fall out of existing members, or simply one of making
the club more attractive to the whole family. For older children
the club may have become less interesting than formerly because
there is less retrieve crewing.
If the intention is to encourage the family to come regularly
and frequently, preferably bringing friends, then there does need
to be some additional activity in addition to the more obvious
needs of eating and drinking. On this score food should be good
value for money, but if not available then, depending on the
weather, an attractive picnic place with seats and table or a warm
room should be available. Forcing members to picnic at their car
boots bas only limited appeal. If there is a bar it should be open
at the stated times, so as not to cause members to make a double
journey to the pub to refresh any friends that they have with
them. Club caravan sites are fine if the occupants support the
club commisariat, and help to get flying started in the early
morning, but unfortunately it dose not always seem to to be the
British habit le view the dawn.
HaviAg done everything possible to make basic living at the
club attractive, what can be done for those who do not fly
because they are too young, too old, too poor if only
temporarily, or who feel that one lunatic in the family is enough?
First, to accept that it is not heresy for gliding club members t,o
do other things. Once this is accepted, arrangements can either be
made with local horse riding, fishing, or other sports
organisations, perhaps with some ·interchange of facilities like use
of the gliding club bar or restaurant. or the club can itself

The Mini Landsailer; length between wheel centres
6ft, mast height 15ft.

organise or encourage some activity which is suited to the site and
does not interfere with flying-such as mini land sailing.
Ordinary land yachts are large and quite expensive, consume
both airfield and hangar space, and divert the customers' money.
The mini land sailer, of some 40sq/ft sail area, can be operated
well on a length of peritrack or out of use runway-they don't
want the into wind runway-and they can be hung on a wall for
storage or car topped on the other sorfof Mini. They make no
noise, can be constructed at home and are cheap. On a
scrounging secondhand basis with a professionally made sail and
new wheels and tyres, the cost is about £65-70. They weigh 5070lbs depending on the method of construction.
A prototype has been built at Lasham and is proving itself
highly manoeuvrable and fun to drive-if that is the word.
Construction details will be made available to members in the
hope that several will be built to sail and race on part of the out
of use runway, particulary in winter. There is no intention to.
divert people from flying, and it is not expected that there will be
any risk of this, but there are low cloud and other days when
flying is impossible or very restricted, there are those in the 12-15
age bracket who ~ould like something exciting to do, and there
are other members who for one reason or another do little or no
flying, but wish to keep a link with the club. Making a mini land
sailer is not difficult for any family with a modicum of DIY skill.
Square section steel tube, aluminium tube or even dexion could
be used.
With only the prototype being test flown it is too early to say
whether the mini land sailer will help to make the gliding club
more interesting for the whole family. But it is something which
requires no capital outlay from the club, and only a very small
outlay from the member. It is quiet and needs no fuel, it demands
the development of skill and quick thinking and, above all, it is
fun.

ADC? Simple ... DOLPHINI
Dolphin gives convr,ntional varios an air-mass readout.
Kits from £10.
Details from John Williamson at:

JSW SOARING:
11 Galaxie Road. Cowplain. Hants. P08 9AT
or ring Horndean (0705) 595344 after 6.30pm
and JSW CALCULATORS, of course!
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We don't want to throw gloom over cross.-country flights, but if you run out of thermals you could become a lawbreaker. eRISPIN MASTERMAN, ,8 barrister and glider pilot, gives the facts on

I wonder how many pilots, as they un'latch the canopy and climb
out after being obliged to land .in some strange field, realise that
they are committing an actionable civil wrong. Such ,is in fact the
case. Few on the other hand would be surprised to learn that if they ~
cause damage on landing they are strictly liable to recompense the
landowner.
The gliding movement in this oountry has surely been very fortunate that landowners in general have taken no exception to uninvited aircraft arriving unannounced on their property. To keep it
ttlat way, and to engender a healthy respect for this privilege,
perhaps soaring pilots should have some knowledge of the law of
trespass as it applies to away landings.

Any unjustifiable intrusion
A trespass is, technically. any unjustifiable intrusion by one person upon land i,n the possession of another. The law sees every
man"s land as "enclosed and set apa,rt from h.is neig~bour's; and
that ,either by a visible and material fence '" or by an ideal visible
boundary". (Glider pilots might wryly add "with invisible
telephone wires"). It does not matter that the pilot has landed
without causing any damage.
The trifling nature of the trespass is no defence; that is why, simply by landing uninvited, one is automatically committing the civil
wrong of trespass. The rational behind the principle that damage
does not have to result from the trespass to make it actionable,
seems to be that acts of direct interference with another's
possession of property are likely to lead to "'breaches of the peace"
and the policy of the law therefore demands that the plaintin be
relieved from the requirement of proving damage. Nevertheless, the
measure of damages a landowner could recover would be limited to
the price a reasonable man would be willing to pay for the right of
landing in the field.
Exemplary (or punitive) damages may not be awarded: it is not
permissible to punish a trespasser by awarding damages as a mark
of retribution for, say, his malice or ill-manners. As in fox-hunting,
it is not open to the trespasser to plead the demands of his sport as
justification for the trespass. On the other hand, it is difficult to envisage a landowner suing where there has been no damage; even

GERMAN EL,ECTRONIC VARIOMETER
AND SPEE'O·COMMAND
VW 5 KB
VW 3 Cl
compensated
not compensated
t1rst built 1970
first bum 1971
Waikerie 1974: the teams of Austria. Australia, Poland,
Germany, andl many others using VW 5 KB.
Ask for details from authorised sole distributor for
tile U.K.:
OTTO VON GWINNER,

Hamburg 80, P.O. Box 609.
P.S.: Bernard Fitchett is using the VW 5 KB with great
success ...
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more difficult if the pilot has offered a reasonable sum as a landing
fee.
Where, however, the ,landing has caused damage, section 40(2) of
the Civil Avi,ation Act /949 applies.. This s'ub-section reads:
"Where material loss or damage is caused to any person or property
on land or water by, or by a person in..., an aircraft while... landing,
then...damages in respect of the loss and damage shall be
recoverable without proof of negligence or intention...as if the loss
or damage had been caused by the wilful act, neglect or default of
the owner of the aircraft".
And there is no defence to this unless the landing was "wholly
inadvertent and involuntary". Few, since Cayley's coachman, can
realistically argue that point, although the description might have
been made for an irritated instructor to use in relation to his pupil
pilot's efforts. Similarly, where damage has been done not by the
landing but, say, by the retrieve crew, again the landowner can
recover damages, but in both these cases the damages will depend
largely upon the actual damage suffered. This can be very important.
Some years ago when 1 was invo'lved in operating helicopters for
hire, we received regular demands for compensation from a wily
farmer whose land adjoined a large Midlands factory we visited
regularly. Our landing approaches were apparently upsetting his
heifers' breeding potential. Observations were kept and careful
cross-checking of the next oomplaint revealed that, if he were right.
he had a field of young bullocks capable of gestation.

May not confiscate glider
What of the landowner's powers when he finds yeu languishing
in his meadow? He may ell,pel a trespasser by force. but not until he
has first asked him to "Ieave and must then use no more force than
the occasion requires. He may not, however, confiscate or "detairi"
the aircraft. Jf he refused to let it be taken away, for example if he
claims to impound it as some kind of seQlrity for damage caused, he
is almost certainly guil~y of a form of theft. He has his remedy in the
oourts and may not take the law into his own hands.
One other thing: contrary to popular belief perpetuated by
generations of signwriten, ~respassers may not be prosecuted. That
implies a criminal offence, which trespassing is no.t. The notices
should really read "Trespassers will be sued".
Clearly every pilot who lands out should:, conscious that he is
technically in the wrong, extend to the landowner as much courtesy
and co-operation as ~he situation demands. This point is very
pro,perly made in the leading textbooks on gliding techniques.
Again, it arises frequently ,in helicopter charter work. On one occasion we were to pick up a customer fmm the field behind his
house. He wrongly directed us to land in his neighbour's standing
hay, resulting in a very irate neighbour appearing and on'ly being
fully pacified when, a few days later, he and his wife were given a
free flight around half of Sussex.
Perhaps, on this analogy, the trespassing pilot'S best remedy for
an irate landowner is to invite him to the club site for a passenger
flight and the opportunity to discover what causes us lO drop uninvited from the skies.
N.B. The law as described here applies to England and Wales.

DON AUSTIN

During a recent visit to Germany I was offered the opportunity to

fly the prototype DO-lOO sailplane, an aircraft of late featured
in both Aerokourier and Soaring. It is a ISm span GRP (glass
reinforced plastic) machine, and although ,the current version
does not incorporate flaps, design tS under way to to produce the
00-200, with flaps being the only difference between the two
sailplanes. Both machines will be produced -as long as there is a
demand for them.

The Dirk-Glaser
The designer, W. Dirks, was a member of the Akaflieg Group"
associated with the University of Darmstadt, where the precursor
of the machine, the D-38 was developed. This aircraft exceeded
its predicted performance and Dirks was able to combine his
design talent with tne business ability of Gerhard Glaser to produce a commercial version, renaming itthe D(irk)-G(laser)-IOO.
First impr,essions were favourable. The design is plea·sing to
the eye, resembling a "mini" Kestrel, and the finish is to a high
sta1ldard. Although the cockpit is quile spacious, there was little
room to spare in my particular case-I shou:ld hasten to add that
I am 6ft 3in; in addition, the parachute used was remarkably
thick. An average size pilot using a Brit-ish 'chute will have ample
room.
The canopy-again resembling that of the Kestrel-gives
supeib all-round vision. This is further enhanced by the fact that
the removeable section is smaller than usual with the pillar further aft and much less noticeable during flight. The controls fall
readily to hand, the landing gear, airbrakes' and tr,immer control
being operated by the lef,t, leaving the right free to operate the
control column. A paralellogram linkage is employed,
enabling high ,speed flight with liUle risk of "pilot induced
oscillations,". The airbrake lever is situated above the base edge
of the canopy-well clear of the undercarriage retracting lever.
The operation is both smooth and unobstruct,ive.
On tow, tJlie glider was found to be effortless to fly. As the air
was almost stable, I operated the undercarriage gear and was
pleasantly surprised at (he ease with which it retracted. ( released
a( SOOOft and proceeded to put the machine through its paces.
First, I reduced the airspeed to 38kts, applied full aileron to
the left, and was forced to l;entre almost immediately as the
machine had adopted an angle of bank of 45°. I levelled the

wings, and tried the same manoeuvre in the opposite
direction-with the same result. The rate of roll was impressive.
Still banked to the ri.ght, I reduced t'he airspeed until the ASI
needle juddered at 35kts.There was no tendency to snap into a
spin whatsoever, so I levelled the wings and decided to try speed
flying. The tailplane on the prototype is of the all-moving
variety, incorporating an anti-servo tab which is the size of a
normal type elevator. Needless to say, It was remarkablY
effective, actually trimming "hands off" from speeds of 40 to
135kts. The standard production model will have a conventional
tailplane/elevator system, the trim control of which will be integrated with the control column. The 00-200 will also be manufactured In this manner to standardise production.
The general at! round flying characteristics can best be
described as better than a K-6E and, I must confess, I never
expected to find such a high standard of controllability. Another
feature, drawn to my attention by its absence, was the almost
total silence during flight; airflow noise itself was barely audible,
as was the nose sited cockpit ventilator.

Engendered confidence
Although the air was stable during the test flight, several small
"humps" were encountered at the 500-800ft level, and in vain I
tried to centre onto one of them as 1 made my' way downwind to
the airfield. However, the rapid rate of roll, coupled with good
stability generally, engendered a confidence in the machine that
most competition pilots would applaud. The latter part of the
flight was Quite uneventful. The appr,oach, in nil-wind conditions, posed no problems for the (01' surface airbrakes, and the
powerful wheel bra'lce brought the machine to a rapid halt, in a
little over ,thre,e aircraft leng,ths from a ful'y stalled toucbdown.
The wing loading is really flexible, from a minimum of S.l1bs
per square foot, acheived with a lightish pilot, to a maximum of
just under 8lbs per square foot with full waterballast aboard (80
litres capacity). The capacity of the tanks and AUW is currently
being increased to this figur;e. In conclusion, my overall
impression of the machine was very favou'rable, and I was sa,tisfled with it in every respect. In my opinion i,t compares favourably with all high performance GRP ISm sailplanes I have flown
and I predict it will prove a success both in competitions and as
part of the club fleet.
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A. E. SLAT:ER
Ralph Jones, winner of the Open Class, on final glide ill his Nimbus 2.
P/Joto: Crispin Masterman

Three threes are nine: three fair to good, three no-contest days,
then three good to excellent with, to subdivide again; Britain's
outstanding day of an time (so far) in the middle.
Tom CQYne of Nation Wide ITV provided an uproarious
Opening Ceremony on May 24, coming round to gIiding in a
final'sentence in which he declared the Championships op<;n.
The most numerous sailplane type was the Kestrel 19 (13 of
them plus· George Burton's plai.n Kestrel and .fonn De/afield's
Kestrel 20); also in the Open Class were four Nimbus 2s (one
flown by Anne Burns, the only feminine competitor), one ASW.
17; two Polish Jantars (one lent to Steve White to replace his
recently burnt Kestrel) and the on.ly two-seater, the Callf A-21 of
John Jeffries, with passenger ra.ther ·than co-pilot, making 23 in
all.
Among 20 in the S~andard Class, the Std Cirrl'lS was most
numerOUs with nine; then ·came six Std Li belies, two K-6ES, a
single Dart PR, and two-Interesting foreigners, an efficient-looking Romanian IS-29D, and a -Finnish PIK-20, un~versally
admired except for its overall gr.een colour which clashed
horribly with the chlorophyll of the landsf;ape: but befQre the
meeting ended, the wings and elevator had been re-painted a
pretty orallge-a more useful colour in case of an aerial search.
Saturday, May 24
A grey overcast, officially described as strata-cumulus but
looking more like alto-stratus, damped the spiri1ts of 'Competitors
as they emerged from the cheerful opening ceremony in the
marquee. Whell cumulus. clouds began, they looked grey and
rather formless and, as Tom Zeailey agreed after his flight, it
becomes more difficult to distinguish a useful cumulus from the
other sort when none of them are lit by the sun.
Nevertheless, the Open Class succeeded ·in making it a contest
day, though none got a1l the way FOund their 220km tr.iangle,
which took them SSW to Oxford, then NW towards Winchcombe, but refused. to take them ENE back home.
Th<;Je was much luck, good and bad. George Burton joined a
gaggle in a thermal near Oxford, but must have fallen through its
bottom, as it went on taking the others up but left him to descend
to earth. Dave RobertsOIl confirmed that the first leg was good,
with two to four knot thermals to 3000ft, but better weather
could only be seen in the wrong direction to the NE.
Sttve White in his Janlar was the only one to reach the second
turning point with l60km. FollQwing h~m in order were George
Lee (Kestrel 19), 147.5km, John Delafield (Kestrel 20), 145.5km,
and Ralph Jones (Nimbus 2), 135.5km.
After them came the turn of the Standard Class who also made
it a contest day, setting out for DUllstable and return. Many got
there but none got back, and Richard Aldous (Std Libelle) won
the day with 95km, for which he earned 800pts. Second best was
Terry Cawthorne (Std Cirrus) with 93km.
The day was marred by a fatality: Barrle Goldsbrough was
found with the wreckage of his Kestrel at Kingham, near
Chipping Norton. U had evidently dived to earth, and the under-
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side of its fuselage bore evidence of having scraped through tbe
top of a ·tree. We heard a few days later that post-mortem evidence showed that he must have died of a heart ll11ack while still
in the air. (See Obituary p173) ..
There had been no fatality at a natiortal contest since 1939,
when Frank Charles, a professional dirt-track racer, failed to
release the winch cable after a faulty launch. By coincidence one
of his sons, who was a little boy then, turned- up at HusbandS
Bosworth with a wife and young SOil, bringing a baUoon heater
trolley. He took up ballooning after getting a Bronze C for
gliding.
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Three briefings but no flying
Sunday, May 2S
The same overcast as yesterday was still there, but by 9am
(BST) dark cumulus :Iumps 01 various sizes were already forming
below it. They were at 2000h according to the Met briefing, artd
"occasi<:ma.1 two knot ~hermals" were expected. However, there
were three briefings but no flying.
This was the first public day of the Steam Traction Engine
Rally covering the western half of the airfield. A crowd estimated
at 12000 turned up, of whom 10000 were known to have paid and
the rest were pr·esumed to have climbed in over OJe
fence-theirs., not ours.
Monday, May 26
The overcast of the last two days, though still thinly present at
7am, had nearly all moved off southwards by 9.15, when the first
cumulus appeared. The prospects looked good, and al briefing
both Classes were given the same ambitious task-a ZZI.5km ilriangle race via Stratford-oo·Avon and Dunslable. Ambitious
because the light NE wind of Ithe last two days had suddenly
picked up and was blowing quitt briskly.
This helpful, wind blew everybody nicely to Stratford without
letting anyone down. But after that they had it, first on tne port
tack, and then on the starboard tack. This sidewind brought
down only six of the Open Class, but the whole Standard Class
with four exceptions;. though it was launched first. Oeneral
opinion anributed this to lack er waterballast for penetrating
against the wind.
John Williamson said the most awkward part of the
course-and several others found it so LoO-was a point on the
second leg which he later realised, on consulting a map, was
directly to leeward of The Wash, where the wind had a run over
dry land of ollly 40 miles, ·instead of about 80 miles from the east
coasts of Norfolk and Lincolnshire on either side of it..
But the outstanding fligllt of all was by George.Bur1ton, who
wiped out Saturday's misfortune by going round the 221km
course in an estimated 136 minutes. His official speed was

The PIK-20 on a test flight, flown in the Nationals by Ron Sandford to win the
Standard Class. Photo: David Evans

97.78km/h-not ·quite a metric "Tonne-up" but just a fraction
over the traditional 60mph of express steam trains. (An aviation
writer about 1910 boldly prophesied that aeroplanes would one
day fly "as fast as an express train!" -note the exclamation
mark.) George said at briefing next day that he had used mostly
cloud streets; and, in fact, at Hus Bos most of the clouds were
lined up in streets all day.
Ne~t to George B~rton came John Oelafield with 83.65km/h
and John Willlamson 83A3km/h. Con Greaves made
83.29km/h. Overall, Oelafield and White shared the lead with
1725pts each.
In the Standard Class Simon Redman (Std Cirrus) won at
69.15km/h, raising himself from eighth to first place overall.
Others to finish were Fred Knipe (Std Libelle) at 61 AOkm/h, Ran
Sandford (PIK-20) 60.05km/h, and Andy Gough (Std Cirrus)
S2.42km/h. Tony Simms missed the finish by 4km, Gordon
Camp by 5~'km, and Paul Sears and Jock Wishart by 6km.
LEADING TOTALS
Open Class
1- Delafield
1= While

3
4
5
8

W~liamson

Jones
Glossop
Burton

pts
Kestrel 20
Jantar 1
Kestrel 19
Nimbus 2
Kestrel 19
Kestrel

1725
1725
1594
1543
1432

1417

Standard Class
1
Redman
2
Sandford
3
Camp
4
Cawthorne
5
Sears
6
Rollings

pts
Std Cirrus
PIK-20
Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
Dart 17R
K-6E

1682
1658

1548
1537
1481
14n

Tuesday, May ').7
The trouble today was the wind. Notably stronger than yesterday, it blew from ENE directly at right angles to the runway. The
Met report said 35kts at 3000ft; but it felt like that on the ground.
So it was obviously too risky to take-off in either direction.

--

--
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The wind refused to abate
Some tasks were tent",tively set, with shorter Ones if pilots
couldn't get away early' enough, but the wind refused to abate
and no one even triect to get away at all. Our old friend the thin
strato-cumulus layer reappeared at 9.15am, only to be blown
away rapidly out of sight Some small but sparse cumulus clouds
appeared, but even with an alternative method of faunching,the
only possible task would have been maximum distance down
wind, followed by an all-night retrieve.
When, at 3.45pm, an enthusiastic sky-watcher in the clubhouse
glimpsed some wave clouds on the far western horizon, there was
a surprisingly ardent rush to the window. Could they have b ~en
used for a crosswind leg? However, most people were watching,
not the sky, but a lames Bond film in the back room.
Wednesday, May 28
This was a most odd day. In spite of its turning outa Ilo-contest day, there was more talk and comparing of notes in the clubhouse that evelling than on any other flying day in the ·competi-

tion. The reason was the weakness of the thermals: so much
effort had to be expended in keeping up at all that little was left
over for making progress on course. What with a fair wind still
left over from yesterday's gale, one's angle of ascent in a drifting
thermal was hardly steeper than one's angle of descent to where
one started from-so Richard Aldous found.
Another odd feature was the clouds, or rather, their absence.
The Met man, relying on information sent him, drew an inspiring
d,iagram showing cumuilus clouds starting about I ~am, reaching
8000ft by noon, 9500n iby 13.00hrs, and "isolated" ones reaching nearly 12000ft by l5.00hrs. Yet the only signs of cumulus all
day were three little wisps soon after the clearing of an early
overcast .. Moreover, to add to the fantasy, those drawn on the
blackboard had dome-shaped bobbles not only on ,top, but all
along the base and up the sides too. Do meteorologists have to
attend anart school nowadays? Ruskin used to complain of the
way the great artists of the past would put just such clouds into
their paintings.
The task for the Open Class was S3km north to near Langar
airfield, then 30km on to the NNW 'and back along the same
route, photographing the Langar turning point a second time to
show .,hey had not cut the cOrner. The Standard Class task was
just to Langar and back, and, after much milling around, five of
them reached 'that turning point and one of these, Chris Rollings,
actually made part of the way back, though apparentlY no part of
his reverse j,ourney would have counted if it had been a contest
day. Describing his flight at next day's briefing when the long
applause had sUibsided, Rollings said -the thermals went to 2000ft,
and he had the impression he had gone round the turning point at
50ft (laughter).
George Lee, who did best in the Open Class, said he was
already round the turning point when at '6pm, he "ran" out of
day".
Or Gregg, in his capacity as steward, jumped into a Motor
Falke and set off towards the turning point. Before getting there,
he reached an area where, all around him (he might haye said "as
far as the .eye could 'See") were small gaggles of gliders desperately trying to keep airborne; in addition, tile ,ominous sight
of the murky air of the sea breeze, correctly forecast at briefing,
met his eye.
What had gone wrong? John Williamson had no doubt of the
answer: that monstrous inlet, The Wash, once again lay directly
upwind.
Thursday, May 29
A thick, high overcas~ covered the s·ky at dawn arid went on
covering it, hour after hour, ibecausea cold front f.rom the North
Sea took all day to come and clear it away. U was a most
depressing sight; but you ~an't Ikeep a good Contest Director
down. As teams arr,ived at the brief'ing tent after collecting a few
spots of rain 01'1 the way, they found tasks already set: out-andreturn to Oidcot for the Standard, and I didn't catch the name
for the Open. Reminiscences of yesterday provided a bit of cheer,
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Mike Fairman (Kestrel 191 on approach

108, Cnris Simpsorr's Kestrel 19, overhead

including the news of a record number of launches in the
day-86. It looked more like being zero today.
The company reassembled at Ilam to be told to get their
machines on the grid and return at noon for another briefing. By
then the tasks had been changed to 246km Ludlow Castle and
back for the Open, and a 218km triangle for the Standard, while
a promising diagram on the blackboard showed convection starting at noon and going up over 2000ft between 14.00 and
18.00hrs, with "maximum thermal" to nearly 5000ft at 14.30.
Another re-brief,ing at 1.30 brought the news that the cold front
had reached the Norfolk .coast; but eventually everyone packed
up and an excellent film about the PIK-20 was shown in the dubhouse.
Friday, May 30
At last another contest day, and a very cold one, getting
caIder. Yesterday's cold front had gone away beyond CornwaU.,
yet the day started again with an aLmost. uniform overcast; but
just before briefing it transformed itself into strato-cumulus with
gaps, and small cumulus started to fmm below it.
The task tor both Classes was a 304km triangle witl. a course
designed to avoid a showery area to the north. It went SW by W
to Honey,bourne, then NNW to Whitchurch (the Shrepshir,e one),
then ESE back home, with the Standard Class launching first.
They started about 12.15, and in 41 minutes the whole 43 were in
the air, with no one wanting a relight.
'
Cumulus clouds were irregular in both size and distribution,
and the biggest gaggle at the start was under a large dark one to
the NE. The cloudS wefe expected to go up higher as colder and
more unstable a~r came down from the north, bringing the
freezing level finally rIght down to 2000ft.
Unfortunately th'e ,cumulus clouds, in their efforts to grow
higher and higher as they came from further north, overdid it at a
point some way along the last leg and produced a shower which
temporarily held up John WiIliamson just when he had been
making very good time with a prospect of winning; nevertheless
Std Cicrus 569' flown by Jock Wishan. Photo: Crispin Masterman
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he finished in fourth place with an average of 79 ..18km/h. Those
who beat him were Ralph Jones with '81.0Ikm/h, Steve White
with 87.53, and the winner; George Lee, with 9O.44km/h, an
achievement which he began describing at flex,t day's briefing as
"Very simple reailly ... "
But worse befell Jo.hn Delafield: that shower on the last leg not
only held him back but brought him down, 20km from the finish.
This was really sad, as he had 'been lying in first place overall
jointly with Steve White. It brought him down to fifth place
overall, and two more contest days were not enough to climb
back against fier~e opposition.
Ralph Jones, after crossing the finishing line, picked up some
lift and circled up and away again. People could hardly believe
that he was going to try and beat his own time round the course
at that late hour, even though he was Ralph Jones; and it turned
out that he only wanted to enjoy some local soaring.

Power station promotion
from second to top place
In the Standard Class Ron Sandford (PIK-20) was the only one
to get round the course. Thirteen of the Open Class had done it,
and he managed to beat the slowest two of them, a Jantar and a
Kestrel 19, with an average of 52.1Skm/h. At next briefing he
said he had not had a v·ery good run on the first leg, but made up
for it on the second leg which was good. On the last leg, he
thought he was high enough at Litchfield to reach Nuneaton, but
had to use "another power station". This raised him from
second to top place overall. Chris RoIlings narrowly missed the
finish with 295.5km, and Gordon Camp with 282.5km and
Ted Shephard with 281km less narrowly. •
LEADING TOTALS
Open Class
1
White
2
Jones
3
Williamson
4
Burton
5
Delafield
6
Glossop

Jantar 1
Nimbus 2
Kestrel 19
Kestrel
Kestrel 20
Kestrel 19

pts
2698
25'1
2428

2296
2170,
~m

Standard Class
1
Sandford
2
Redman
3
Camp
4
Rollings
5
Sears
6
Cawthorne

pts
P1K·20
Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
Dart HR
Std Cirrus

2658
2502
2434
2410
2314
2210

Saturday, May 31
A fantastic and spectacular day, but not an incredible day
because' it really happened. A 500km triangle for the Open Class,
a 400km triangle for the Standard; everyone got round in both
Classes, and 21 of the 23 in the Open Class beat the UK record
for speed round a SOOkm triangle, 77 ,4km/h set up by Steve
White on April 28, 1971 in a Std Cirrus. Six people exceeded
IOOkm/h; they were, in order: Ralph Jones, 108.42 (winner);
John Williamson, 103.48; George Lee, 102.54; Con Oreaves,
101.87; George Bllfton, IOU3 and Ted Lysal(owski, 101.29.
Next in ord.er, at 96.99, was John Delafield, holder of the British
National 500km r·ecord of 121.3km/h set up in South Africa in
1972.
Anne Burns, at 77.20km/h, beat her own previous record for
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Frank Pozerskis brings his ASW-17 back to base. Photos: Crispin Masterman

the same feat, 67.9km/h, set up in 1971; and John Jeffries, with
Oillian Case, set up the first multi-seater British National and
UK records for the 500km triangle at 89.59km/h. (The figures
are subject to confirmation.)

A fantastic day
with records beaten
--
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--
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In .the Standard Class, 19 flew and all got round. Ron
Sandford in PIK-20 won at 9I.85km/h, beating the UK record
for the 400km triangle, 90km/h, set up by George Lee in a
Kestrel 19 Qn May 19 last year; Simon Redman also beat it with
9I.10km/h.
How did they all do it? It was no use asking: like the happy
country that has no history, they had no stories to tell. An
occasional phrase like "no problems" or "no difficulties" would
occasionally come out, but that was all. One slight exception,
however, was Paul Sears, who had to back-track a short way to
use a good cumulus, but he was soon going forwards again with
the rest. At 4.45 slight panic was caused by a radio message from
Steve White: "Possibly landing short"-but he didn't. And news
of an out-landing near Rugby came from Bernard Fitchett, but
he was flying hors concours and therefore had had the last
launch.
The course was, first, to Alton in Hampshire, just beyond
lasham. From there the Open Class went across to L1andrindod
Wells in Central Wales, then back home-but not straight back,
because of the Birmingham Zone, so a southward deviation was
needed to Stratford-on-Avon, which had to be photographed.
This deviation made the whole course 515km, though for record
purposes it had to be assumed that the third leg was straight and
the ZOne had been violated. This would make the course 507km
and thus reduce the official speed below the real speed.
The Standard Class flew from Alton to Ross-on-Wye, just
missing Wales, and their course was 407.skm.
Late in this account, corresponding to his lateness in time,
comes the story of Humphry Dimock, veteran of the participants. His towline broke on the launch and he landed in a field
outside. Th~re was a concerted rush ,to bring him back; he had
another tow, and it broke again. But this time he was at 1500ft,
high enough to find some lift and be off.
Humphry's launch was at 12.45, long after everyone else had
gone, and his landing was equally delayed; yet he reported "no
trouble anywhere". From Alton to Nympsfield he flew along
cloud streets at 6{)()()ft without making a single turn. It had promised to be a "streety" day: ,small cumulus started at 8.10, and by
IO.IO more than half were arranged in streets, though without
amalgamating. Cloud distribution was irregular, but the gaps
must have been filled in later. In fact, the Met man must have
had inside information of the state of theatmosp'here, for he was
forecasting 6kt thermals, and everybody was ordered to get out

on the grid "as soon as possible", so that they were all away by
11.25 (except for Humphry Dimock).
As for Humphry, he was equally late getting back, and when,
at 6.20pm, he was reported on final glide, the clouds were nearly
all gone. At 6.40 taere were only two little ones, away to the east,
and at 6.45pm he landed at Husbands Bosworth, having made
17th best speed a,t 86. tOkm/h. There had been no ollt-landings.
LEADING TOTALS
Open Class
1
Jones
Nimbus 2
2
White
Jantar
3
Williamson
Kestrel19
4
Burton
Kestrel
5
Delafield
Kestrel20
6
Glossop
Kestrel19

3511
3475
3359
3200
3012
2877

Standard Class
1
Sandford
2
Redman
3
Camp
4
Rollings
5
Sears
6
Cawthorne

pt~

PIK·20
Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
K-6E
Dart 17R
Std Cirrus

3656
3499
3310
3475
3074
2807

The club caterers laid on a sumptuous final supper on this 'Iast
Saturday; the young generation danced to a local band, and the
owner of a traction engine parked it just outside, with coloured
lights round the caoopy, its flywheel humming, and its engine
puffing nostalgically away.

Sunday, June 1
Prizegiving day, but there had been only four contest days for
each Class. The remedy was obvious: a short task designed to
keep them within easy retrieving distance in case they landed out.
This meant a 274'km quadri'lateral for the Open and a 232km triangle for the Standard, each course including Stratford-Gn-Avon
and Caxton Gibbett (the Cambridge Club's former site). The
alternative task for the Open was a smaller triangle of about
195km in the same area and an out-and-return of about IS0km to
Oxford for the Standard Class.
By 9.15 the sky was half covered with cumulus and their tops
were soon looking very unstable. At briefing came a warning
that a .sheet of cino-stratus was approaching us from the north at
30 to 40ktsand would shorUy arrive; but when it came, it proved
to be our old friend, the strato-curnuhls with a pattern of large
but very thin cells.
John De/afield (Kestrel 20) coming in to land. Photo: Roger Alton
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Wing loading
Best glide angle
at Max A. U. weight
Min sink

5.1 to 7.751bs per sq. ft.
39 at 55 kts.
1.2 kts. between 38 & 43 kts

--~-----------------------1st~_ Aust,ia"INotional, flown by Hono W6d1
2nd. Plo'" Swlulllotionar. flown by Horst Arber.

--------------------------
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EDO-AIRE
Glider Radio Type RT551-£335
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Portable Diluter Demand Oxygen System
Price on application
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AVIATION SERVICES
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New from Finland

•
•

Effective flaps/brakes

Roomy cockpit.

•

Demonstrator in 1975

FMK

•

Ex Works price from 45,000

•

Useful load range

•

Class winning performance

•

Delivery dates-late

1976 onwards

•

Ra~e

includes

of

extras

colour

choice. trailer etc.

STOP PRESS
All glass-fibre high performance Standard Class
Sailplane designed to meet the new OSTlV
requirements which have permitted the use of
waterballast since 1972 and flaps since 1974.

MANUFACTURER: MOUNO QV 'FINLAND

Ron Sandford flying PIK-20 wins 1975 Standard Class
at Husbands Bosworth

.JOHN

HULME

BOT T ISH A M

C A M BR ID G E

Telephone Cambr.idge. 811323
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So cumulus cont,inued to grow and some gave a bit of rain. The
alternative tasks were set and several pilots needed relights, but
all were away. Some got back and some landed out, but in the
short intervals between flying, prizegiying and hurried
departures for home,. it was not possible to get the hang -of how
everybody had been faring. Moreover, the scorers only had time
to work out the figures for a few leading pilots to determine who
deserved the trophies, and even this took more than an hour
longer than anticipated-one can guess it was the usual turning
point photograph trouble. The results they finally produced
were:Open Class
1
Jones
2
White
3
Williamson
4
Burlon

Nimbus2
Janlar
Kestrel 19
Kestrel

Standard Class
1
Sand/ord
2
Redman
3
Camp
4
Rollings

PIK-20
Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
K-6e

The Championships w-ere most .efficientlYl'Un by the combined
efforts of many people too numerous to mention, under a
Championship Director, Claud Woodhouse, whose influence on
the whole show can best be described as inspiring.

•

•

•

•

The awards were presented to the following:- Londonderry
cup (winner of the Open Class), Ralph Jones; Eon cup (winner of
the Standard Class), Ron Sandford; Slingsby trophy (best Kestrel
19), John WilIiamson; Firth Vickers trophy (competitor in the
Nationals for the first time who has the highest placing In the
Open Class), Kelth Aldridge; ScWeicber trophy (best K-6E) ,
.Chris Rollings and Furlong trophy (winner of the Sport Class),
Dart trophy (best Dart) and Centenary trophy (competitor in the
Nationals for the first time who has ,the highest handicapped
placing in either Sport or Standard Class), Paul Sears.

FINAL RESU LTS OPEN CLASS
No. Pilot

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11=

11=
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
HC

Jones. R.
White, S. A.
Williamson, J. S.
Burton, G. E.
Lee, G.
DelafJeld, J.
Greaves, C. M.
Glossop, J. D. J.
Foot, R. A.
Lysakowski, E. R.
Garrod, M. P.
Robertson, D. J.
Fairman, M.
Pozerskis. ,p.
Austin, D. C.
Di'mock, H. R.
Tull, V. F. G.
Bums, Anne
Simpson, C. R.
Zealley, T. S.
Jeffries, J. R.
Aldridge, K. R.
Pope. M. H. B.
Fitchen, B,

Sailplane

24.5
1

26.5
2

30.5
3

31.5
4

1.6
5

Nimbus2
Jantar
Kestrel 19
Kestrel
Kestrel 19
Kestrel 20
Kestrel 19
Kestrel 19
Nimbus2
Kestr!!119
Jantar
Kestrel 19
Kestrel 19
ASW-17
Kestrel 19
Nimbus 2
Kestrel 19
Nimbus2
Kestrel 19
Kestr(!119
Calif A-21
Kestrel 19
Kestrel 19
ASW-17

796
1000
750
417

1000
077
931
904
919
842
951
766
793
901
774
795
744
727
661
691
"195
568
637
589
739

926
802
764
842
1000
773
866
681
741
723
745
593
564

420
469
105
393

968
973
894
879
1000
445
651
697
749
509
636
734
509
509
526
532
661
457
408
398
515
007
469

"644
300

606
"372

3286
3286
2774
2648
2614
2456
2375
2370
2338
2283
2181
2108
2052

24.5
1

26.5
2

30.5
3

31.5
4

.1.6
5

Tot
pts

698
662

1000

727
727
662

900
1000
821
750
819

800

250
797
677
224
766
829
723
"867
"759
182
286
176
682
29
907

896
997
1000
829
881
998
953
992
939
537
725
858
970
414
368
753
978
423
359
184

4554
4496
4310
4004
3955
3781

393
320
727
771
393
574
494
567
727

1000
997
876
765
700
916
735
907
792
597
537
471
810

896

747
725
"784
1000
32

879

846

383

810
707

725
554
417
400
621
367
146
600

383
550
208
458
583
458
146
458

600
795
731
543

590
583
123
553
375

633
565

683
704

2JH
594

504
270
293

-

Tot
pts
4437

41n
4123
4042
3847
3785

36ro
3576
3437

3345

HC=Hors Concours; "photographic infringement
FINAL RESULTS$TANDARD CLASS
No.

P~ot

1 Sandford, R. A.

2 Redmarl, S. J.
3.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1f
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

Camp, G. W. G.
Rollings, C. C.
Sears, P. L.
Aldous, R. F.
Gaunt, T. R.
Buchanan, E.
Stone. A. J.
Cawthorne, T. R.
Simms, J. A.
Carter. M. E.
Gough,A. W.
Wishart, R.
Shephard, E. G.
Harding, R. W.
Watson. A. J.
Welsh, J. H.
Burton, A. J.
Knipe. F. H.

Sailplane

PIK-20
Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
K-6e
Dart 17R
Std Libelle
Std Libelle
Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
Std Libelle
K-6e
Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
Std Libelle
IS-29D
Std Libelle
Std Libelle

480
414

840
886
933
833
817
785
729
805
673
770
519
t695

880
734
729
805
811
673

693
792
907
778
612
766

-

3663
3625
3487
3344
3254
3145
3141
3127
2949
2680
2661
2522
2445
2178

'photographic infringement; tairspace infringement
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A SILVER MEDAL FOR JOHN

Our congratulations to John WiltiamsQn,
British team member in the 1963 and 1974
World Championships and British
National Champion in 1961 and 1970,
who has, been awarded the Silver medal
by the United Service and Royal Aero
Club's Aviation Council.
It is in recogniUon of a long and outstanding career in ,gliding" in competition
work since 1957, as CFI of a large
RAFGSA club, as an executive of the
RAFGSA and for technicalcontributions. On the technical side, his work in
assessing radio equipment was fargety
responsible for the ra-pid and widespread
development of radio ,in gliders in the
UK.
GLIDING CERTilFICATE
ENDORSEMENTS

Clubs are 'reminded of the new BGA
charges for endorsements to gliding certificates, introduced on July 1:A and B, C and Bronze C-£I.OO each
Silver, Gold and Diamond-£1.50 per
leg.
New application forms are available
from the BGA Qffice and all previous
issues should be destroyed. Please help to
speed up the processing of applications by
sending the right money.
A CAMPAIGN TO ,REDUCE VAT

A finn of public relations consultants is
directing a campaign on behalf of sporting aviation to reduce the 25070 rate of
VAT.
The BGA Chairman, Chris Simpson,
has sent a letter to club Chairmen explaining that the British Light Aviation and
Gliding Foundation has taken this
decision and at a meeting of the Conference of General Aviation in May it was
unanimously decided to give the
campaign every support.
He reported that there has already been
quite a lot of activity but it is now up to
clubs and individuals to take the fullest
PQssible action without delay to ensure
that their own MPs can urge members of
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the Finance Bill Committee to vote in favour of amendments which will alleviate
the situation.
It is thought unlikely that the Government will lift the 25 DJo ra te on new aircraft
but, our Chairman writes, it is hoped that
the hire of an aircran for a day or part of
the day. all spare parts for aircraft, solo
flying as part of an educational course
and radio equipment for aircraft will be
rated at eight per cent.
MORE INSTRUMENTS STOLEN

The following instruments were stolen
from a Kestref 19 at Booker in May:
PZL ASItype PR 2505, No. 0387068;
PZL Vario ,type WRS 5D, No. 6812008;
Ferrantlartificial horizon 7H. No. 98868;
Jessop inverter. No. 061; Piep audio, No.
0797; Kelvin turn and slip indicator; Field
360 radio, No. 130 and a Cook compass,
No. 1456.
GLIDER RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

The BGA are implementing new procedures to improve the standard and
effectiveness of radio communications on
the gliding channels.
To maximise our R/T capacity and
reduce the congestion on the crosscountry/cloud flying frequency of 130.4
Mcs, we are asking clubs to implement a
change to the new site frequency of 130.1
Mcs as soon as possible. This will give
impetus to the more general use of 130.1
Mcs for local communications.
In addition we are asking clubs to
appoint a suitable member as a Communications Officer, with the following
duties:
(a) The provision of guidance and
instruction on R/T techniques and
procedures for newcomers to the
sport.
(b) To improve and maintain good
standards of R/T procedure and
discipline within his club.
(c) Reporting to the BGA Airspace
Committee any undue interference to
the discreet gliding frequencies by
unauthorised users.
On the question of discipline, we

believe that this should be administered at
club level through the CFI and Chairman.
To assist in improving the facility of
radio for the benefit of all sections of the
gliding mov,ement, we request your
support.
Colin Street
Radio Communications,
Airspace Committee
GLIDING AND HANG GLIDING

The British Oliding Association wishes to
clarify the confusing situation which has
arisen because of the similarity in name
of the British Hang Gliding Association,
a body recenlly formed to administer the
new and emer,ging sport of hang gliding.
The BGA was formed in 1929 and is the
governing body for administering the
sport of gliding which, at present, covers
some 9500 active participants through its
90 member clubs. It is affiliated to the
Royal Aero Club; and through It to the
Federation Aeronautique Internationale.
It is the controlling body in the United
Kingdom for glider registration. certifj,.
cates of airworthiness. pilot qualifications, standards. of instruction, competitions and records of achievement.
Hang gliding is a form of aviation
distinct from conventional gliding and it
will undoubtedly wi~en opportunities for
participation in aviation sport. It differs
so widely in both objectives and character
from conventional gliding that it should
properly have its own governing body.
The emergence of such a body for hang
gliding is in line with the pattern being
established in other countries.
Despite the similarity in name we hope
you will note the important distinction
between the two sports and their
respective governing bodies.
Barry Rolfe
Gener:al Secretary
SF 258 Falke Motor Glider-approx.
2.000 hovrs airframe,lnew engine. Carefully maintained, and flown by the BOA
National Coaches. f5OOO+VAT.
CCilAtact BGA General Secretary on
Leicester 51051.
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TOP OFTHE LADDERS

That famous Saturday, May 31, has
boosted the entries for the National
Ladders. Club stewards reported Gold Cs
in Olympias. a K-2 and K-7, a rash of
SOOkms and Paul LOwenstein's 600km
triangle.

3 M. Throssel
Club Ladder
Leading pilol
1 P. Lowenstein

2 R. Brislx>urne
3 C. C. Rollings

Name
Club
Mendips
W. H. Bramwells
W. R. Foyle
Surrey
D. F. Adams
London
D. M. Hayes
Ouse
M. Bond
S. Yorks
A. J. Reed
Ouse
R. G. Highfield
Thames Valley
R. Penswick
Anglia
Southdown
Joan Cioke
N. G. Evan.
South Wales

1975
3.5

11.5
4.5
24.4
30.4
3.5
24.4
20.4
4.5
3.5

OBITUARY

Private Ladder

Leading pilot
1 W. Kahn
2 L. Bleaken

3919
3920
3921
3922
3923
3924
3925
3926
3927
3928

Club
Surrey/Hants
Cotswold
Essex

Club
Surrey/Hants
Surrey/Hants
Airways

,pIS

Fits

2911

2

2679

3

2618

4

PIs

Fits

4230

3

2827

2

2277

3

Barrie Goldsbrough

NO CONTEST

The Wycombe Regionals at Booker, May
24-June I, hit some w()rst of the
season's weathet and didn't have a single
contest day.

GLIDING CERTIFICATES
DIAMOND HEIGHT
No.
Name
3/225 A. K. Mitchell
3/226 R. B. M. Henderson
3/227 V. Mallon
31228 R. A. Smith
31229 M. C. Mahon
3/23> T. G. P",rOlt
3/231 P. R. Andrews

Two River.
Two Rivers'

1975
24.3
1.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4

GOLD C COMPLETE
48S A. J. Adsir

Cleveland.

19.4

Bristol I Glos
HElfefordshi',e
in USA
Ulster
Fulmar
Fulmar
Ouse
Easex/SuHoIk
Two Rivers
Two Rivers
Two Rivers
Two Rivers
Two Rivers
Two Rivers
Two Rivers
SGU
Clevelands
Herefordshire

1.4
24.3
26.1
21.3
21.5
21.5
24.3
21.3
10.4
13.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
12.4
1.4
19.4
12.4

Club
Southdown

Deeside
Two Rivers
TwoJRi"ers
Two Rivers

GOlD C HEIGHT

T. G. Cook
M.K.Wllilney
J. F.I.UI
N. W. Oekloy

G. S. FDnlvth
B. Ell.,!
D.M.Hayos
E. M.LlWis
R. T. Thompson
D. A. Jordan
V. MaIIon
R.A. HlICketl
T.G. "",,ott

P. R. Andrews
Ann. Andrews
I. G.GlIrrick
A.J. Adsir
G. PI. Horringshaw

GOLD C DISTANCE
E.J, B.D_n

,Essex

I. D. MaeFadyen

C,anwell

30.1274
4.5.75

SILVERC
3B03 D. Reid
3904 l. N. Singleton
39ai P. N. Atkin

3906 N. W. 0aId..,
3907 P. M. Harmer
39ClI G. D. N. Smith

39IIl
3810
3811
3812
3813
3814
3815
3818
3817
3918

B. D. Curtis
A. J. Hevs
R. Merry

A.Bm...
l. R. Morritt
A. R. Vormot
S. A. Field
S. C. E. Spink
I. M. Badham
A. J. Mol,,"an

E. Midland.
Doncaster
Southdown
Ulster
RAE
London
Bristol/Glos
Two Rivers
Coventry
Ouse
Southdown
Derby/Lones
South Wales
Yorkshire

Swindon
Midland

R974
6.4.75,
20.4
21.3
30.4
12.4
3.5
1.5
3.5
24.3
3.5
4.5
4.5

2.5
4.5

1.5

On Saturday May 24, whilst flying in the
National Championships, Barrie Goldsbrough suffered a fatal heart attack while
approaching to ~and near Chipping
Norton.
Barrie was well known throughout the
gliding movement, particularly amongst
competition pilots. He was a member of
the British Team squad and last year won
the Euroglide Compet~ti0n.
He had been a member of the Yorkshir,e Gliding Club for i 7 years and was
probably the finest pilot ever produced by
the club, being completely dedicated to
soaring and cross-country flying. Indeed
it ts probably due to his influence that th~
club has so many top class pilots. The
finest tribute we can pay him is that it was
the ambition of us all to beat him-few
did.
Barrie leaves a wife Susan and son
Robert, both well known to all at he
Yorkshire Gliding Club and many more
in the .,gliding world. We all offer them
both our ,condolences in their sorrow.
Banie will be missed by us all.
F.H.K.
klarrie Goldsbroug,h was a Yorkshireman
- to another Yorkshireman this automatically means he was reliable: he had
common sense; he was abrasive and he
expressed his views strongly. He was the
best glider pilot that Yorkshire has produced since the war and his callsign
"Gold-Sky" will be sadly missed in the
Nationals and at the Northerns.
I first got to know him well when I
came to work in Yorkshire and he was a
welcome visitor at Slingsbys where he

often brought his common sense to bear
on some of the Drawing Office designs
with comments like "That won't bloddy
work!" The drawing office-lads will miss
him.
He was a keen aeromodeller and an
extremely good one. He joined the RAF
as a boy recruit when he was 15 and was
commissioned
two
years
later.
Unfortunately he contracted TB and
missed the passing out parade. He had
one lung removed as a result of the illness. His determination to succeed was
already well in evidence. He had left
school without A levels, so, realising that
he could not stay in the RAF, he studied
for them whilst in hospital, he got them
and with them into Leeds University
where he studied agriculture.
Whilst at Leeds he founded, with Nick
Gaunt, the Leeds University Gliding
Club. On ~raduating he went to work f.of
the Ministry of Agriculture & Fisheries
where he met his wife, Susan. He was an
ardent individualist and soon formed a
dislike for "officialdom" which was ,to
strengthen through the rest of his life. He
eventually became a top manager for
Nitrovit Foods where hts ability to sort
out problems led to them using him to
iron out the bugs in each new plant they
set up. He had long had the idea of going
into business on his own account and
studied welding at nlght school with the
object of buying a garage.
He bought Ripon Motors some five
years ago and after getting the Volvo
agency built it up into the thriving
business it is today.
One of his ambitions was to reach the
top in gliding, He was meticulous i,n the
preparation of his gliders and spent many
hours rebuilding and modifying them
before competition. His Hrst glider was
the Sk.y, hence his call sign "Gold-Sky".
and he spent over 800hrs flying it before
entering his first competition, this was the
1967 Western Regional when he placed
second. Afterwards he owned in succession a Dart 17, a Diamant and a
Kestrel 19, he had a Kestrel 22 on order.
He was largely responsible for the way
in which the Yorkshire Club is now
competition orientated. He was a Director of the club and held the club height
record of 23450ft gained in a wave from
Sutton Bank which took him over the
Pennines and the Lake District. He made
the first Diamond distance flight from
Sutton Bank with an out-and-retum
flight to Calvert Brickworks in 1973 and
in the same year he broke the B;itish
lOOkm triangle record with a speed of
103km/h.
He reached his peak in competition
flying when he won EurogHde in August
1974, was a worthy member of,the seeded
eight for the British Team"and an inspiraG.E.B.
tion to all who knew him.
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Please send news and exchange
copies of journals to the Overseas
Editor: A. E, Slater, 7 Highworth
Avenue. Cambridge. CB4 280. England,

FINLAND SHOWS ITS
POSSIBILITIES WITH A 1010KM~
FLOWN BY HANS-WERNER GROSSE

Hans-Werner Grosse of Germany has
shown once again his skin in using the
right weather conditions for long
distances. He flew his ASW-17 around
the first-ever completed IOOOkm triangle
not in America, Australia or South Africa
... but in Finland-a country one doesn't
readily associate with flights of this
calibre.
He. took off at 08.28hrs on June 6,
from Nummela (about 50km from the
1976 World Championship site) to
Kauhlljarvi, Juuka and back to
Nummela, a total distance of IOlOkm. He
was airborne for 11 ~hrs and averaged
about
881cm/h
(Subject
to
homQlogation).
Hans-Werner now holds three IOOOkm
world records and his name will appear
for the fourth time on"the FAI lO00km
Diploma List. News received from Hans
Oriiwe, Editor ofLuftsport.
WORLD FEMININE RECORD

Babs NuU from Etna, New Hampshire,
USA, is claiming the world and national
feminine multiplace soaring records for
absolute altitude for a fl'ght to 34200ft on
MarchS in a Scbweizer 2-32 at Colorado
Springs, Colorado. A national feminine
muttiplace soaring record for gain of
height of 23700ft is also claimed for this
flight. Hannah Duncan of Colorado
Spr,ings was the passenger.
The flight ,took four hours. Both Dabs
and Hannah gained their Diamond height
at last Year's feminine wave camp.
NEW FRENCH RECORD

On May 4, in strong north-easterly winds,
Francois Hemi (World Champion at
South Cerney, 1965) attempted a 760km
triangle from BaiUeau near Chartres, and
landed 25km short.
He tried again on Friday, May 23, and
made it. To celebrate this fine flight, he
followed up with a 500km triangle on
June 1 which, subject to homologation,
will lift the French record to III km/hr.
The same day Ragot did a 750km outand-return to Aix-Ia-Chapelle (Aachen)
from Buno-Bonnevaux, and Mazalerat
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did a 750km triangle from Bailleau. All
these flights were made with Nimbus 2
gliders. Pilots at the British Nationals
who completed the 400km and 500km triangles on May 31 will be happy to know
that the air-mass which gave'them such
magnificent conditions for these nights,
tracked slowly southwards and was
siuing over northern France on June I,
giving 6-8kts lift and 6000ft cloudbase.
(Our P(lris Correspondent.)
PAGELA MAJEWSKA TO COMPETE
IN EUROGLlDE

Pagela, who came second in both the
Polish Nationals and the Ladies Internationals will take part in Euroglide in
August. It is the first tfme that a European lady pilot has been entered for this
event. She'U be flying in a Std Cirrus in
the Standard Class.
POLISH. NATIONALS

These were held as usual at Leszno from
May 15-J ne I. The 15 Open Class
pilots flew Jantar Is wbile in the Standa~d
20 pilots flew Foka 5s and seven Cobra
15s. The leaders were: Open Class, six
days, 1. J. Ziobo, 5513pts; 2. H.
Muszczynskl, 5492; 3. S. Witek (son of
Adam), 5378 and E. 'Makula with
5342pts. Standard Class, seven days, I. S.
Makne, 5637pts: 2. Page1a Majews'ka,
$603; 3. J. Makula, $547 and Hanna
Badura with 5300pts.
SECOND LADIES INTERNATIONALS
AT LESZNO

From June 15-29 in indifferent weather
17 ladies from 12 countries competed
against the four Polish lady entrants. All
flew Cobra 15s. The honours stayed on
home ground with Adele Dankowska
winning. followed by Pagela Majewska.
GERMAN NATIONALS

These were held at Bindlacher Berg.
Leading pilots were: Open Class: 1 Klaus
Holighaus of Kirchheim/TecK (Nimbus
2); 2 Waiter Neubert (ASW-17); 3 Bruno
Oantenbrink (Nimbus 2). Hans-Werner
Grosse
(ASW-17s),
the
previous
Champion, came ninth.
In the Standard Class, Ernst Gernot
Peter, of Preiburg (H-203) won; WaIter
Schneider (LS-2) was second, and Helmut

Reichmann, the previous Champion (LS2), third. Each Class had eight contest
days.
AUSTRIAN NATIONALS

These were held at Mariazell from May
17-31. Although only f,ive contest days
were achieved the tasks flown by the 40
participants (11 Open, 29 Standard) were
of such a nature .tl1at they must be the
dream of many World Championships
Organisers. They were: Standard Classtwo 528km ~ two ~ of 440 and 516km
each and a 408km ~. The Open
Class-three 528km~; two '=f. of516 and
606km each. The total distance flown was
83.956km which gives an average of
419.7km per pilot each day. Allf Schubert
won the 'Open Class wi,th 491Opts; 2nd
Othmar Fahrafellner 4051pts; both pilots
flew Nimbi 2.
First Standard Class Harro WMl, DG100, 4775pts; 2nd Andreas H!immerle.
Std Cirrus, 4689 and Siegfried Puch, Std
Libelle, 4305pts.
DUTCH NATIONALS

These were held at Terlet from May 26 to
June 6, and consisted of two Classes; the
Standard Class with 25 entr,ies and the
Club Class, for the first time, wHh 6
entries. During the 8/9 contest days
46052km were flown in 1149 hours.
The winners in the Standard Class
were: Daan Pare, 6615pls; Cees Musters,
6527pts and Dick Reparon, 6509pts. All
three flew Std. Cirri. Paul Schok won
the Club Class with 8056pts flying a K-6E.
SWISS NATIONALS

These w.ere held for the first time at
Montricher which is situated near the foot
of'the Jura mountains. The 11 Open and
22 Standard Class pilots flew on eight
contest days which were won in the Open
by Herbert Prelmer, Nimbus 2, and in the
Standard Class by Hans Hedinger (glider
not known).
MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS?

The pilot of a light aircraft towing a
gl,ider over Warren Hills, Salisbury,
Rhodesia, had to think quickly when a
snake crawled up his leg.

Mike McGeorge, a Salisbury photographer, was wearing shorts. He watched
the snake crawl up his leg and waited
until it reached his thigh, which was level
with the cahin door.
Then he quickly opened the cabin door
and threw the snake out at a height of
36Om.
The pilot of the glider he was towing,
Ted Pearson, thought it was a rope falling
from the aircraft.
The snake first showed its head at an
altitude of about 150m. It poked its head
through a wing root into the cabin, Mike
did not have a radio and sO was unable to
let anyone know about the snake.
He blocked the opening with a
handkercbief, but the snake poked its
head through another hole. He blocked
this hole with a hat.
The snake was determined to find its
way into the cabin, however, and the next
time he saw it was when it started crawling up his leg.
Mike said he thought it was a boomslang-a poisonous snake. It was bright
green, had big eyes and was about 75cm
long.
"I had p1enty of time to study it while it
was crawling up my leg," he said.

Reprinted
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PIGGOTTS

JOSEPH C. LINCOLN

We announce with gfeat regret that on
May 19 Joe Lincoln died at Itheage of 52
after a short, serious illness.
Joecontributed a great deal to soaring
and was the au,thor of several well-known
American books such as 'Soaring for
Diamonds', ·Soaring on the Wind' and
'On Quiet Wings' and many of his ariicles
and reports found their way into Soaring
magaz,ines.
Our sympathy goes to his wife,
Dorothy, ,two young, twin daughters, and
four older children. ,
R.H.

SUPPLIERS 11'0 THE AIRCRAFT
INDU1SifRY
Windcones-manufactured in Min
of Defence Hypalon, also Nylon and
Cambrk.
All Nationa'l &- Advertising Flags &
Banners.
Canvas covers for all requirements.
Drogues made from 'easy to clean'
PVC Nyloll.
Write for further details to
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers Ongar Essex CM5 9PJ
Tel. 027763262

JANTAR

the Salisbury Herald

RHODESIAN CHAMPS

The Rhodesian National Championships
are at the Salisbury Gliding Club, Warren
Hills Airfield, from October 6-17 with
the practice week starting on Septem ber
29. Full details from The Contest Director, {;entral African Soaring Association,
PO box 390, Salisbury, Rhodesia.
JANTAR 19m 'Sailplane Winner of 19m Cup at Wsac 1972-48 : 1 glide angle at
59kts. All glass fibre-very easy to rig. £5,700 ex works with instwments.
Immediate delivery. Demonstration air craft now at Booker.
COBRA 15 15m Sailplane. 1 : 38 glide angle. Price with full set ,of instruments
except altimeter £3,500 ex works. Delivery 2-3 months.
•
PI'RAT f5m 1 : 33 glide angle.. Price £2,632 ex works Delivery 2-3 months.
BOCIAN le Two-seater. £2,662 ex works.
JANTAR STANDARD lsm version of the Jantar 1. Glide angle 1 : 40. £4,800
ex works. Delivery 011 application.
"NEWI OGAR 2-seater traililing motor glider glas!; fibre construction. Pusher Limbach
68 hp engine. Delivery early 1976. Price £7,920. "

NEW
COOK ELECTRIC VARIO
'New

INDICATOR
UNIT
GIVES
MUCH
CLEARER
INDICATION &- MUCH LESS
MAGNETIC INTE'RFERENCE

, I

I

TOTA.t,.POINTER MOVEMENT
INCREASED FROM 90° TO 240°
FITS A 58mm DIAMETER HOLE
CHARACTERISTIC COOK VARIO FAST
RESPONSE AND DAMPING RETAINED

J, HARDY INSTRUMENTS LTD.
25 Dimple Road, Matlock
Derbyshire Tel. M ..tlock 3269

All delivered to Booker Airfield, lMarlow, Bucks. Delivery charge. £350.
Now profile trailers to suit above aircraft available
Polish Tug Aircran WILGA 35 Full Britis~ C of A. Very cheap to operate,
Special leasing arrangements. £9,300 El( works with 'spares.

WU.:GA

Demonstrat,ion

aircraft

now

available

for

leasilllg

by

clubs.
PZL instruments in stock. For PZlllnstruments repairs send direct to:
GLIDER INSTRUMENTS, 5 GLENDEVON ROAD, WOODLEY, READING, BERKS.
Tel. Reading 696491
For fuN details contBct JOHN.s TRUGNELL at:
DALTRADE LTD., 181-183 WARWICK ROAD, LONDON, W14 8PU
Telephone:01-370B181 or evenings BOl,lme End 23458
Sole Exporter-Pezetel Ltd. 4a Czestochowska Street, Warsaw, Poland.
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Book Reviews
BeginnIng Gliding by Derek Piggotl. Published by A & C Black
Ltd London at £5.25. plus p&p. Available from the BGA.
Derek Piggott's first book Oliding was published in 1958 and has
subsequentl~ been produced in three editions and six reprints.
Not surprisingly this highly successful book has become to be
regarded as a standard text book for gliding, spanning as it does
the whole range of gliding experience from first flight to advanced cross-country flying. Gliding is, however, essentially a
technical and descriptive work which collates the whole range of
skills and knowledge required of the competent sailplane pilot.
By contrast this new book is devoted to a sympathetic examination of the problems faced by the newcomer to the sport-be
he 'an experienced power pilot or the very attractive young lady
who graces the outer cover of the book.
Appropriately enough the first chapter is entitled "Is Gliding
For You?" In this chapter Derek thoughtfully and honestly sets
out the physical and mental factors to be considered by a wouldbe glider pilot. Thereafter his chapters are headed:"The Glider and Your First Flights," "Learning to
Olide," "Help with Landings," "Spoiling the Glide
Angle," "Using the Airbrakes," "Stalling and Spinning,"
"The Effects of the Wind," "Aero-Towing" and "Advice
to Power Pilots Converting to Glider Flying."
Lest the more experienced pilots reading this review are
already saying.. to themselves ,.All good basic stuff but not for
me", I hasten to add that the subject matter contained within
t~ese mod~st headings is the most imaginative and comprehensIve analYSIS that I have seen of the techniques required for handling both the modern and the older glider.
For instance in Chapter five, "Spoiling the Glide Angle",
Derelt ~ot only deals with the use of spoilers and air~rakes, but
exhaustIvely covers all other methods of increasing drag on the
approach from sideslipping to tail parachutes; in doing so he
positively disposes of several hoary myths including the use of
airb~akes on the cr~sswind leg. His other chapters are similarly
detaIled and forthnght and are clearly the product of his unrivalled experience as a professional gliding instructor.
Beginning Gliding is a most attractively produced and easy to
read book, containing no less than 83 accurately figured diagrams. I confidently commend it to pilots at all experience levels
for I am sure all will benefit from the knowledge and experienc~
it contains. I particularly recommend the book to gliding instructors for I have not read a better breakdown of the problems faced
by student glider pilots at the early stages of their flying, nor a
better resume of instructional techniques designed to overcome
these problems.
J. D. SPOTIISWOOD
(Chairman, Instructors Committee)
Advanced Soaring: a handbook for future Diamond pilots.
Published by the Soaring Press. Obtainable from the BGA. Price
£2.25 plus 25p p&p.
This is a collection of some of the best articles from Soaring,
S&G and other sources, collected by John loss and published as
a hardback.
As an avid reader 'Of every soaring magazine I can lay my
hands on, I have somewhat mixed feelings about collections of
articles which have already been published. It never seems quite
the same to re-read them unless they are carefully edited and
brought right up-to-date.
If you do not read Soaring there is no doubt that you will find
the book interesting and inspiring, although I still find it hard to
relate accounts of soaring at lOOOOft or so with soaring as we
know it in England.
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There are some very good chapters on wave soaring but not so
much of real help on thermalling or cruising techniques. I am
constantly surprised to find how many writers make thermalling
sound like a geometric puzzle and, while explaining what is virtually the ABC of thermailing, fail to point out the obvious pitfalls.
I suppose the fact is that magazine articles are seldom comprehensive and a collection like this, although interesting to read and
containing useful information, does not constitute a text book on
how to achieve Diamonds.
I enjoyed reading it, felt flattered to be associated as a contributor and am sure that, like Moffat's "Winning on the
Wind," it will find its way onto most of your bookshelves.
DEREK PIGGOTT
Free as a Bird by PhiJip Wi~ls. PUblish~d in German by
Motorbuch Verlag, Stuttgart, entitled Auf frelen Schwingen.
Philip's book Free as a Bird was published in 1973 by John
Murray, Ltd, London. It is now available in German text and the
translator Winfried Kassera is to be congratulated on his ability
to ~onvey Philip's .words so accurately without losing its style
whIch so often spoils a translation. The German version Is well
presented and reads well. No doubt it will be read avidly in
Ge.rman speaking countries, and will give an insight on Pbilip's
phIlosophy and the history of British gliding.
RIKA HARWOOD
Airborne for Pleasure by Albert Morgan.
Published by David & Charles at £3.25.
Flying light aeroplanes, helicopters, balloons, gliders (both hang
and legit.), plus sport parachuting and parascending-if it's facts
you want here they are a'plenty: how much it costs and where
you can learn, all the licensing rules and regs, syllabi for any
exams you have to pass, and how to get insurance and finance.
Facts as at 1974 that Is, because although the book was only
published in May this year it is already out-of-date in a number
of respects. Quoting costs in a book on flying these days, with inflation at more than 20070 as well as escalating fuel costs and
changes in VAT makes the whole thing a bit of a nonsense.
Most of the details 1 know about-on gliding and
ballooning-are correct, though the errors that have crept
through suggest that the author has never flown either type of
aircraft in earnest. And I suppose that's why this is a book which
strangely misses the whole point about flying for fun. The blurb
says Albert Morgan "outlines the special attractions of the
various forms of aviation sport". I only wish he had because I
have always .been fascinated by aficionados talking about what
specially attracts them to their particular w<\y of aviating. I know
the kind of fright I sometimes give myself in a hot-air balloon is
quite different from that I (and my partners) occasionally get
when I fly my Kestrel. And, for that matter, the very special
moments of delight in a glider and in a balloon-when you feel
you truly are in your element-are quite different too. That's
what being Airborne for Pleasure is really all about, but I have a
feeling Mr Morgan would not understand.
ROGER BARRETT
Soaring Cross-Cou_try by E. Byars and W. Holbrook. Soaring
Symposia, Maryland, USA. Price $6.95.
This short illustrated book is an attempt to cover the needs of the
cross-country and competition pilot. There are eleven chapters,
ranging from weather analysis to sailplane purchase. It is written
in a refreshing no-nonsense style that verges on naivety, particularly in the lists of do's and don'ts at the endof some of the chapters: "Never turn downwind in a wave unless you want to come
down;" "You can't go through a front;" "Always land uphill;"
"Stop as soon as you land;" and, perhaps necessary advice-in
America, "Never land on an expressway right of way!"

There is some interesting advice for wou d-be hill-soarers:
"Don't ridge soar on days of reported surface winds above ISkts
and unstable air. This condition can cause turbulence of awesome proportions." Even granting Bill Crease's famous dictum
"The thermals are mucking up the hill lift," I am one of those
for whom heaven is 20kts coming up a taut bungey, the.sky filled
with cumulus! The preceding instruction will also cause raised
eye·brows at the Mynd, since it forbids the standard procedure
for catching the wave: "Don't fly on the downwind side of a
ridge."
But one can see what the authors mean. They have sought
simplicity and lapsed into dogmatism. Their book is, however,
full of useful advice and information (some of it specific to the
United States), and few pilots will learn nothing from it, even if it
is unlikely to become a standard text.
THE ARM-CHAIR PILOT

-SmowELL

FROM ONLY £120.00 + V.A.T.

Remote Unit EA.101 (Optional) £20.00 + V.A.T.
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SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN,
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STANDARD CLASS TEAM SELECTION

Dear Editor,
The Flying Committee announced at short notice last year a
new method of British Team Selection which involved choosing a
short list of eight pilots. Unfortunately no distinction was made
between the Open Class and Standard Class teams and we now
have the ridiculous situation of only one pilot on the list flying in
Standard Class competitions this year.
I think it is now generally accepted that many pilots take time
to find their best form when changing from one Class,to another
and, indeed, some people who are expert at flying one Class of
glider never show the same competence in the other Class. Is it
too much to expect, therefore, that pilots who wish to be considered for our Standard Class team should first demonstrate
their ability in Standard Class gliders? Failing this, I feel
selectors should not be compelled to choose from the existing
short list.
I assume, of course, that separate teams will be chosen and we
will not again make the mistake of awarding a Standard Class
place, as a sort of consolation prize, to a frustrated Open Class
pilot who has no real interest in ,flying this type of glider.
HittbiD, Herts.
SIMON REDMAN
WHY SEPARATE RECORDS FOR WOMEN?

Dear Editor,
I note on reading reports of this year's Nationals that once
again a woman glider pilot is claiming a "women's record" for a
flight at a substantially lower speed than those of leading male
pilots, even though flying a glider of comparable performance.
Surely this must bring into question whether as a sport we can
justify separate records-for women pilots in this day and age. We
certainly do not tolerate a separate class for women in
competitions.
It seems to me that we are preserving a relic of the age of the
most blatant male chauvinistic superiority by continuing to offer
second class citizenship to women glider pilots.
No excessive physical demands are placed on a glider pilot and
questions of stamina, the ability to read the sky, to navigate, or
to understand modern high-pressure soaring tactics are surely not
issues on which any woman today would- claim she is innately
inferior.
Historically there may have been some justification for a
separate category for female records. In the days of plywood
very long flights meant very long times. And even altowing for
the reputed greater bladder capacity of the femafe, the male by
the very nature of his pubic anatomy is favourably handicapped
In the jettisoning of biological waterballast from the restrained
confines of a glider cockpit.
But today in the era of sub-five hour, 500km glass-fibre
flights, we need no longer take into account what, I suppose,
should have been referred to as "P-factor".
Few would dispute that it is not any of the learned skills that
differentiate between good and great" pilots. It is the "killerinstinct"-the imperative demand to force oneself to win-that
establishes records.
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And I do not believe that the lack of "Killer-instinct" is confined to women. I do not have too much of it myself. But I would
not seriously suggest a separate class of records for bearded,
blue-eyed 47 year-old instructors who have lived in Canterbury
for the past three years.
As long as women glider pilots are categorised separately in the
record books-and so can take refuge in the sanctuary of their
own private mini-records-they are unlikely to exert that
supreme effort of will that is needed to establish their true
equality of superiority.
Canterbury, Kent.
JOHN DICKINS
A MIRROR ON SOARING LIFE

Dear Editor,
The fascination of S&G is the mirror that is holds up to soaring
life. In the June issue we have John Williamson telling us with
fresh excitement of his discovery of soaring some 20 years ago,
while the eminenUy sensible John Halford tells that anyone can
build a glider if they want one but it takes time and effort.
It is John Gibson's remarks, 1'130, on which I wish to
comment from some 25 years of gliding. John's point is that
gliders are too expensive and too good. If only they were cruder
had less performance, would cost less and we would all have one.
The material cost of a sailplane is a small proportion of purchase
price. The majority of the cost is in wages and salaries for the
design and construction. The design simplification of certain
German sailplanes is excellent. This is only possible by considerable intellectual effort over a period of product development,
and a significant number produced.
German gliders are expensive in cash terms, but cheap when
compared with the cost of producing pre-war designs in today's
industrial world. If produced today, the Olympia could bardly
cost less than £10000 if a proper return were to be earned on the
design and development costs.
As a tyro in the Cambridge Club, I re~ember with a great
sense of achievement my first flight in the club's flagship-the
Olympia 28. Its glide angle of I:27 was really something compared with the Prefect that I had been flying. So what price John
Gibson's limitation of I :35 for the Standard Class. In those days
we asked: "Can gliders get any better?" They did; had we set an
artificial limitation of I:27 it would long since have been overtaken by technical progress and languished from neglect.
Rules do not produce successful gliders: demand does. The
2000 or so K-6s and 8s that have been built set up a new standard
of performance. The Standard Class rules came along much later
to reflect them.
With the development of sailplanes, so the techniques to fly
them change, and thus the instruction of students must be sensitive to the changing needs. To suggest that a club glider designed
for training purposes must be intrinsically different to which the
student will progress is very dangerous. It suggests that the basic
skills of the control of a sailplane are inadequately taught and
therefore not fully understood before first solo takes place. If a
first solo glider were to be designed with this philosophy in mind,
then it would approximate to a large pneumatic cannon ball with
provision for the first solo pilot at its centre, so that he be

adequately insulated from the consequenci.es of his inability to
contr61 the situation.
To say that the Libelle is not a club sailplane, when many are
operated by clubs around the world, is to miss the peint. This
particular sailplane was, designed to another man's rules, where
the airbrake requirement was different. You should be aware of
this before you fly it.
For a sport to be successful, it must give sat~sfaction and
fulfilment to each and every person who takes part in it. Some
may find their satisfaction ,in solitary flight, others in competition. It is arrogant to say that one should be diminished because
of its effect on the other. I suspect that those who lament the
presence of competition flying, are uneasy that, were they to fly
in competition, their illusions of their proficiency would be
shattered.
Wetherby, Yorks.
J. C. RlDDELL
"THE STANDARD CLASS IS DEADLONG LIVE THE SUPER CLASS"

Dear Editor,
These words should have been pronounced from a balcony in
Paris in March by the Chairman of CIVV when the Standard
Class got its coup de grace-just like we used to let the Prime
Ministers do in the nordic kingdoms when the king died.
The first Standard Class glider was the Olympia. Some people,
not contwlled by glider pilots, stopped the Olympia from being
an Olympic glider.
In 19S5 people, now controlled by the glider pilots in the
world, said: "Long live the Standard Class"-but already in
1970 some of the super-top-pilots and super-top-manufacturers
managed to disturb the unity of the members elected to work for
the gliding movement in CIVV. That was when the hinged flaps
were allowed.
And now again on March 7 the same people (almost) reduced
to second class the thousands of gliders bulIt to the 19S8 standard
and created a new Open/Limited Standard Class where the only
restriction is the ISm span.
There is no doubt that this new unrestricted ISm Class will be
the Class, replacing the old Standard Class. And it is here we will
find the CHAMPIoNS-here the manufacturers will use most of
their know haw and capacity. The second class pilots from the
second class countries will meet in their second class gliders and
make their own competition. In a few years this will be the Club
Class-but still second class.
I am not against development-technical and human-but it
looks as though the members of the CIVV who voted for th~s
death sentence might have lost their connection with the gliding
movement in the countries they represent, failing to consider the
big new investments in gliders and ,education necessary after this
change.
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The rich countries and pilots will again. win the race-just as in
motor racing.
The decision is most unlikely to be changed, but for me the
question now is: "Do the members of CIVV represent the glider
pilots, the gliding clubs and the gliding authorities in. the world's
countries, or do they represent themselves?"
For the sake of new important decisions to be made in an
organisation representing the gliding movement, I suggest every
pilot, leading members, of gliding c1u'bs and national gliding
associations should give this question some serious thought and
ask their representative ofCIVV f(}r an answer.
Roskilde, Denmark.
MOGENS BUCH PETERSEN
'.
(Former Chairman of the Danish Gliding Union)
STALLING, SPINNING AND AEROTOW EXERCISES

Dear Editor,
After reading Bill Scull's article "After the Stall" (S&G April,
p5S), I feel it worth adding that if pilots need reminding of the
functions of control in the normal sense, they certainly do
require to be reminded, with adequate demonstration of the
function and effect of controls, in the low speed/stall area.
If Bill feels there are deficiencies in the way our basic training
prepares a student for solo and flying thereafter, then let's expand that area for discussion and attempt to establish something
constructive.
In my experience as National Coach (January 1972-January
1974), there are three specific areas in which clubs and instructors
in general seem unable to give full value-stalling, spinning and
aerotow exercises. The reasons are various. No two-seater suitable for stalling and spinning. A launching system from which
training gliders never achieve a satisfactory height to carry out
safely the exercises in question. Weather conditions never conducive to aerobatics or unusual attitudes which, anyway, are
often actively discouraged.
Most CFls are reluctant to allow stalling, spinning and
unusual attitudes to be conducted below 1500ft agl, in fact there
are those who will not allow stalling and spinning below 2000ft
agl. In an all-winch launch situation the above accent on safety
must surely mean that several pilots, particularly those trained
during the non-soaring season, are ill-equipped and ill-prepared,
practically and psychologically, for the inadvertent stall or spin.
Most student instructors and assistant instructors I flew with
on BGA courses and full category tests just dried up part way
through stalling and spinning exercises. Debriefing after these
exercises revealed they were too busy regaining a normal attitude
and, as a consequence, failed to continue the patter describing
control movements with relevant response. On ,many occasions
students said they had never been placed in unusual attitudes of
such magnitude, nor were they aware of so many symptoms
associated with the manoeuvre in question.
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Have you noticed how one nearly always inadvertently stalls or
spins at close proximity to the ground? This situation can be
rather demanding to the experienced ,pilot who probably requires
to suppty a control input in opposition to instinct, consequently
imagine our student pilot who possibly doesn't even realise that
he is stalled or even spinning.
Consider a further implication. No matter how quick the
pilot's reactions, ncr the fact that the correct sequence of control
was effected for recovery from the spin, if there isn't sufficient
height available for recovery it is rather academic whether a pilot
spins in s,till rotating or wings level, no yaw and beginning to pull
out. Tile accident appears to lie with prevention as well as with
cure, and one can only prevent a situation taking place when in a
position to recognise symptoms as well as effect.
What of our instructors who may ny for several months in succession without 'briefing students on the stall and spin exercises?
When caned upon to instruct on the above, the briefings, if
carried ,out at all, entail two minutes on the ground immediately
prior to the night or worse, during the strapping in and part way
up the launch. This is generall:y with the qualifying remarks that
provided a thermal is encountered and sufficient height obtained,
the exercise will be carried oilt fully, otherwise it will be in a
fairly low key, ie recovery initiated on recognition of the first
couple of symptoms or at the incipient spin stage.
All good stuff no doubt, but. if one considers that from 1500ft
to say lO00ft, at which the circuit is commenced, there is only
500ft in which to get the message over, and that a glider will lose
about 200ft during a student's entry and recovery from an
incipient spin, hen perhaps the magnitude of the problem is
apprecia~ed. Spinning off Sooft at 200ft per attempt gives at best
2~ turns, which probably means. 5 to 20secs total instruction.
Consider my previous statement on the inability to give full
value in stalling, spinning and aerotow situations; if one assumes
50070 value, then 15 to 20secs becomes 71 to lOsecs. How many
nights of this sort does a student require before he gets any real
benefit or understanding of what is involved? The question
should equally be asked of our out of practice instructor.
To my mind the aerotow exercises laid bare the same deficiemcies. Most student instructors ,on BGA courses when put out
of pos'tion and r,equested to recover, just didn't believe that they
could get back. After several demonstrations and attempts, most
confided that out of position towing had been a fear instilled at
an early stage in their training. I found it gratifying to be told
aftierwards ihat they felt more equipped to deal with potential
situations during their periods of early instruction, having gone
through the mill on a BOA course. It appears that most students
on aerotow are never aUowed to deviate 6ft up or down or 6ft left
or right of fhe tug because the instructor in question ;ust won't
have it.
My analysis 011 the aerotow situation established that as long
as the student maintained an acceptable station behind the tug"
then he was most ,times left to fend for himself. As soon as an out
of position situation developed the instructor took over because
he didn't feel comfortable and, worse, wasn't pr,epared to allow
the student to attempt a recovery with suitable encouragement.
Students must be allowed sufficient opportunity within safety to
make mistakes, be allowed to recognise them as such and then
attempt corrective measures.
Unusuall at,titudes requir,e thought, anticipation, specific
response (probably not instinctive), appreciation and practice., A
student pilot who suddenly finds himself below the slipstream of
the tU,g in a low tow situation, hav,ing never been there before, is
liable to do the wrong thing and haza,rd the combination because
of the stress situation' he is now in.
Just what is the answer? Two-seater gliders suitable for stalling, spinning and semi-aerobatic manoeuvres are' available, even
if the CFI has to or,ganise it with a neighbouring club. The same
,goes for the use of a tug to achieve sufficient height for pro-
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longed manoeuvres and out of position towing during the climb
out.
Would the above be enough? I think nol 'because some CFIs,
would you believe, not only don't stall and spi'n themselves but
actually encourage others not to. I know of several CFIs and
senior compe'tition pilots in the UK who haven't sta'lIed, spun nor
conducted out of position towing with their Kestrels e,tc, so with
this passive form of instructing what chance does the Poor
student have?
JOHN HEATH
Alberton, Transvaal, RSA.
BiU Scull ,comments:
I am a little puzzled' by John's letter in its context as a reply to
"After the Stall" but it does point out a number of other problems equaUy relevant to the training ,situation. One or two statements are rather contentious and ,imply that things are somewhat
worse than I believe them to be. For exampl'e; "Most student
instructors and assistant instructors . . . on BOA courses and
category tests just dried up part way through the stalling and
spinning exercises". Most?-some yes! but not most. With
regard to aerotowing, John did ,influence the philosophy of training significantly during bis ail-too-short slay as a National
Coach.
COMMENTS ON S&G

Dear Editor,
I reoeived a pleasant surprise on May 24 in the form of the
June issue of S&G. I must say that in spite of the recent move to
Leicester, the BOA has kept up its excellent service to the readers
of S&G by ensuring that the magazine always arrives, on time.
I have been taking S&G for about a year and I think the-latest
edition is one of tbe best. In recent issues there have been
numerous articles on handicapping systemsl tables of record
winners and points awarded Ito pilots in every type of competition
possible. These are probably of interest to a number of readers,
in fact some of them interest me quite a bit, but I feel that there
have been just too many. The latest edition has articles on crosscountry techniques, landings and how to improve them,
photography and, in general, far more to interest most pilots
than pages of figures.
I hope this trend will continue. I am very inexperienced (near
solo) and I find these articles are of greater benefit. I am sure
many other pilots feel the same.
One other complaint is of the cover design. For a fairlly large
sized cover" ,the photographs of the actual gliders are not very
large or clear. I would like to see mote like the February cover.
Those readers who wish to bind their copies probably r,emove the
cover and they can make good pictures for framing.
Apart from these complaints, r ,think the magazine is of a very
hIgh standard and I hope it remains so.
Castl~ DQuglas, Kirkcudbrigblsbire.
IAN McKILLOP
[Thank you for your comments. We always contend that S&G
needs to be judged over a year, rather than by an individual issue.
We try and give a balanced range of ar,ticlesspread over the six
magazines bUl certai'n editions have to cover reports of annual
gliding events. How I agree with you about ths covers.
Unfortunately our budget doesn't allow us to use full colour on
each issue and there is a lamentable shortage of good black and
white photographs. Eo)
WHY NOT MORE MOTOR GLIDERS COMPETING?

Dear Editor,
Motor gliders have existed for more than SO years and have
been of practica'l use for more ,than ten years. There are probably
more than 1000 flying today. being used mainly for ,training,
pleasure soaring and power flying. However, there is a fourth
purpose for which they were intended-sporting soaring.

Until now they have been used too little for real sporting soaring, even though some years ago FAI rules were changed in the
direction wanted by the users of motor gliders.
Since it has been possible to have special records for Dlotor
gliders, only few of these flights have been recorded. And
although they may be used for badges, this has only taken place
on a small scale.
Competitions for motor gliders seem to have been more or le"ss
confined to the competitions at Burg Feuerstein, Germany, and
even these have not attracted enough countries for the event to
count as an official FAI contest. A World Championship was
considered by CIVV several years ago but while there aren't more
local competitions and no real interna-tional ones, this is
impossible.
Therefore the CIVV has asked its Sub-committee to look into
the matter and mak·e proposals for sensible rules for performance
soaring with motor gliders, as the present rules do not seem to
attract enough attention.
.
The Sub-committee is starting by coillect.ng opinions fmm
motor glider enthusiasts.. So:
I Why don't we use motor gliders more for sporting
purpOses?
2 Are the owners of motor gliders content to use them for
training, pleasure soaring and travelling and not interested
in records, flying for badges and com'petitions?
3 Or is it the rules for sporting use of motor gliders that are
wrong?
4 If so, in which way do you want them changed?
5 Do you want motor gliders used for sporting soaring exactly
as normal sailplanes, that is wHhout being allowed to use the
engine after crossing the starting line?
6 Or do you want the engine _to be used Dot only as ballast but
in a certain amount also as part of a sporting performance?
The CIVV Motor Gliding Sub-committee is asking all
Introducing the

CID

EB73

ffi1

LOW·PROFILE PARACHUTE

users-and prospective users-of these sailplanes to help it in
analysing the present situation and finding out in which direction
future nJles should go. Please let us hear from you.
Kongelig Dansk Aeroklub, Copenhagen Airpcnt,
DK-4000 Roskllde, Denmark.
PER WEISHAUPT
(President, CIVY Motor. Gliding Sub-Committee)
FLYING BY STATISTICS

Dear Editor,
I have spent enough frustrating days at gliding sites resulting in
4min flights off a winch launch or ISmin nights <by aerotaw to
sympathise with those fledgling pifots who believe that long soaring sessions and cross-country trips are, for them, no more than a
distant and unlikely possibility. Having examined the annual
sola-tisties in S&G I have heartening news to make them feel they
are really in the mainstream of gliding and close to the mean
jlvera.ge of gliding in the VK today.
Using the statistics of the number of launches, hours flown
and cross-country ,kilometrage of pure gliders on~y (in the UK
civilian and Service clubs, excluding the ATe} 1973/1974, the
most recent available, shows that the average flight lasted just
17~mins and covered 1.2kmsr Hardly a badge flight . . . And
there is no excuse ,on the basis of aircraft non-availability: the
statistics reveal that there are only 9.1 civilian glider pilots to
every aircraft. Servioe clubs are less fortunate, the ratio there is
13.4 to 1.
For what they are worth (and we all know that statistics are
often mis>leading and may be shaped to suit a purpose-I plead
guilty to both) there is included below it simple table covering
some of the years goin~ back to 1967. Ignore the apparent conclusions if you wisll, but despondent (lb·;nitios may take heart
from the fact that, on the figures, the 2000ft aerotow with a
oouple of minutes ofMin sink is the "average" flight of the midseventies.

Year
67168
68169
71172
72173
73174

IRVJN

Average flight
(minutes)

14
13
14
16
17i

Kmsper
launch
0.66
0.61
0.35
0.80
1.20

Cardiff.

Proportion alc to members
Cwilian
Service
10.9: 1
10.4: 1

9.4: 1
9.3: 1
9.1: 1

13.1:
13.4:
14.5:
16.3:
13.4:

1
1
1
1
1

CRISPIN MASTERMAN

AN OWNERS' ASSOCIATION?
Also available:
THE IRVIN EB62 & E869

AII.up weight 6.7 kg(U.B7Ib)
IRVIN lightweight 1.2A canopy
3·pin side opening pock
3·poinl quiCkly adjustable harness
intergral with POCk
• Full pocking and servicing instructions
supplied with parachute
• Suitable for .Aircr.afl. Gliders & Helicopters

•
•
•
•

Height I'osses 01 less Ihan BOrn (260ft) between ripcord
pulled .ano full canop.y inflation were record''ld during
still·air drop' tesls of the E&73

FM Full dll'il' wril.' 10:
Service Manager, I~vin Gteat Britain Limited, letchworth, Herls SG6 1 EU.
Te': 6262 Telex 82198

Dear Editor.
One of the minor and unexpected deUghts of gliding is the
immediate feeling of camaraderie you share with the owner of a
machine the same model as your own. Since we bought our Pirat
three years ago we have made many friends with whom we can
not only compare the joys and delights of the machine, but also
discuss our problems and difficulties.
I feel that an association of owners, loosely bound together by
a regular circulation of letters, might have many advantages. I
should like to know if other Pirat owners share my vie~ and
would be delighted to hear from anyone who feels this may be
advantageous.
3a Leigh Park Road, Lelgll on Sea, Essex.
SHEILA CORBETI
Correction. A word was omitted from John Sellar's letter, Club Class
Rules, p133. in the last issue. Under Hang glider requirements the
sentence shou.ld have read '''Surely the flying now being done is very little
different from the average gliding operation circa 1948 ... "
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A photographic session halts flying lit the Cotswold Club
Copy and photographs fo, the October-November issue should be sent to the Editor. 8&G. 281 Queen Edith's Way. Cambridge CB1
4NH. tel Cambridge 47725. to arrive not later than August7 and for the December-January issue to arrive not later than October 14,
June 12. 1975
GILUAN BRVCE-SMITH

BRISTOL&: GWUCESTERSHIRE
We were delighted with Ron Sandford's record
break,ing win in the National's Standard Class.
Seven pilots added to the cross-country list
on May 31; including Ray Barrett, who flew a
307km Diamond goallriangle, Tony Pentelow,
. completing 437km in his Kestrel, Ralph Hindle
308km and lim Webster 430km in his K-6E.
A new arrival, which shou'ld l:>e with us by
the time this is ,published, is Eric Manin's IS29. There are signs of life in the 33 syndicate
ilnd everyone is waiting to· see what colour it is
when it finally emerges. Dennis Corrick has
been slaving away over the Austria to have it
ready for the Western Comps at Nympsfieldi.
The hard working band of instructors welcome lim Findlay, a new assistant instructor,
to their ranks.
B.S.

CORNISH
With the annual migration of Cornishmen to
Inkpeo now in full swillg, our hangars are bare
and flying lists short. However, to prove Ihat it
occasionally happens here too; Brian Penrose
and Amie Lambe have captlued much vaunted
Cornish Silver heights and John Smith has
flOWll the season"s first cross-country in
a ttempting Silver distance..
Drian Spreckley; complete with clockwork
mouse, visited us in April for an instructors'
course. Oawe puttock ilnd Brian Penrose
emerged with a~sistant ratings and Terry Janson with a full ratiag. Bill Scull arrived at the
weekend to give a talk Oil preventing accidents
.and to show us harrowing photographs of what
happens if you 40n't, Phil Hawkly and Brian
Bowden arganised a most successful wine,
cheese and boat race party, which rounded off
the week with quite a splash,
T.L.l.
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COTSWOLD
We have already comfortably exceeded last
year's cross-(;ounlry mileage. Particular congratulations to· Larry Bleakin and Eric Burke
on their Diamond goal 300km triangles and
also to Tom Macfadyen who completed his
third 300km triangle, but this. time in the club
K-7, complete with passenger.
Other . achievements total five Silver
distances, three Silver heights and 'two Silver
durations. Mention should also be made of
10hn Mardon who took the Pilatus for a
IOOkm cross-country and picked UJl his height
and duration on the way, completing his Silver
in one flight. Three Bronze Cs have been completed and Daryl Tucker and Stewan Evans
have gone solo.
The new diesel automatic tow car is a
tremendous suCcess with smool'h progressive
launches free of gear changes. The electr,onic
strain gauge' filled is also a big help in some of
the really high launches being achieved regularly these days. We demonstrated this recently
by delivering by air two of the K·7s to Nympsfield for our joint task week. The IOkm was
covered in the evening in straight glides with
I 500ft still in hand.
A S'kylark 3F has been bought for our inter-

TOWATRAILER
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MECHANICAL SERVICES LTD.

KAY STilET, BOLTON, L1NCS,TII:312121

mediate solo pilots and is very popular.
Already in ,its first few weeks it has covered
many kilometres, just missing a 300km triangle
during the task week. The club fleet now comprises three K·7s, one Skylark 3F and one K-6E.
Use of a syndicate K-4 is also availa~le.
The annual Nympsf.ield task week was
plagued by high winds so that tasks were set on
.two difficult days. However, Saturday more
than made up for the poor week.
1.H.

DEESIDE
At Qur AGM in May, lnnes Lovie was promoted from eFI to Chairman and Angus
Paterson became our new CFI.
A 40ft workshop is slowly taking shape by
the hangar to give us a :proper maintenance
base to cope with repairs and C's of A. A31u
supply of oxygen is kleing squeezed into the
club K·6E and to further encourage crosscountry flying, a mini competition week for
local club pilots is arranged for August at
Aboyne.
R.H.

DONCASTER
A Skylark 2 is to join the club fleet to relieve
the long queues for the Oly 460 and M-lOOs.
Wendy Mills, eFt of the flying club who share
our airfield, and Dave Siddall are the latest to
go solo.
Harry Walker and Pete Young hope to complete their instructors' courses this summer and
Glen Thompson is our newest tug pilot.
G.D.W.

DORSET
At the AGM in April, Major M. Pack-Davison
was elected Chairman in succession to Ray
Wi·theridge, and 1. Squires took over as

Secretary from P. Tiley. Barry Thomas continues as Treasurer. The meeting accepted with
regret the resignation of the President, Cdr
Kidston for whom a successor has not yet been
found. The Committee added J. Luck and C.
Alner to serve in place of J. Adams and B.
Stobart, otherwise remaining unaltered.
Presentation or the club awards were as
follows: J~ and Terry Linee, jointly fOf the
longest Ilights and best achievement; Ken
Pemberton for the best gaill l)f height; Bob
Trotter for the best endeavour; Robin May for
the best achievement in a club glider and John
Luck for the best progress of an ab-initio.
The May task week had indififerent weather
except for the. two last days, though only one
day was unflyable. The club's K-13, piloted
mainly by Harry Wolf, was the top scoring aircraft. Harry's triumph was made complete on
the Saturday when he exchanged the two-seater
for his Olympia 28 and flew a 300km triangle,
landing back just a few fields short of Tarrant
Rushton after nearly 8hrs in the air. Two other
300km triangles were flown on that day from
Tarrant Rushton, by Alien Palmer (Dart) and
Terry L1nee (Kestrel). The final results were:I, Harry Wolf and Tony Howard, (K-13),
300pts; 2, Allen Palmer, Barry Thomas,
Maurice P'ack-Davison and Fred Dunmore
(Dart 171l), 259pts; 3, Robin May and Peter
White (Skylark 4), 196pts.
Bob Little completed his Silver C with a
distance flight and other pilots gained considerable heights, mostly, it seems, without
barographs.
M.L.B.

DUBLIN
There's been a better beginning to the soaring
season for our 60 odd members than for some
years, but lack of readiness on the part of the
syndicate pilots to get rigged, get launched and
get going has kept the crop of cross-country
kilometres down to a mere 150, representing
two Silver distance flights by Tom Weymes and
Peter Hynes. Peter had, what were by Irish
standards, booming conditions, with thermals
all the way to c10udbase at 55OOft. Thermal
climbs in this country very seldom exceed

4100 or 4200ft.
We are preparing for a third attempt to stage
an Irish Nationals from June 22 to July 4 at
Kilkenny. Both the last attempt in 1973, and
the previous one were no-contests due to dreadful weather.
Congratulations to the hard-working team
of Dan Begler. Peter McHenry and Ken
Reynolds who ,in the past few months have
done a magnificem job of recovering the forward half of the K-13 and the entire K-7
fuselage.
T.A.W.

DUNKESWELL
We have been very fortunate with the weather
lately, with most weekends providing soarable
conditions. lan Widger and Steve James have
gone solo, and several new members are now
fiying the T-S3 solo.
Peter Oements returned from Fayence with
both Silver C height and duration legs to his
credit and 8 strong recommendation for the
French site.

The new tug, a Rallye ISO, was delivered in
the nick of time to launch our CFI, Dave
Bindon, when he gave an entertaining aerobatic display In the Foka 4 at the Dunkeswell
air show on Bank Holiday Monday.
Our courses so far have been enormously
successful, and we are to run two extra in
September.
B.H.F.

ENSTONE
Together with the Nationals, Enstone chose to
have its tas'k week during a very unseasonal
Bank Holiday. As the week progressed we had
a competition Clay on Monday, a race to Aston
Down, and then strong winds until Friday
when a triangle was flown. Then came the day
,of days when most of the field got round a
t,riang1e, Nympsfield and Long Marston.
Phoebus 640 did a 300km to gain a Diamond,
Std Li"belle I went around a 300km triangle and
Std Libelle 321 flew a SOOkm.
At the task week dance, prizes were awarded
to B. Forrest, as overall winner in his Oly 28
(very well done for a.pilot without Silver), and
T. Watchorn in his Std Libelle for individual
performance.
On the general club front we welcome Justin
Wills as a member. The club now enjoy the
sheer luxury of running hot water which was
plumbed in by Paul Lees and Ron Dewhurst,
who never stop even when not flying.
M.W.

ESSEX
April saw the implementation of the new
Lond{)n TMA regulations. This means keeping
below 2200ft above the airfield and considerable difficulties, in the shape of Luton and
Stansted SRZ, if you wish to do a crosscountry to'the north. However, with resilience
typical of our members, many have gained
Bronze and Silver C legs.
We have a new Motor Falke and this should
prove a .useful addition to the club training
fleet.
There was an expedition to the Long Mynd
by four syndicates in early May. Unfortunately
we spent most of our time sheltering from a
howling north-easterly.
Our thanks to our retiring Technical Officer,
Tim Healey, for the many hours of work. His
place is taken by Jim Riddoch.
C.W.L.M.

busy continuously until dusk. During the holiday weekend we also enjoyed a disco/barbecue
organised by the ladies.
C.C.S.

HIGHLAND
In the nick of time the Highland Club has
managed to acquire a site 10 replace Milltown
Aerodrome, which is due to be elosed in
September. After months of uncertainty and
negotiation, we have' been granted permission
to rent part of the disused airfield at Dallachy,
on the east bank of the Spey; another coastal
site, but sea breeze frustration is beller .than no
flyIng at all! We shall have the use of one
peritrack, with a 70 yard strip of land besjde it,
and a good deal of clearing wi,ll have to be done
before we can fly.
With our future secure" we are reducing and
redesigning our fleet and hope to start life at
Dallachy with a K-6cR and a Bocian.
The flying has been disappointing this
spring: all the best thermal days appear during
the week, and our tug has not been available
recently. However, Bill Meyer managed to
scrape into a thermal before the sea breeze
came in and did his Silver distance.
R.E.T.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE
No doubt these pages prove May 31 to have
been a superb day, but for us it must have been
the most successful for many a year. All the
aircraft, apart from the K-8, went out on a
300km out-and-return to Hereford. Doug
Walker and Dave West took the club Dart and
Skylark 4 for their Gold and Diamonds and.
Geoff Gentry took the syndicate Dart for his
Gold C and Diamond. Frank lrving took the
syndicate Std Libelle along for the ride. That
meant the club did over 1200km in one day,
that's over a third of our usual annual total.
The academic year has just about finished
and we now have 23 solo pilots among the
students. Eleven of these went solo during the
Easter vacation. At present one in 80 of the
4000 Imperial College students is a full member, but something like one in 25 give gliding a
try during their course. They usually give up
because they can not afford it. Now that we
have a large core of enthusiastic members, we
stand a good chance of increasing our membership by 50% over the next year.
A.P.P.

ESSEX & SUffOLK
Our tug pilots have oeen grinding out circuits
for conversion OD to our newly ar,rived
Condor. Our second Auster, Hotel Tango, has
been bought by Tony Sullon and is being
syndicated, so we won't lose an o'ld friend.
On the flying sIde Eric Lewis flew his Silver
C distance to Seething and "Ed" Sherwood
took the c1ubK-6 to Debden (not quite Silver
C) having missed Duxford. Several attempts
have been made on an out-and-return to
Leicester, bul so far without success, Elvin
Hibbard gelling as far as Waterbeach. Tony
Langford completed his Bronze C.
Our open day at the end of May was a huge
success; we gained several new recruits and
introduced many new people to our sport. In
blustery conditions the K-2 and K-7 were kept

BRIAN WEARE
Clapper Lane Honiton
Devon EX14 800
PHONE: HONITON 2940

MAJOR or MINOR REPAIRS to all

types of Gliders, Motor Gliders,
Canopies, for most Ex Stock
Trailers

PFA, BGA, CAA work undertaken
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in the 15-28-8, the two seater
standards in gliding perfection.
Don't learn the hard wayt
Teaching, yourself to soar efficiently in
modern, high, performance sailplanes is 8
tim.e consuming, frustrating, expensive and
even risky businessI
But the IS-28-8 2-seater changes all
that.
With a max. glide performance of 1 :36,
multiple position flaps, retractable under·
carriage, really effective airbrakes and truly
superb handlingqyalities, you can be taught
how to fly top class high perf,ormancegliders
quickly and safely.
Give single seaters a real run for your
money.
CUT THE CORNERS •... CUT THE
COSTS.

sailplane that's set new
.=-_~--

Outstanding value at only £5340 plus
VAT oompl'ete with front cockpit ASI, two
PZL variometers, altimeter. tompass end
miniature turn and slip. De'livered to Dunstable or Lasham.

I
I

To Canison Import Export Ltd.
Please send me further details of the
IS-28-8 right away.

I

f;Y
'-

SOLE IMPORTER
Singer Products Inc. (UKI Ltd.,
The Parade, Frimley, Surrey.
Tel: Camberly 20717 Tx 858147
DISTRIBUTOR
Danison Import Export Ltd.,
49 Tamworth Road, Hertford.
Tel: Hertford (09921 51302

I
I

I
I

NAME

_

ADDRESS

_

I

Cleveland Sailplanes
We are a new company specialising in REPAIRS, C of A and
REBUILDS., Our staff are enthusiasts {lnd fully qualified. so
ring us up even if it's just for advice-that's free. We are
competent to handle ell materials: WOOD, METAL and
GLASSFIBRE'!
Call, Wl'iteor phone for:
SPEEDY C of A and REPAiII~ SE'RVICE
INSTRUMENTS
TRAILERS-WOOD or METAL AIRC,RAFT MATERIALS
RELEASE HOOK SERVICE
NEW SKIDS
Stop Press: For Sale- Pirat 15M, 1'2 months C of A,
inshuments, £2,950'.
Cobra 15, complete outfit £4,500
K-7 with C of A. basic instruments and trailer. £2800.

Oleveland
Sailplanes
MELMERBV INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
Near RIPON, W. VORKS
Telephone: Melmerby (076584) 358
Night: Melmerby 297

MOWBRAY VALE
INSURANCE BROKERS
LET US QUOTE FOR YOUR GLIDER - TUG
CLUB FLEET - CLUBHOUSE - HANGAR OR
ANYTHING ELSE THAT IS INSURABLE.
SUPERIOR COVER.

BE?T RATES

ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS COVER FOR
GLIDER PILOTS AT NO LOADING
REPRESENTED AT LLOYDS, ALL LEADING
COMPANIES

RING CAROL TAYLOR AT
THIRSK 23018
(Northallerton 358624 hour answering service)
or write to:

H.B.-We have NO connection with .ny other organisation in this
area
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8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire.

INKPEN
Despite tile slings and arrows, not to mention
shotguns, of outrageQus local fanatics, Qur
club survives. One way or another all will be
resolved in September when the public hearing
of the planning appeal, which was forced upon
us by a few local dignitaries with as yet 'undisclosed ulterior motives, is heard. Until then we
press on trying hard not to think of the future
should bigotry prevail.
Congratulations to our Chairman, Ralph
Jones, for his success at the Nationals. 10hn
Hadley, John Wren" Carl Borresen, Brian
Taylor and ROil Weaver have completed their
Silver tasks while Mike Whittingham has
achieved his Bronze and celebrated by converting to his syndicated Pilatus B-4. Isobe!, his
wife, has notched up her Bronze legs :and will
soon be joining Mike to fly their aircraft. CongIatulations also 10 Nick Jessett fpr reaching
solo standard in an enviably short time. Ray
Hunt, CFI, had 'bad luck Oil a 500km triangle
attempt,landing only 20km short.
A mass visit from the Kent and Cornish
aubs at the end of May resulted in a multitude
of Gold distances, mainly on May 3 Ist. These
were marred unfortunately by two of the aircraft being vandalised at Perranporth whilst
awaiting their retrieve crews. As it was the
damage could have been worse and both gliders
were fiying again within the week.
R.G.W.

KENT
At the AGM our Chairman, Ron Cousins,
reported another successful year from both the
flying and financial viewpoints. We are gratefulto our committee for keeping us solvent
without large increases in charges-not an
easy task at present. Ron also disclosed the
development plans for our site, which includes
extensions to both the clubhouse and hangar
with a landscaped ca,ravan park.
The north-east winds seemed to prevail during May and don't i1;ive us the best soaring conditions, though on occasions they did produce
wave to about 4000fl. On the badge fronl, the
prize must go to Ron ReilIy who did three legs
of his Silver C in one week.
Adrian Harris completed his Silver C on
May 31 and Mike Mmer took a pupil to Ringmer in the T-49. The last week of May saw six
of our syndicate aircraft atlnkpen and on May
31 iohn Hoye (Skylark 4) and John Dickens
(Foka 3) tried a 500km triangle, John Dickens
completing 480km. Tony Moulang (Dart I7R)
and Colin Beer (K-6cR) flew a dog leg course to
Pemnporth for Gold distance and this completes Colin's Gold C. Jo lanzo (K-I3) landed
just short on the same course but may have
covered 300km.
C.B.

LONDON
We have recently had several Silver C distance
and height nights. 10hn Whiltle and Crispin
Boyle went more than IOOkm for ,their distance
and Richard Brown gained his second Silver leg
within two months of solo, releasing from an
aerotow at SOO to climb to 4500ft.
Bill Walron flew his SHK to Cornwall to

complete his Gold badge and Stuart-Frazer
Beck gained his Diamond goal.
The Lasham plate, which sat in our bar fOf
13 weeks, has finally been recaptured. I am
sure i~w.ill joumey between the two clubs many
times before the season is ove.r, Robin Davidson flew his ASW-15 to Husbands Bosworth to
collecl our pot there but didn'f have room for it
in the glider on the return trip.
Our club was well repr~sented in the
Nationals with seven pilots competing. Congratulations 10 John Jeffries who collected the
SOOkm triangle two-seater record to go with his
other two-seater records.
D.Y.
Soaring Costs at the Norfolk ClubI

MIDLAND
Open weekend this year, May 3-4, chanced
upon two really superb days. On the Saturday
convection started incredibly early and we had
a record ~58 launches. Credit goes particularly
to Roy and AJison Wilton for their inipecca'ble
winching, to Len Dent's organisation at the
launch end, and to some willing, efficient
ground handling by members-some of them
foregoing instructional flights. The many
visitors who took their air experience flights
could not have had a better introduction.
Cross-country mileage is mounting steadily,
rather than spectacularly. There were several
triangles and an out-and-return flown on the
weekend mentioned, and May 31 too saw a
good crop of completed tasks.
Early June brought a BBC TV crew to the
Mynd with some clever wing-mounted
cameras. CFI Ernie Ainscough circuited (hem
under an inversion all morning, but a few blue
thermals after lunch gave some soaring. The
hour or so of film shot is, we understand, to be
edited to ten minutes and the programme to go
out in the first week in August.
W.J.T.

NEWCASTLE & TEESSIDE
Arter a long dreary winter for our members, we
are now having some of the best hill soaring
that has been known at Carhon. Due to the
northedy winds, we have been able to ridge
soar as far as seven miles from our site for
several weekends.
A successful Easter course was run and
credit must go to our members who supported
this course in conditions which, to say the least,
were "muddy".
More grassing and extension of runways is
planned for this year and with the help of our
new acquisition to our club fleet, a caterpillar
bulldozer, we will find this work a lot less back
breaking.
Unfortunately, due to rising costs, our flying
charges have had to be increased, but we still
think we can offer some of the cheapest rates in
the country and we welcome any enthusiast
who would like to visit us. Courses are being
run each month until September.
At our AGM, Adam Dodds retired as
Deputy Cf.1 and his place was taken by Albert
Newbery. Ted Burnett, who was our Treasurer
for many years, stood down from the
committee because of family commitments.
Our thanks go to Ted and Adam for their sterling work over many years at Carlton.

Now that our tllg is operational, we' will be
able to explore that wave we so often see but up
(0 now is enjoyed by our friends at Catterick
and Dishforth.
C.B.R.

NORFOLK
As a result of Increased subscriptions, charges
and VAT, 38 flying members did not renew
membership this year. However, new applications have just about equalled losses, so keeping our strength st'i11 well over 100.
So far, we have had few notable achie\'ements, in fact, many pilots have been more
concerned with water tanks and cess-pits. than
cross-country flying.
In early May we held a task week:, which
coincided with some of the worst weather of
the century. One of the days happened ,to be
Ascension Day-but even ,that did not bell'.
C.E.H.

NORTHUMBRIA
The mild wlllter and spring were marked by
fewer than usual opportunities for wave
soaring. Most climbs fell short of Gold height
although, as uS\:lal, some found themselves in
lift at 12000ft without the necessary oxygen.
The threatened restrictions on ollr airspace
have fortunately been delayed. In {ne meantime loca'! MPs have been most helpfUl and
recent negotiations may give grounds for
greater optimism.
•
The private fleet has been augmented by a
Sovereign (YS-53), making ,the Holboms, with
their K-6, our first two-g'lider family.
Cold northerlies lInd frequent low cloud
marred the club expedition to Brunton airfield
on the Northumberland coast. Eut despite the
weather, the syndicate Grunau was autotowed
to give some members from our hill site their
first experience of this launch method, while
the club's Chipmullk was kept busy towing.
Finally" a small. housing estate of mice, well
insulated fQr higliJ flying and apparently
Guardian readers, came to light in a Skylark
centre-section at C of A time, when they inconsiderately ate part of the string inserted to
replace the cables.
A.T.

OXFORD
A rather uneventful spring with poor weather
which restricted soaring. During this time Janis
McGill, Steve Evans and Richard Hall successfully completed instfuctors' courses.
On May 31 Richard Cowderoy, flying in the
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Enstone task week, achieved his Gold C
dis'tance and Diamond goal in Phoebus 640.
Mick Moxon did his five hours on the same day
in tile new syndicate;Skylark which joined the
growing fleet of privately owned gliders the
previous month.
The club fleet has changed. The Pirat was
sold and the Skylark 4 purchased from the 169
syndicate who upgraded to a Keslrel19.
Graham Barrett completed his Silv·e·r C with
a very hot and difficult five hours on June 10.
The K-6E and two Phoebi are entered for the
Western Regionals.
J.R.

hands of a syndicate, had its first airing for
gave its pilots. some pleasant soaring.

2iyr~ and

F.B.

'*

SHROPSHIRE
Following a very reasonable late winter anCl
early spring from the wav,e soaring point of
view, with flights in excess of 17000 and
20000ft by Vic Can and Ron Rutherford,
April and May have seen a promising start to
the thermal soaring season.
Congratulations to Dennis Pearce, John
Jefferson and Don VernOn for completing their
Silver Cs. The star performance, however,
must be that of Vic Can who gained his
Diamond height with a flight in local wave to
22000ft from a 3000ft aerotow from Sleap.
D.V.

SOUTHDOWN
Parham has started to exceed all .expectations.
On Saturday, May 31, more than I OOOkm were
flown, which is probably mme in one day than
over several years when we were at Firle.
Congratulations to Chris Backwell (Skylark
38) who, on that Saturday, became the first
pilot to fly a 300km triangle from our new site.
J.ohn Frampton covered the same course,
Home and Didcot, minutes later in his Pirat
with "Boffin" PLunkett (DarH7) doing a
300km out-and-return to Daventry.
On the same day John Lovell (Oly 463)
completed his Silver C with a distance flight.
Earlier in the month Joan Cloke did the same
and Peter Atkin and John and Sue Frampton
also gained their Silver badges In May.
Roy West, Keith Anscombe and Geoff
Massey soloed recently in the K-? There was a
week's course in May for some Sussex school
,teachers, organised by AERO, and two further
courses are scheduled for club members in
A.uguSt and September.
The excellent soaring conditions at, and
around, our new site have had a magnificent
effect on morale. Come and see us-but please,
not in a powered aircraft.
LD.B.

STAFFORDSHIRE
The north-easterly winds of April and May did
little to enhance our flying. The course week at
the end of May and our Tuesday evening flying
suffered in some measure. On one day in the
course week the sink was so severe that pilots
could not reach the launch point after dropping
the wire!
What must have been the first intentional
cross-country flight from Morridge was made
at the end of May by Ron Wrighl who set off in
his Std Libelle for Husbands Boswordl.. On the
same day the former dub Olympia, now in the
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SURREY & 'HANTS
Wbat a terrible season! However, Saturday
May 31 will long be revered. After a wintry
star,t with hard white frost ·covering everything
including an optimistic instructor's tomato
l'hiflts Outside his caravan. cumulus appeared
at 8.30. Paul Lowenstein led the way wi,tlh a car
launch in the club Kestrel 19, having declared
Yeovil, Wrexham, 602km. He was back 7hrs
ZOmins later with two hours soaring left.
Wally Kahn, Mike Cowburn and Mike
Costin, in tneir own gliders, and Richard Brisbourne, in [,he Club Phoebus 266, all went
round
SOOkm
triangles,
Sherborne,
Shrewsbury. This was only Mike Cowburn's
second flight oyer 300km and special congratu·
lations to Wally, weIJ deserved after all he has
done for Lasham. Angus Fleming completed
his 300km on: lhe last flying ~ay before going to
America for the rest of'the season.
There were also 300km flights by Rob
Montague-Scott in a club Pilatus, his· fourth
cross-country, Gill Haslam visiting Lasham
from Blackpool & Fylde, (:yril Cook and many
others. Frank Irving ar,rived back from a
300km at 3.15 wondering whether to go round
again and Alan PumeU had a ,go at tne 500km
triangle record-he was fast but at the time
didn't know about the Nationals' exploits.
Somewhat lesser but still creditable nights
wefe a Silver C in one by Dave Nunn with five
hours, height and distance to Tarrant Rushton.
In fact Tanant had quite an influl( of Silver
from Lasham including lan Wright and Nigel
Chorley.
Earlier in the year an accident between a
Skylark 3 and a parked K-8 and undercarriage
damage to Phoebus 265 kept these gliders out
of the May 31 event, but 265 should be back in
circulation by June 7. The K-8 is badly
damaged and will be out for many weeks.
The following Tuesday, June 3, took Chris
Garton and Hugh Hilditch to North Wales,
Hugh to near Bala and Chris to Corwen, both
doing the return leg of their flights in less than
two hours, each with S 10km.

C.L.

TRENT VALLEY
We recently had the longest flights ever made
from Trent Valley. bolh by Bob Baines in his
K-6cR on twO consecutive Sundays. They were
of71 and81hrs.
Our AGM was held recently and all the
officers were re-elected. We welcome two new
syndicate gliders-an Olympia 28 and a
Blanik-and congratulate those who have completed or gained legs of their Bronze C.
J.P.N.

UNIVERSITIES OF GLASGOW
andLANARKS
Since this club has not featured in S&G since
1972, we feel It is high time we let it be known
that we are again fully operational and lighting
hard to rebuild membership after a near disastrous year which saw the tragic demise of tbe
1C-2 two-seater, at a time when our only other

T-21 two-seater was held up during its C of A
for prolonged delivery·of a spare part.
Thanks to the stalwart efforts of the Clubs'
joim committee in organising several highly
successful dinner-dances and other fund raising
events, we managed (jUSt) to survive this difficult period.
The somewhat dilapidated farmhouse which
we acknowledge with a curious love-hate
relationship as our clubhouse, has now been
sold and partially demolished. A new building
with lounge, kitc'hen and lect'ure facilities is
underway, thanks to the beneficence of the
Clydesdale Flying Trust. with due consideration being given to new workshop and fuel
storage facilities nearby.
We have now acquired a second twin-drum
diesel winch, one drum of which has been
experimentally loaded with a kilometre of
Parafil plastic cable. We are pleased to report
that so far this has given over 300 I:>reak-free
launches with-apparently-no noticeable
deterioration or wear.
Meanwhile, tne clubs eagerly await the
delivery of a f alke motor glider as our replacement basic trainer; upon which we hope 'to
further build up our active membersldp. However, we do urgently need the services of at
least two more instructors and our CFI would
appreciate offers of regular help from anyone
in the vicinity of Strathaven who holds an
approved motor glider rating.
P.G.B.

VINTAGE
Our Haddenham Safari proved an interesting
experience, not least that the club can be
wholly independent in providing all its own
mod cons.
Old Warden was delighted to have a number
of our vintage gliders on display from May 24M-two Petrels, Kranich,. Weihe, Mu-I3, two
Grunau ·285, Kite .1, Kite 2 and Willow Wren.
Four of these flew in the air display on Bank
Holiday Monday.
Our next events are Sywell from July 4-6
with a stalic display for three days with some
selected for a flying display on Saturday and
Sunday: and Long Marston, home of the
Stratford-upon-Avon Gliding Club, from
August 22-25, flying an day, every day.
Further information about events (nonmembers welcome) and membership from
Frances Furlong, Otford House, Otford, Nr.
Sevenoaks. Kent.

WOODSPRING
We are a new club based at Weston-SuperMare. The club was formally opened on March
I by Naomi Chris,ty, BGA Development
Officer, who flew our T-21 with our President.
David Driver.• on the inaugura'l flight.
T'hanks to the tremendous effort of the
steering committee, led by CFI Jim Martin,
and the assistance of the Mendips Gliding Clu b
(RAFGSA), we were airborne only six months
after .the first discussions.
Our first three month's operation have been
very successful. W.e now have the full use of a
syndicate K-7 in addition to the T-21, and our
ground equipment includes a double-decker
bus for use as a snack bar, lounge and opera-

tions unit. Our launches for the period total

910 which comfortably exceeds our target of
250 per month.
Achievements to date are: first club solos (no

ab-initios yet) by Da\lid COllsins, Sue Dixon,
Toby Fisher, Peter Turner and Ken Wiseman;
Bronze Cs by Peter Turner and Ken Wiseman
and an assistant instFUctor's rating for Peter
Turner.
At present We are confined to winch launching, but expect 10 ha\le the use of a tug in the
near future. We are extremely fortunate on the
social side in having the IIse of Achilles School
of Flying's excellent bar facilities. We have om
own social night on Thursdays in addition to
parties, skittles matches etc.
Our first Oying visitor was a Skylad( ,from
Swindon-the pilot will receive a tankard for
the distinction. We,fly on Thursday afternoons
and all day Saturday and Sunday. Visitors lire
welcome but please check at the Achilles clubhouse for directions and permission tQ drive to
lhe launch point.
P.T.

YORKSHIRE
All events at the club recently have been overshadowed by the sad loss of Barrie
Goldsbrough. He will be greatly missed at
Sulton Bank. His enthusiasm, skill and advice
over a large number of years had contributed
much to the success of the Yorkshire Gliding
Club. All l!)ur sympathy goes to his wife.
Susan, and son, Robert. (Obituary pI73.)
Since the last issue lhe weather has improved
somewhat and a fair amount of cross-country
soaring has taken place. However, conditions
have rarely been consistently good and only
two nights over 300km have been made so far.
As a result of these conditions we should all be
in good field landing practice following the
many occasions when these have been
necessary recently. On one parlicularly tricky
day in May no less than eight trailers left the
site to retrieve pilots who had landed ou t earlier
in the afternoon.

The courses are in full swing and we are
almost fully booked to the end of the season.
We hope that at least some of fhe visitors who
attend will obtain sufficient interest and enjoyment to remain in the glicling movement.

P.L.

SERVICE NEWS
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
During April and May, 1'5 Bronze and six
Silver C legs were gained, Jamie Allan getting
his duration and height six months after going
solo. Mick Boik now has two Silver C legs and
Harry Chapple and Barry Brock their distance.
John Martin of the Marham Club visited us to
do a five hour stint.
Our t1eet was depleted by the loss of the
Kestrel 19 in the Inter-Service Regionals. We
hope to replace it later in the year with a Cirrus
and a Club Libelle.
Gordon Camp, who is to be congratulated
on his placing in the Nationals, is now
representing the RAF at the French Air Force
Gliding Championships at Romorantin,
Orleans.
The Lycoming Chipmunk is proving to be of
great value. Althougl1the fuel consumption'is
higher. the improved Ilaunch rate makes it more
efficient than the standard Chipmunk. Certification action with the CAA continues.
W.T.

CHlLT,ERNS
(RAF Weston-on-the-Green)
The 'Inter-Service Regionals produced some
good results for club pilots, with Eddie Wright
coming second ,in the Club Class in his first
comp. Malcolm Norris again did well in the
Sport Class to end up ,in the top five.
On the home front Ithings are at last
improving. Tne hangar has been saved. as the
station was not part of the dreaded defence
cuts. and with luck we can look forward to a
few more years at Weston,
New members are joining at a fairly good
rate and seem to be progressing well. Alistair
Raffan, who joined us from Fulmar after
becoming an RAF apprentice, has progressed
well to complete his Silver on the day after his
18th birthday with five hours flown in blue
thermals. Remaining with badges, Bob L10yd
has finally completed his Gold C with a triangle
via Stow and Newmarket. He squeezed the
most out of it by taking just over eight hours in
the K-6E. This was our first 300 from the site
this year.
G.M.

CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
WE ARE
BRITAIN'S
ONLYCAA
APPROVED
MANUFACTURER

c.....ran B~loons limited
I C.lh., !';lrk
Brillol 156 682 E"'illand

r•• ph.rMI:

1(1272) 41455

We are at last managing some modest crosscountry flights. Earlier in the year John
McAulay, Norman Irvine and Grahaeme
Haggar took the B-4 north in search of wave. It
remained elusive but the thermals were strong.
Our entrants in the Inter-Service Regionals
had mixed fortunes. lan Macfadyen had gained
his Diamond goal and was flying very well until
he unexpectedly met another glider in cloud.
S.T.E.W.

CRUSADERS
Hav,ing been strictly confined to flying within
the Sovereign Base Area (S8A) (or the last six
months. we were delighted to hear at the end of
Mar.ch that we are now permitted ~o flyover
the Greek-Cypriot territory towards Cape
Greco atlthe south-eastem lip of the island. If
all goes well, there is a possibility that we may
soon be allowed to fly westwards, which would
make the soaring scene a bit more interesting
and allow us to get in a few Silver distance
flights.
Over the last few months we have seen a
record amount of rain, most of which seemed
to fall on club t1ying days. Still, there has been
some good soaring in between downpours and
Mike Johnson, Ken Taylor and Derek Smith
managed to gain at least one Bronze leg each,.
No one seems to have claimed Silver or Oold
heights so far this year, except perhaps Dick
Acton who sneaked off to Aboyne for a dimb
to just over l4000ft. A good soaring day was
missed on March I when we had a sky full of
wav€: clouds which went very high indeed, but
nobody got airborne early enough to try them
out.
With another three club members solo
recently, it looks like the Swallow is going to be
worked fairly hard till the Oly 2B comes back
on the line, hopefully about mid-May. about
the same time that we expect to have the Motor
Falke serviceable again.
The club has lost another four instructors.
Dave Reilly, Pablo O'Kerwin, Mike Pobjoy
and Mick Elsom. Other very active club
members who ha¥e returned to the UK are
"Dixie", Arthur Watt and Jan and Alan
Owbridge. Our thanks go to all these people
for their efforts in k'eeping the club ticking
over. We welcome our new Chairman, Pete
Child, who takes over (rorn Dan Cronin, one
of our longest standing members at present.
Also arrived her,e is Chris Heames, a very welcome ,instr,uctor. as the breed seemS tQ be
getting a bit thin on the ground at the moment.
To help us along, Mike Bartatt has recently
returned from an instructors' course at
Bicester.
B.W.
N.'O. There will be a reunion of past members
of Crusaders at Bicester on Saturday evening,
September 27, the weekend of the RAFGSA
CFls' conference.

EAGLE (Detmold)
The main news is that we h<\ve our Falke and it
has t10wn 144hrs in Ithe first six weeks of operations.
We have just finished holding the British
Forces Gliding Cnamionships at Detmold. We
had nine days of cross-country t1ying bl1t only
six tasks couored. Eagle did not do as well as
last year. We retained the Bob Owen Cup
(Alan Somervme IInd Eric Smith), but (or the
first time for years lost the Eagle trophy for
two-seaters to Wally Lombard and Pete Bryan
of Brilggen. W.e did, however, retain the Suez
trophy for the best aircraft. We were delighted
that for the first time our German co-gliding
club
(Luftsportverein
Oetmold)
was
represented in the.competition.
The Rallye c:ontinues '10 tug many hours to
the delight of its owners and t'he curses of the
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all pilots can re'ad - but the BEST PILOTS read

Sailplane & Gliding
The magrazine can be obtained from most Gliding Clubs in Gt. Britain,
arltematively send £3.25 postage included for an annua~ subscription to
the British Gtiding Associatiion, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way,
Leicester. Single copies, 'including postage
49p..
,

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA:

T. R. Beasley, Soaring Supplies, PO Box621.

HOLLAND;

St. Laurent, 379 (Mn..1 PO. H44 4V9.
J. Th. van 'Eck, Noordvliet 6, Maassluis.

SOUTH AFRICA:

Peter Eich, PO Box 82707, Southdale 2135, Johannesburg, Transvaal.

AUSTRALIA,

Please apply direct to the British Gliding Association.

USAandall

Payable in either Sterling or US$ but International Money

other Countries

Orders preferred.

Red leather-cloth binders to take the new format now available
Price £:1.40. £:1.65 includ'ing post or $4.25.

SOAR AHEAD WITH A 'BLANIK'
Unsurpassed in Performance and Reliability Fully Aerobatic
N'ow with Improved Airbrakes

Delivered U.K. £3,615 and Duty £195 (including instruments)
2,000 Blaniks manufactured and production continuing
Get with it -join the'BlANIK' set and progress in the-70's
Distibutor for U.K. and Eire:

Peter Clifford Aviation Limited, Oxford Airport, Kidlington, Oxford
Tel. Kidlington 4262 Tel'ex 837252

Cables: Cliffair, Oxford

Sole Exporter for Czechoslovak Avia.tion Products:

Omnipot limited. Washingtonova 11, Prague 1. Czechoslovakia
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winch launch fanatics. The hangar floor con-

crete continues to spread and the walls of a
fuel store have risen 11 good 5f,t as we have
managed to enrol a bricklayerlcarpenter!
We ran an ab-initio course at the end of
April. It consisted mainly of Royal Engineers
from Ray Washer's \lnit in Osnabruck. Unable
10 use the winch, it was all done with aerotows
and the Motor falke.
We are getting a few more women members
in the club and Mariorl McKay has just completed her Bronze C. Charlie Brown and Bob
Holden·Rushworth have both .completed their
SOkmatlast.
The Fauvette is still in tile workshop being
rebuilt by Martin and Eric. It's in good
company with our K-3 which is getting a much
needed face lift from Leigh Hood and his wife.
There are now only two of these in existence.
Hopes are rising that tlile terribly wet winter
and spring will turn into II! good dry summer.
We certainly need it. We :have only been able to
get the winch out on five days since November
'14 due to the drenched airfield!
Expeditions to Zell am See have been
organised for the first two weeks of August and
for the first three weeks of November. Leigh is
also hoping to take an expedition to Issoire in
January and anyone is welcome to join us.
P.W.W.

Club Class at the Inter-Service Regionals. Ben
Benoist is to compete in Euroglide and Ken
Ross is the first member to gain a Silver
distance this year.
Thanks to our CFI, Jim Pignot, our T-21
should soon reappear af(er a lengthy major. A
two week expedition to Swanton Morley i,s
planned for early July.
J. E. and C.B.

FOUR COUNTIES (RAF Syerston)
A lot has been happening during .the last few
weekends at Syerston with 'Some of the besl
conditions seen for 11 very 'long time. There was
a truly vintage day on Saturday, May H, when
"WOQdy" Woodier successfully completed a
5,OOklll triangle in his newly purchased Kestrel,
and "Stu" Mulholland achieved his Gold
distance and mamon~ goal. Another flight of
notable achievement was that of Bronze C pilot
Albert Bourne who went off on his 50km
flight,. He landed 5jhrs later after climbing to
SOOOft over 120km away.

FENLAND (RAF Marham)
A fond farewell was said 10 Krickett and Floyd
Svrko who left for the USA IIfter four years in
England. They will be sadly missed and
Iankards were presented to them in recognition
of their many contributions to our dub.
Two memorable solos were recorded
recently. Nigel Vernon was the ,first member of
our club to do A IInd B certificate in our
Prefect. He was followed by Jeff Bubier who
soloed on his 16th birthday and gained his first
Bronze le~ on our next flying day. Je!f Gray,
Steve Parker and George Lockrow have also
soloed on the Prefect. Since last writing, we
also have ten Bronze legs and three Silver ;Iegs.
Congratulations to Jerry Wall ace, first in the

JOHN HULME
Tunbridge Lane, Bottisham
Cambridge CB5 90U

-

Telephone: Cambridge 811323

Wood, Metal, and
Fibreglass Repairs

•

Spares and Materials

•

-

Trailers
UK REPAIR AGENT FOR DIAMANT
SAILPLANES

The BGF Competition at Detmold 'added more
ki'lometres to the record. Congratulations to
Tim Oulds who came third in this contest.
A word here about our K-7s flown by Wally
Lombard, Pete Bryan and Spud Murphy. They
all gave a creditable performance and
tremendous experience to the pupils who new
with them. Wally with Paddy Malone as P2
came first on day three.
Congratulations to recent soloists, Tony and
Kay Killingray, Luke Lucas and Andy Moyes;
to Keith Robel1S, Graham Devine, Bob Greenwood, and Clive Coates for their Bronze legs;
to David Malkinson, Paddy Malone, and Mary
Charlelle-Green for their Bronze Cs; to John
Foey, Mick Simmonds, and Robbie Knight for
their Silver distances, to Tom Jones for his SiI·
ver distances a!'1d height.
Our new training scheme is working well. We
now keep six pupils on an active f1yillg list. As
new members arrive the,y go onto a waiting list
where they have odd passenger .l1i.ghts until
someone solos, then they move on to the active
list. Selection for the vacant spot is made by
their obvious contribution to the club. Those
who don"t like the wait fall by the wayside and
we are only left with those who will do anything to fly. On the training side with only six
pupils on the list, they are able to get as many
as nine flights a day, which is a far cry from
last year when there was sometimes difficulty
filling In three flights.
Mick "Porky" Woods is now 11 full Cat
instructor making a total of six.
The social side is still thriving and we are
planning-a medieval night.
A.M.

TWO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch)

"Woody" Woodier of Four Counties with new
Kestrel, new baby and new pram

Congratulations also to Gareth Cunn,ingham
who obtained his Silver height on his second
flight in the K-8. It was also his first Bronze
leg.
A mention must also be made of the sterling
effort that Messrs Ch inn, Brown and Fox
achieved on one of the winches one Saturday.
At 2pm the clutch gave in, but by that evening
a brand-new clutch plate was filled. A special
thanks to AI Fop who was only passing
through-his home club being Lossiemouth.
The club fleet is finally back to strength after
tbe return of the gliders from the InterServices. There were notable achievements by
club members with special congratulations tQ
Andy Miller in coming first in the Open Class.
J.R.O.

PHOENIX (RAF Briiggeo)
Tile Tost retllrned fully serviceable w,ith new
cables and tOw cars had a face lift, so we
started the soaring season with great
enthusiasm. The cross-country kUometres are
mounting rapidly, helped wnsiderably by
Terry Slater's efforu among the International
competitors w'here they met lit Hahnweide (the
only British serviceman ill Germany to enter
the German International Competition). He
made good showing alld came first on day two.

Thanks must go to our CH Phil Andrews for
organising this year's highly successful wave
expedition to Aosta. He was rewarded with a
Gold height (when th~ barograph didn't work)
followed, two days later, with a 'Diamond
height which he improved on four days later!
The other 13 club members were equafly
successful, with eight climbs of over 5000m and
14 climbs of over 3000m.
Congratulations on their Diamonds to Phil,
Alan Smith, P,olly Parrot!, Mick Mahon and
Vince Malon. And to. Anne Andrews, Bob
Hackeu, Roy Thompson and Dave Jordan for
their Gold climbs.
No sooner had the gliders become
accustomed to low altitudes again, they were
once more boxed and on their way tl) Detmold
for the RAF Germany Comps.
Despite t,he wind 'tables, and much juggling
with crosswind lines and angles, we all, including the scorer, returned home smiling, Ithe K-6
pilots, Bob Hackeu aFld Roy Tl1ompson,
having taken second place and the Sie 3, Ilown
by Polly and Mick Mahon, in fourth place.
Our Swallow stormed' round Germany to finish
1st ill that Oass. Congratula'tions to Mike
"Waldo" Healh alld assistant Paul Rawlinson,
who collected his Silver distance on the way.
Not to be outdone, the stay-at-homes have
gained three Silver heights, three Bronze Cs
and numerous Bronze legs.
T,his month we say farewell to Deputy CFI
Dave Cock burn-he leaves us all drawing lines
on maps and searching for cameras to compete
for his IOOkm triangle cup.
A.A.
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Advertisements, with remittance, should
be sent to Chei",n P~ss Ltd., 8/10 Parkway, London, :NWl lel 01-267 1285. Rat.
20p a word. Minimum 0.00. Box numbers
lOp extra. Replies to box numbers should
be sent to _the same add;ess. TlIe closing
date for classified advertismlll1ts for the
October- November Issue is September
8th.

CHALET BUNGAlOW 4 beds, easy reach
larrant Rushton & Compton Abbas. 30ft
·garage with 1000sq ft work space and storage
under. Good access and parking for trailers.
Details: Wentworth. Tel Wimborl1e 2188.
K-13 Eighth share in well equipped K-13. New
closed !'raile,. Based' at Kent. Colin Ruddock,
63 Whitehill Road, Crayford, Kent. Tel Dalltford 29074.

SALE

PYE CAMBRIDGE AM1@D,s on 130.4 MHZ,
fun working order, from £59. Osoorne,
Tunbrid'ge Wells (0892) 37!Xl3.
PIK-20 Standard Class delivery position April
76. Firth, 542 Coronation Ave. Ottawa,
Canada.
GRUNAU BABY-BGA No 199'7, with
basic instruments for sale. Extensive
refurbish and' 10 year C of A just completed, excellent condition. Viewing
Plymouth by appointment. £699 ono. Lt
Cdr :F. G. Craig, RNEC, Manadon,
Plymouth. Tel 53740 IExt Manadon
264/226I1VQrking hours.
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le of A Q'VERHAULS and
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.

I Husbands Bosworth Airfield,

REPAIRS.

Near Rugby

Tell: Husbands Bosworth 375
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BERGFALKE 2/55 Dart canopy, Pot
Fibreglass nose, extended airbr.akes,
Training/Soaring Aircraft, £2150 ono.
Barograph, Cambridge Audio Vario,
chute. Phone Pudsey 74325. Evenings,
forth 2516.

Pitot,
good
Also
ParaHors-

SF·27M single-seat, high performance, retractable engined motor glider. Good condition,
trailer, basic instruments, new C of A. Offers
O. Walker, Asoot 23646.

K-8B in very good condition, approx 10
montt-l C of A still t(l run, basic instruments and
T & S £2950 Plus VAT. I!.ondon Gliding Club,
Dunstable, Beds. Telephone Dunstable 63419.
AEROSPAT ALE
180hp Commodore C of A till Dec. 76.
VHF & VO~ [5750.
220hp Minerva C of A till Aug. 76. VHF,
VOR & AOIF. Almost new. No VAT.
[11000.
Ring Biggin Hill 74038

RF-40 G-AVNZ flew engine & C of A. 380
Channel Bendix. £3200 ono. No VAT. Tel
Rotter 051-652 9808.· Balaton, Elenor Road,
Birkenhead, Merseyside.
K·4. The best maintained 1956 model on the
market. For details contact W/O N. Stagg, 25.
Squadron, RAF Wildenrath, Germany, BFPO
42.
KESTiREL 19, modified rudder, blue canopy.
T'railer, instruments, oxygen if reql!lired.
Highest offer secures. Available end August.
Stillington 255.
FOKA 5, low hours, full panel, oxygen, radio,
barograph, trailer, recent C of A.. Details,
Hammond, Stubbington 3633.

SUNGSBY T-21 , very good conditione,
instruments. Free delivery within Britain,.
Contact J. Tait, Benmore, Grant St., Elgin,
Moray. Tel Elgin 2919.

At:RO & ENGINEERING
SERViCeS

Glidervvork

K.ESTREL l e9 with low-line trailer, oxygen,
radio, parachute, instrurments. Available with
new C of A. Offers Hillsborough 682580 or
Dromara 407.

TRAilER, all-metal suit any single-seater and
most two-seaters (T-21a, K-13 etc!. £150 ono.
Phone Forrest, Blockley.233.

FOURNIER RF·4. Special' category C of A to
October. New engine 40hrs ago. 360 channel
VHF. £2500. Telephone Tewin (Herts) 433.

FOR

SALE

STD CIRRUS, August 1972, based Booker.
Two j shares available immediately. Waterballast, radio, 750 litre oxygen, barograph, parachute. full panel, GRP trailer. Burghclere 357.

BERGFALKE 2-55 two-seater 1959 1:27, low
hours since eJltenSlve ·overhauL Well fitted
glider. Excellent open trailer. £1900 ono. Telephone Doncaster 54280..

It io uncle..tood thet the Britloh Gliding Aeoociotlon
cannot accept responaiblity for claims ",ad. by
odvertise,o in "Seilplone & Glldin9".

FOR

Glider/Motor Glider C of A
Overhauls & Repairs
BGA Senior Inspector
PFA Inspector
'PETREL' Rogallow Hang Gliders
Complete Kits & Drawings
Aluminium Tube, Pop Rivets
Cable etc.,
stocked for hang gliders

Aken House,
Kepwell Bank Top, Prudhoe,
Northumberland.
Tel: Prudihoe 32087

TRAILERS
doe & Terry Lines
Competitive Prices Send lor Quotations.
Higher Bockhampton. Dorchester, Dorset.
Phone: Dorchester '/307

ITAUAl\t PEGASO M100.
One i or two t shares. Based Inkpen, but
would equally allow opportunity perhaps
two pilots share or share In Soaring-Sitebased ship without trouble Of trailing from
your maybe restricted site.
Fully
equipped; Aiel, Audio, TE, Barograph,
'chute, radios, new C of A etc. Around
.£1500-i, £1050-!: Tel (Evenings) 01-579
1813. I Day- direct line 01-839 8275L

Magnetic mobile aerials
[11
pye Gambridges 1 2 v £ 8 5 & £95
All 130.1 and 130.4MHz.
RADIO COMMUN,ICATIONS tTO.
St Sampsons, Guernsey, C.!'.
IPhone 104811)47278 9/10am, 6l7pm.

TUG

AIRCRAFT

WILGA 35A 7th Series
Very low hours plus spares. New C of A
till August 1976. Price [BOOO plus. VAT.
Contact J. Strugnell 01-370 6181 ldaytimel or Bourne End 23458 (evening.s).

WANTEO

SERVICES

DART l1.R. Details to K. R. Mansell, The
Manor House, Ratlinghope, Shrewsbury SY5
OSA. Tel. linley 630.
PlLATUS B-4, K-6e, Dart 15 or HR, Olympia
463' or simnar aircraft. Telephone Jones at
Penzance (073614207.

PUBLICATIONS

NOAVIC RACING ENGINES LTO.
A'IRCRAFT ENG'INE DIVISION
For Lycoming, Continental and VW
base engin'e Overhauls.
Industrial Estate, Wymondham, Nor,folk.
Tel: Wymondham(0953001 3741.

WANTED: Skylark 2 ,or 3. C;Jsh payment
ready. Tel Stonehouse 3947, Gloucestershire.

COURSES
WANTED second hand Bocian le trailer.
Please quote price. Lun!, Harehill Farm, Boylestone, Derbys.
K-6cR and DART 17R- Details and price to W.
Dyer, 48 Mount Gould Road, Plymouth, PLY
64127.

GLIDING
Beginners' courses in the Peak District with
Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Club. MaySeptember. Inclusive charges. Brochure and
booking: Course Secretary, 34 Booth Street,
Ashtoo-under·lyne, Ol6 7lG.

K-6e or K-6cR. Must be unpranged and in good
condition, also trailer. Box No SG 477.
IRVIN EB62 glider parachute. K. Brackstone,

60 Nelson Hoad, Wimbledon, London SW19
lHX.
K-4 or similar 2 seater, preferably with instruments and 'trailer. Full details, price etc. to Box
No SG 478.
Pye
Bantam,
Rechargeable
WANTEIbl:
Battery. Charger. Also Pye Cambridge, boot
mounting. G. Hunt. Weymouth 6187.
WANTED. Damaged wooden construction
two-seater glider.
Anything considered,
vintage or mosern. Phone Evenings Rushden
56959.
WINCH, ,pref.erably diesel, capable of launching all normal gliders, self-propelled or towabte. BeechcrQfl, Kings Road, Blandford.
WHEEL HUB or complete wheel with internal
expanding brake from Olympia 463, Libelle or
similar size range. Longstaff, Gynack Street,
Kingussie, Inverness-shir,e. Te1404.
DATUM GUDER or better, with trailer, al end
01 soaring season. £2000-£3000. Stephen
Lynn, 01-2070179.
WA'NT£D Std Cirrus, fully equipped. Details
with price please to Wooldridge, 9 Wyndham
Court, London W7 2AS. Tel 01-567 8519
(evenings).
WANTED, oxygen system for Libelle 2018. Tel
Evesham 831021 or Alderminster 374.
WANTED' Pye Bantam. Top cash offered. 017881900.
WANTED: Used or wrecked Blaniks or parts.
State condition, price, location. Send pictures
if dama,ged. Glider Aero Inc 2680 E. Wardlow
Rd, Long Beach, Ca. 90807, U'SA.

rr

SITUATIONS

VACANT

SHORT TERM INSTRUCTORS wanted from
August 31. Write to Cairngorm Gliding Club,
Gynack Street, Kingussie, Inverness-shire.

HANG GLIDING
COME AND LEARN TO FLY ar the No 1 Hang,
Gliding School. Only !hr from M.4 amongst
Britain's finest soaring slopes. [)etails from SI
NatiOnal Hang-Gliding Centre, 'Crickhowell,
P,owys, Wales. 0873810019.

SITES
SHROPSHIRE SOARING GROUP, Sleap, Airfield, nr Wem. Private owners welcome. All
aerotow launching, negligible waiting. Superb
all year rOL/nd soaring- in thermal and wave.
Contactlan Paul, T,arvin 40787 (evenings).

"SOARIN,G" -official organ of the Soaring
Society of America. Edited by Douglas
'Lamont. Address: Box 66071, Los Angeles.
California 90066 U'SA. Subscriptions. $8.00
outside USA; apply to your post office for a
form.
Put yourself in the Picture. Buy AIR
PICTORIAL each month for the world air view
in pictures and features. Reports and photos of
aircraft and sailplanes, military aviation news,
spotters' notebOOk, etc. Price 40p from your
newsagent. For free specimen copy send lOp
in stamps to Dept S.G., Seymour Press Ltd.
334 Brixton Road, London S.W.9.
SLOPE SOARING with a radiocorHrol model
sailplane is a fascinating pastime and a typical
phase of aeromodelling. Read about this and
other aeromodelling subjects in Aeromode/ler
and Radio Control Models and Electronics, the
world's leading magazines published monthly
pr,ice 20p each. Model & Allied Publications
Ltd., 13-35 Bridge 'Street, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts.
AUSTHAUAN GU[)ING Monthly, !publication
of the Gliding Federation of Australia. A
complete coverage of Australian soaring and
exclusive features of international interest.
'Subscription '£3.50 or $10 U.$. to Box 1650,
a.p.o. Adelaide, South Australia '5001.
NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi" Official
Gliding Magazine of the N.Z. Gliding
Association. Ptinted October and Alternate
months. Write N.Z. Gliding Kiwi, P.O. Box
545, Tauranga, New Zealand. '£2.00 sterling for
year's SUbscription (inclusive of postage).

--..-'---",,7--

,DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES
CAN HELP YOU
YOU Will FIND US ON LlNESIDE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE -

AND

DONCASTER AIRFIELD

UK AGI:NTS FOR TOST AND WINTER EQUIPMENT
Sailp'ane Sales & Exchanges
CURRENT STOCK

Ka7

BER'GFAtKE 11

SPERlING(C.9o:l TUG
New and Used Inst ruments
AS~'s
ALTIMETERS Mk 19
HORIZONS
INVERTERS
VARIO's
BAROGRAPHS

RELEASE HOOK TEST SERVICE
OTTFUR & TOST HOOKS
RECONOITIONEDBY POST

STEEL TUBE WELOING
GLASS-FIBRE REPAI,RS
'Winter'lnstrument Stockists
BAROGRAPHS 10km
VARIMETERS ± 10kts
COMPASSES
ASl's 0-14Okts
'Oanum' Transistor Inverters
Small Size. 12v Input, Fused
Matched to all, types of horizon
IState type when ordering)
Large Stocks of Ply, Fabric,
Tyres, Dope, etc.

The new "Supersafe" Tost furopa Hook now in stock

L1NESIDE INDUSTRtAL ESTATE, YORK ROAD, DONCASTER
Telephone: 0302 85381
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Bristol & Gloucestershire
Glidifl9 Club
Welcomes private owners,
beginners and holiday members at
their unique site in the Cotswolds

Open 7 days per week
Why not ring the, club manager
on 045-386 342 or write to:
Bristol It Gloucestershlr.
Gliding Club
Nympsfield, Stonehouse, Glos.
GLt03TX

CORNISH GLIDING &
FLYING C-lUB

Details with pleasure from:

The Course Secretary,
Cornish Gliding & Flying Club,
T.revellas Airfield, Perranporth.
Cornwall.
Telephone Porthl'even 294

INKPEN GLIDING

Adjoining A53

Come and glide at the best
soaring site in Southern
England. We've got ridge
as well!

C's of AREPAI'RS

CLUB
a

Aerotow launching and
Motor Falke. Training courses.

REFIN,SHING

L1BELLE TRAILERS, FUSELAGE
TROllEYS,RUDOER lOCKS,

Pr:ivate owners welcome.

WING COVERS

Details from

ALUMIN.lUM STEn WBE

THE SECRETARY,

TRAILERS FOR ALL TYPES

INKPEN GUDING CLUB
SHAlIBOURNE,
Nr. MAALBORQUGH, WILTS.
Tel:Oxenwood(026 489) Club 271
Admin 239

FIRST CLASS WOR,K AT THE
RIGHT PRiCE

IT'S T'HE O,NLY PLACE TO GOI

*

*

*

For the novice or pundit

ab-initio to advanced training

circuits to, cross country

*aerotow or a1uto launch

WHERE'S THIS - LASHAMI
Derek Piggott, our C.F.r., leads a team of pl'Ofessional instructors
second to none

We shall be pleased to send you details, apply:

Manager,
LASHA'M AIRFIELD, Nr. A~~ HANTS
Telephone Herriar~

192
.. o:;oC'--_----

I

Gliding courses in modern lIeet from May I
7th - BGA fully rated instructors - fine
soari,ng - lovely coastal airfield - ideal
for a different family holiday.

SAILPLANE & ENGINEERING
SERVICES LIMITED
Holmfield Road, Buxton
Derbyshire

Ring Buxton 4365 NOW

n;
:1

r
I

KENT
The friendly Gliding Club for
ab-initios or pundits alike

We are a ridge site with both
winch and aerotow facilities.

.

Weekly courses, March to October,
from £56p.w. -£59.SOp.w.
line!. V.A.T.) full accommodation and
flying instruction
For colour brochure,
Secretary: -

write to

AB~~'~

The

Kent Gliding Club,
CHALLOCK, ASHFORD, KENT.
Telephone Challock 274 or 307

T
LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstable !Downs. Bedfordshire
Telephone: 0582 ,83418
Situated at t,he fool of the Chiltern
hills, and wl,th:in easy reach or
London and the Mldl'ands by road
(just off the M 1). The Club has a
comprehensive lIeet of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment InclUding' tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful thermalsin summer and hill soaring
with favourabl'e winds throughout
the year. Resident instructors,
catering every day (weekends only
in winter), licensed bar, accommodation and other facilities.
Visitors welcome.

Write for ,Course brochures
or club membership details to the
, Manager, or ring 058263419.

CHALET
ACCOMMODATION
Top-quality six-berth chalets for
hire at Balgedie, Kinross, near
Portmoak Gliding Club.

Full detolls from:

ADVANCED COURSES
FOR SOLO PILOTS.
AEROTOW+MQTO.R(3UDER
WAVE+THERMAL SOARING
CROSS COUNTRY & FIELD
LANDING TECHNIQUES
DUAL & SOLO FLYI NG

SNEDDON,
Stand-ma-lane. Balgedie. Kinross.
Telephone Scotlandwell 257.

TUG PILOT COURSES
FOR PPL's WITH BRONZE C
PRIVATE OWNERS
WAVE+THERMAL SOARING
SMOOTH TARMAC RUNWAY
OXYGEN RECHARGING
Details from-

A. J. MIDDLETON
DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Telephone Dinnet 339

WYCOMBE
GLIDING
SCHOOL

AIRWAYS
FLYING
CLUB

THAMES VALLEY
FLYING CLUB

5 day Residential Course from
Fly where the buzzards fly I

Ridge Thermal Wave
Winch or Bungey
Midland Gliding Club Limited

THE. LON:Gi MYND
Hol,iday Courses
April~October

March to September
All aerotows and modern training
fleet ensures a trouble-free FUN
holiday with the accent on flying.
This excellent thermal site' has a
clubhouse, bar, canteen and
accommodation.
Whether an ab-initio or an
advanced pilot our instructors can
cater for all your flying
requirements.

Private Owners We'lcome
(Please book in Advance)
Course Secretary
65, Sylvan Avenue, Timperley
Altrincham, Oheshire, WA15 6AD
or phone 061 973 3086
(9am-9pm)

For ,more details apply to:
THE SECRETARV (SG)
WYCOMBE GL1DING SCHOOL
WYCOMBE A,IR PARK,
BOOKtR, MA'RLOW, BUCKS

YORK~HIRE

GLIDING CLUB

,--------,
You don't have to be I
I
I a pundit to enjoy a
I
: good view ! !
:

I
I

l..-

...J

HOL/DAYDETAILS
from the Secretary
YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB,
SUTTON BANK, THIRSK,
YORKSHIRE Y07 2EY
Telephone SUTTON ~7

The new version has: (1) new nose profile for better high speed performance (2) new wing/fuselage fairings for improved low speed
performance (3) new wing construction to ensure the profile
accuracy maintained and (4) new water ballost system
Tomorrows high performance two-seater TODAY /1

••

The best PLUS independance
As usual our repair works are at your disposal should you need them.
14 years of glider repairing experience PLUS a forward 'lookilng
attitude makes our organisation SECOND TO NONE.
We con also supply all the equipment for your ship (except pilots)

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
U.K. agents for SCHEMPP-HIRTH

